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Foreword

The American women who grew up after the Civil War and hammered
out careers before World War I were a robust, gritty crew. Think of
Gertrude Stein, bom in 1874; Mary McLeod Bethune, bom in 1875;
Helen Keller, bom in 1880; or Rose Schneiderman, bom in 1882. They
helped to construct modem literature, education, and politics.

No matter how singular they might have been, such mettlesome
personalities were no more removed from their period than single stars
from galaxies. As Stein and Keller were composing their texts, as Beth¬
une was teaching yoimg blacks, as Schneiderman was leading the labor
movement, the meanings of 'Svomanhood" were changing. Between
1880 and 1930, more and more women, both black and white, began to
live apart from their families and to make money in a burgeoning,
nonagricultural, urban labor market. World War I speeded up this pro¬
cess. A popular label for such garment workers and laimdresses, sales¬
women and clerks, cabaret dancers and day working servants, teachers
and nurses, was "women adrift."

Joanne Meyerowitz has now written a solid, meticulous history
of these pioneers ofsocial space. Although she focusses on the working-
class women of one urban center, Chicago, her lens is broad enough
to show a nation. Indeed, she suggests that women in the industrializing
Third World today might be rewriting, in their own languages, the
story of these Chicago women. Sympathetically, she reveals the drama
and dailiness of their lives, the interplay of toil and leisure, workplace
and domesticity, isolation and sexuality, rude realities and desire, pock-
etbooks and books.

Women took on the city for a variety of reasons. Some had an ap¬
petite for autonomy that families on a farm could not feed. Others were
escaping from families that were poor, abusive, or battering. No matter
what the individual motive, women tended to start their quest on the
machine that become the symbol of a technological, mobile society: the
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Foreword

train. Remember that Dreiser's Sister Carrie, in 1900, begins with an im¬
age ofCaroline Meeber, his woman adrift, boarding the afternoon train
for Chicago with her little trunk and tacky handbag. Often an arduous
test, the train station became the gateway into a new life.

The enduring challenge of that life was survival. The urban labor
market wanted female workers. However, in part, they were desirable
because they were cheaper than male workers. Women were pinned
into sex-segregated jobs and paid as if their wages were pin money.
Often, they could aÍFord only coffee for breakfast, bread for lunch,
airless rooms for shelter. Yet, the "women adrift" did survive. Coura¬
geous, competent, they created urban subcultures. There, peers and
friends replaced the family as a primary support group. Most networks
were heterosexual, but some were lesbian.

Boldly, Meyerowitz proposes that these subcultures provided the
middle class with a model of rebellion and freedom. "Women adrift" were

not mimics of modernity. On the contrary, they charted the waters of
modernity for their more affluent, often self-consciously bohemian "sis¬
ters." The "women adrift" furnished rooms of their own, even if the fur¬
nishings were often rough, even if the rooms were often shared.

Because of their class, gender, and, for blacks their race, these
vanguard women were unable to represent and culturally define them¬
selves. In the last part of the nineteenth century, their popular image
was that of passive victims in need of rescue. Meyerowitz is both scru¬
pulous and sardonic when she analyzes the YWCA as an institution
that the middle-class woman was to manage for the sake of the belea¬
guered working-class girl. However, during the first part of the twen¬
tieth century, the manufacturing ofimages, and the products themselves,
shifted. The emerging discipline of sociology helped to transmit this
image to the elite. The "woman adrift" was no longer passive, but
active; no longer a victim, but an aggressive and selfish gold-digger. If
men had once sexually exploited her, she now went after them.

Like the most supple historians of gender, Meyerowitz realizes
that many women are neither totally powerful nor totally powerless,
neither totally willful nor totally wiped out. Instead, she pictures mod¬
em women who did what they could for themselves and with their
time. They patched together choice and compulsion, self-expression
and necessity, the open stride of freedom and the pinch ofcircumstance.
Her modern women confronted both "a new set of possibilities" and
"a new set of material and ideological constraints." Without cultural
power, without much protection from a harsh market, they were res¬
olute. They bought their own bread and grew some roses, too.

Catharine R. Simpson



Introduction

At the tum of the twentieth century, record numbers of American
women began to move beyond the traditional female domestic sphere.
Following the lead offered by pioneering women in the half century
prior, increasing numbers of women entered universities and profes¬
sions, formed organizations for social change, experimented with bo-
hemian life-styles, and demanded a voice in the political sphere. The
innovations of these middle- and upper-class New Women have at¬
tracted the attention ofhistorians, but by far the largest group ofwomen
to move beyond traditional domesticity entered the public sphere qui¬
etly to work for low pay as wage laborers.' From 1880 to 1930, the female
labor force increased ffom 2.6 million to 10.8 million." The number of
women gainfully employed grew almost twice as fast as the adult female
population.

Among these wage-earning women, a sizable group, known pop¬
ularly as 'Svomen adrift," not only entered the work force but also lived
apart from the homes of family, relatives, and employers.' In an era
when family life all but defined American womanhood, thousands of
such women boarded and lodged in the cities. Most were migrants. In
a worldwide and still continuing population movement, often from
country to city, women moved from their homes in search of available
work. In addition to migrants, a few urban women left home lives
nearby in the city. In 1900, one in five urban wage-earning women lived
"adrift."''^

These women did not comprise a homogeneous group. While
young and single women predominated, the group included older women
and separated, divorced, and widowed women. Though largely poor,
they came from various social backgroimds. Native-bom black and
white women migrated from America's farms, towns, and cities, and
foreign-bom women came from overseas and Canada. Some left home
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solely for economic reasons. Others left to escape disintegrating family
lives, stigma, and abuse, or to pursue ambition, romance, and adventure.
Most lived "adrift" briefly, for a few months or years before they mar¬
ried; others lived "adrift" for all or most of their adult lives.

For the historian, these diverse "women adrift" of the tum-of-
the-century city offer the opportunity to investigate American wom¬
anhood stripped of family and domestic roles. What happened when
women without extraordinary wealth or education moved beyond the
family? What shaped their experiences? What social, economic, and
ideological constraints did they face? In their work and in their leisure,
what options were available to them? As they established new lives apart
from family, what preferences did they express?

In the classics of sociological theory, lone migrants, usually male,
left the protective and restraining influences of family and village for
the impersonal individualism of the city. Not so for the "women adrift."
Despite their varied motives and backgrounds, these women shared
certain experiences that limited the possibility of genuine and com¬
fortable independence. Although they moved apart from family and
kin, they continued to live in an economy where employers and others
assumed that wage-earning women had wage-earning fathers or hus¬
bands to contribute to their support. With the important exceptions
ofwomen who had professional training and those who sold their sexual
services, 'Svomen adrift" supported themselves on low wages intended
for dependent daughters or wives. In addition, vulnerable and sexually
suspect, lone women often encountered sexual harassment and
stigmatization.

Under such circumstances, most 'Svomen adrift" did not move
from family and community to a life of individualism or, for that matter,
to a life of victimization. Instead, they formed social and economic
relationships in the city to substitute for the support and companionship
of family. They moved from family and community to new urban social
networks. In the late nineteenth century, many women joined existing
households, living as though they were daughters in the homes where
they boarded and lodged. Increasingly, though, women rejected the
parental supervision of surrogate families and turned instead to their
peers. They created new relationships that were less permanent and
more contractual than relationships in the family. In some cases, they
cooperated with other women and sometimes men, pooling resources
for shared housing, food, and fuel, or joining together in clubs for
shared entertainment. In other cases, women came to depend on higher-
paid men. Adopting new urban dating patterns, they relied on men for
entertainment, luxuries, and sometimes necessities. By the early twen-
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tieth century, many 'Svomen adrift" belonged to urban subcultures in
which women gave men sexual "favors" in return for limited economic
support. A few women entered homosexual subcultures, and here too
economic dependence was common.

Like die middle- and upper-class New Women, the "women adrift"
challenged the dominant Victorian sexual ethos. When they moved away
from home, they belied the tenet that all women, single or marriecl,
needed the economic and moral protection of family life. When they
mingled freely with men in rooming houses, at work, and at places of
recreation, they vmdermined the "separation of spheres" that had seg¬
regated women from men by relegating them to the domestic world
of the home. And when some of them expressed their sexuality openly,
they defied the claims to "passionlessness" that Victorian writers saw
as the basis of women's moral superiority to men.

These departures from middle-class mores attracted public notice.
At the end of the nineteenth century, observers saw "women adrift" as
symbols of moral decay. The more sympathetic writers, often middle-
class women, considered wage-earning women the victims of a ruthless
urban and industrial society. They feared that women without the an¬
chor of family would starve or drift into prostimtion. In popular ro¬
mance fiction and in reform literature, authors constructed a discourse
that portrayed "women adrift" as pure and passive orphans threatened
with sexual danger. The interest in women who lived apart from family
continued into the 1920s. By that decade, popular and academic writers
had developed a radically different discourse. In films, fiction, and the
writings ofurban sociologists, the "woman adrift" had become a symbol
of modem urban individualism, a self-seeking woman who shunned
the constraints of family. The new discourse emphasized the sexual
experimentation and gold digging of some wage-eaming women and
neglected the poverty that most continued to face. The 'Svoman adrift,"
once seen as a passive exploited victim, had become an active oppor¬
tunistic exploiter.

This change in discourse both reflected and influenced a broader
shift in f>opular conceptions of American women from the Victorian
angel to the modem sex symbol. The decline in the older sentimental
image of innocent "women adrift" occurred, in part, as social investi¬
gators recognized that the women they considered childlike victims
were often resourceful, willful, and sexual adults. At the same time,
emerging popular culture industries, like movies and cabarets, used a
newer image ofvibrant, sexual "women adrift" to titillate audiences and
sell urban vitality. The change in images corresponded with the waning
influence of Victorian moral reformers, often female, and the rise to
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cultural power of manufacturers of commercial entertainment, often
male.

The history of'Svomen adrift," the challenges they posed, and the
responses to them are the subjects of this book. Chapter i examines the
social origins of "women adrift" and their motives for leaving home.
Chapter 2 explores the hardships experienced by women alone in the
city, and Chapter 3 discusses the discourse on self-supporting women
developed by reformers, popular romance novelists, and social inves¬
tigators in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Chapters
4 and 5 examine the ways in which women supplemented and pooled
their resources in surrogate families and among peers. Chapter 6 dis¬
cusses the changing popular image of "women adrift" from 1900 to
1930.

While this work draws on a national literature, I chose to examine more

closely the experiences and environment of "women adrift" in a single
city. I selected Chicago because it approximated the national average
in the proportion ofwage-earning women who lived "adrift," it had an
ethnically and racially diverse population, and it attracted reformers and
sociologists interested in wage-earning women. Equally important, Chi¬
cago has excellent historical collections. Late-nineteendi and early-twen-
tieth-century investigators, reform organizations, and social scientists
left substantial records of their work and ofsocial conditions in the city.

The study spans the years ftom 1880 to 1930. In these years, concern
for "women adrift" reached its peak. Social observers recorded details
of the otherwise anonymous lives of wage-earning women. In these
years, too, migration of women into cities increased. The population
of cities and the female labor force expanded greatly. The influx con¬
tinued through the 1920s, but, with the onset of the Great Depression,
the population movement slowed.

The sources used include the papers, case records, newspaper
clipping files, and annual reports of organizations concerned with
"women adrift"; the papers of individual reformers and social scientists;
published and unpublished social investigations; advice books to work¬
ing women; contemporary magazine and journal articles; popular ro¬
mance novels and confession magazines; autobiographies; and oral
history interviews. For quantitative data, I drew two systematic samples
of 'Svomen adrift" from the federal manuscript census for the city of
Chicago, 957 women ftom the census of 1880 and 90s women from the
census of 1910.' These samples provide rich data on age, race, ethnicity,
occupation, place ofbirth, and housing arrangements. Because the U.S.
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Census Bureau keeps census schedules closed to the pubUc for seventy
years after collection, I could not draw samples from the census of 1920
or ipSO.** Whenever possible, I tried to remedy this imbalance with
evidence from federal and state surveys, pubhshed census reports, and
social science research.

In general, this book focuses on what the diverse group of
"women adrift" shared and not on what divided them internally. Still,
where evidence permits, I discuss the differences in experience and
expectation among women of varied ethnicities, races, ages, and class
backgrounds. The clause "where evidence permits" has major import
here, for, as most social historians know, sources often include a fuller
record of white women than of black women, of native-bom women
than of immigrants. In addition, few sources discuss the women who
hved "adrift" after age thirty-five. Finally, in most cases, the sources do
not reveal whether a woman came from an urban or rural backgroimd.
Within these limits, this study explores how some wage-earning women
moved beyond the roles ofdaughter, wife, and mother and experienced
life in the city without the mediation of family.

This account of self-supporting women addresses ongoing historio-
graphical debates concerning the meaning of wage work for women.
Until recently historians have relied primarily on two models to interpret
the history ofwage-eaming women. The older "liberation" model finds
that work for wages dismpted family and ethnic traditions and brought
a new economic independence that liberated women from the repressive
patriarchal standards ofcommunity and kin. As Edward Shorter writes,
"Economically independent women have greater liberty than econom¬
ically dependent ones."^ In contrast, the more recent "family economy"
model minimizes the impact of industrialization, migration, and ur¬
banization on working-class women. This model emphasizes continuity
rather than change. Family and ethnic cohesion blunted the negative
impact of migration and industrialization. To support their kin and to
stave off poverty, poorly paid wage-earning women remained dutiful
daughters and wives in the traditional family economy. As Leslie Wood¬
cock Tender writes, "Neither the emotional nor the economic reaUties
of working-class life prepared [women] to assume a role independent
of this [family] loyalty."*

The two models lead to contradictory images of the "woman
adrift." The hberation model mirrors the 1920s image of the opportu¬
nistic urban pioneer. Here the "woman adrift" is the quintessential
emancipated woman. The family economy model tends to echo the late-
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nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century guardians of the family who
feared for the safety ofwomen without family nearby. Here the "woman
adrift" is a poor, vulnerable, and isolated woman who needed but lacked
"the economic protection of family membership."^

Another approach, however, emphasizes both the possibilities for
change created by wage work and the constraints that limited women
wage earners' freedom of action. Focusing on particular historical con¬
texts, historians have begun to explore when, where, and why wage-
eaming women defied traditional roles and authorities, and when, where,
and why they did not.'° This approach often draws implicidy on studies
of nineteenth-century middle-class 'Svomen's culture" and sociological
studies of informal networks and subcultures." Historians of wage-
eaming women now find extrafamilial 'Svork cultures" in department
stores, factories, hospitals, and offices, and peer-oriented leisure-time
subcultures in working-class neighborhoods and recreation facilities.
They depict these informal networks of fnends not simply as support
and survival networks but also as potential arenas ofchange, areas where
women sometimes forged new standards of behavior that defied the
standards of employers, family, and community leaders."

In this "subcultural" approach, the "women adrift" were neither
liberated individuals nor isolated victims. On the one hand, prevailing
institutions and ideologies shaped and circumscribed their choices. As
the United States industrialized and the service economy developed, a
sex-segregated labor market relegated women to the lowest paying jobs.
In addition, employers, rooming house keepers, and others discrimi¬
nated against "women adrift," often because they suspected them of
immoral behavior. On the other hand, jobs in the city enabled women
to live, however poorly, outside of the family and explore new social
networks. Especially in the furnished room districts of the city, urban
entrepreneurs invested in restaurants, rooming houses, and recreation
facilities where such extrafamilial social networks might grow. In this
interpretation, wage work not only oppressed women; it also created
the preconditions for new urban subciiltures." In this context, 'Svomen
adrift," as historical actors, created new social ties to cope with and
challenge social and economic conditions over which they had no direct
control.

The social ties created by "women adrift" in the new subcultures
they formed have meaning beyond the women directly involved. For
one, they inform our understanding of the early twentieth-century "rev¬
olution in manners and morals." Historians have long treated this shift
from Victorian sexual reticence to modem sexual expressiveness as a
middle-class phenomenon grounded in a search for pleasure.More
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recent research, however, points to a working-class component." As
seen in the subcultures of "women adrift," this component grew not
only out of a search for pleasure, romance, and excitement but also out
of economic need and the customary dependence ofwomen on higher-
paid men. The 'Svomen adrift" who challenged convention most entered
subcultures that sanctioned extramarital sex. For these women, a sexual
relationship also represented an economic strategy for alleviating pov¬
erty. When they rebelled against the sexual conventions of their parents
and ofmiddle-class reformers, they pulled female economic dependence
ouiside of the family and into the realms of dating, cohabitation, gold
digging, and casual prostitution. In short, the sexual relationships in
the subcultures formed by "women adrift" reveal the neglected eco¬
nomic roots of modem sexual expression.

At its tñost speculative, this work suggests that"women adrift"
help>ed set pattems that other women later followed. In the furnished
room districts of the 1910s, middle- and upper-class bohemian intellec¬
tuals may have observed and learned from the unconventional behavior
of the working-class women who were their neighbors. Middle-class
pleasure seekers may have copied the blueprints of "sexy" behavior
provided by "women adrift" who worked as cabaret singers and chorus
girls. Observant social investigators and reformers who studied the daily
actions of self-supporting women gradually rejected earlier images of
helpless, passionless womanhood. By the 1920s, young middle-class
flappers romanticized and imitated the working-class women who lived
on their own and socialized with men. And popular movies and pulp
magazines used the overt sexual behavior of some "women adrift" to
spread a new stereotype of women as sexual objects. In these ways, the
wage-eaming women who lived apart ftom family were a vanguard in
the decline of Viaorian culture.

The "women adrift," then, stand at a juncture in U.S. women's
history. They moved from a female domestic world in predominantly
rural societies to a sexually integrated, urban environment. Bereft of
family support and confronted with poverty, they created new subcul¬
tures, challenged Victorian prescriptions, set pattems for contemporary
sex roles, inspired social reformers, and influenced popular culture.
Their history links together the history ofwomen, work, sexuality, social
reform, and popular culture in the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-
centvuy city.



 



Chapter One
Apart from Family

In Theodore Dreiser's novel Sister Carrie, published in 1900, eighteen-
year-old Caroline Meeber decides to leave her family and kin. The story
begins as she moves to Chicago from her small-town home a few
htmdred miles distant. Dissatisfied with life, Carrie longs to experience
the busde of the city and to indulge in urban consumer pleasures. Yet
in Chicago she encovmters relentlessly bleak conditions. She boards in
the grim home of her sister and brother-in-law, secures grinding work
in a shoe factory, and grudgingly gives most ofher meager wage to her
sister. But the city, a "magnet," still attracts Carrie powerfully. With the
aid and encouragement of a wealthier suitor, she soon moves out into
rooms of her own.'

The fictional Sister Carrie contradicts the model of the "family
economy" that social historians have described recently.^ In this model,
members ofa household cooperated as one economic unit. They pooled
their resources and decided together how best to divide their labor. As
part of a strategy for family betterment, a daughter often worked for
wages. She lived in the home ofher parents or relatives until she married,
and turned all or most of her pay in to the family fund. A wife more
often worked at home. She maintained the household and sometimes

supplemented family income by caring for boarders, taking in lavmdry,
or sewing. In the ideal family economy, women, whether wives, moth¬
ers, dau^ters, or relatives, lived within the protective bounds of the
home.

As Dreiser recognized, families did not always function so smoothly.
In fact as well as fiction, wage-earning women boarded and lodged in
the city without the aid and immediate comfort of family and relatives.
Thousands ofwomen left their homes because their parents, husbands,
or kin could not or would not contribute to their support; because they
needed work and could not find jobs nearby; because death, divorce,
or desertion had disrupted their families; because they had ambition;

I
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Apart front Family

and because they felt restricted, stigmatized, abused, unwanted, or vm-
happy at home. Their presence in the city demonstrates that the real
family economy sometimes failed to match the ideal.

From the early years of Anglo-American colonization, some women
hved apart from family and relatives. Widows, divorced and deserted
wives, and "spinsters" sometimes lived on their own and supported
themselves as seamstresses, milliners, spinners, laimdresses, nurses, mid-
wives, boarding house keepers, teachers, and shopkeepers. Some lone
women boarded in the homes of their neighbors, while the least for¬
tunate women wandered in poverty from town to town. Indentured
servants and slaves, sometimes severed from family, lived in the house¬
holds of their employers and owners. In addition, as a form of ap¬
prenticeship, rural daughters ofren moved into neighbors' homes as
hired household help, and some urban daughters lived as servants in
the homes of prominent members of their communities.'

By the early nineteenth century, many women in search of work
left not only their homes but also their hometowns. Rather than work¬
ing for and living with neighbors, they migrated to the rapidly growing
cities. In some cases, female migration to cities seems to have outpaced
male. Among free blacks in antebellum Southern cities, for example,
the number of women exceeded the number of men. The sex ratio

(men:women) was lower in the cities than in the coimtryside.'^ Similarly,
among whites in New England, young women oumumbered young
men in the population of cities while young men oumumbered yovmg
women in the population of smaller towns.'

In the city, women who lived apart from family generally had less
freedom than men. By the early nineteenth century, self-supporting men
typically boarded and lodged with private families or in larger com¬
mercial boarding and lodging houses. Most led "semiautonomous" lives:
they lodged in households but escaped the restrictions and supervision
of family life.® Women typically led more circumscribed hves. The ma¬
jority of wage-eaming women in the early and mid-nineteenth century
lived as servants in the homes of their employers. As late as 1870, over
60 percent of all wage-eaming women in nonagricultural occupations
worked as servants.^ The family setting of domestic service supposedly
protected women from the harsher world of self-support.

Other women who lived apart from family also fovmd themselves
in institutions that substimted regulation for family supervision and
provided them with food and shelter. In the antebellum South, slave
women, sometimes separated from family, had no choice but to live
restricted lives in the quarters provided by their owners. And in the
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North, young women textile workers boarded in company-owned houses
under the watchful eyes of company-hired housekeepers. Even some
prostitutes stayed sequestered in houses of prostitution. The world of
work, like the family economy, limited the independence and public
mobility of women.

Some wage-earning women, however, lived and worked in semi-
autonomy from family and household.® Like their male counterparts,
these women concentrated in the larger cities where opportunities for
work attracted migrants from small towns and rural regions. It is im¬
possible to say how many working women lived on their own or, for
that matter, how many women worked for wages in the first part of
the nineteenth century. In 1830, reformer Matthew Carey estimated that
a total of eighteen to twenty thousand self-supporting women lived in
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.' Later in the century,
a heightened concern for self-supporting women suggests a possible
increase in their numbers. An editorial in the Nm York Tribune in 1845
stated: "poor girls continually flock to the city from every part of the
country, either because their friends are dead and they have no home,
or because they have certain vague dreams of the charms of city life."'°
During the 1860s, an increasing number of women supported them¬
selves as their fathers, husbands, and brothers fought and died in the
Civil War."

These women often earned abysmally low pay. In fact, we know
about them largely fi-om the protests raised regarding their wages.
Matthew Carey wrote to publicize the low wages of women, and the
New York Triune editorial continued, "Arriving here, they soon find
.. . how rashly they have entered a condition where it is almost im¬
possible for them to subsist."" Self-supporting women themselves some¬
times formed organizations to demand higher wages. During the Civil
War, one group of women who made military uniforms in Cincinnati
wrote to President Lincoln, "We are unable to sustain life for the price
oflfered by contractors."*'

In most accounts, the majority of mid-nineteenth-century self-
supporting women worked in the needle trades in occupations beset
with low wages and irregular work.** "Our hearts sicken within us as
we read the prices paid needlewomen," wrote Virginia Penny in an 1863
investigation. "The majority ofsempstresses [iic]," she continued, "have
no time they can call their own. Those that sew 12 or 14 out of the 24
hours, without any relatives or friends even to be protectors fitr them, and
often in bad health, have no time for mental improvement or social
intercourse."*' A decade later, a seamstress in Chicago reported similar
conditions. "Many homeless sewing girls in Chicago, poor like myself,"
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she concluded, .. were born in happy homes, but now alone are
struggling for an existence.'"^ While women factory workers earned
somewhat higher wages, women in other major occupations, such as
laundry work, could expect to earn little more than needleworkers. For
the nineteenth-century woman, extreme poverty often accompanied the
semiautonomy of living away from home.

The self-supporting women of the early and middle decades of the
nineteenth century were the precursors of a larger group of 'Svomen
adrift" that emerged in the last decades of the nineteenth century. In
1900, according to a special census report on women at work in twenty-
eight cities, 19 percent ofurban wage-earning women lived apart from
family and relatives.'^ Chicago, ranked eighth in the list of twenty-eight
cities, had over twenty-two thousand wage-earning women who lived
away from home.'* These women comprised 21 percent of the wage-
eaming women in the city (see table i.i). These figures do not include
the large group of domestic servants, the majority ofwhom continued
to lead more circumscribed lives in the homes of their employers.

The expansion of the female labor force accounts for much of the
increase in the number of women adrift. In the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries, the demand for women workers grew tre¬
mendously in nonagricuitural sectors of the economy. From 1880 to

Table i.i Boarders and Lodgers among Adult Working Women, 1900

Boarders Boarders

City (%) City (%)

St. Paul, Minn. 3Î.6 Buffalo, N.Y. 17.3

Lowell, Mass. 31-9 St. Louis, Mo. 16.4

Minneapolis, Minn. 31.2 Baltimore, Md. 16.0

Boston, Mass. 28.0 Cleveland, Ohio 15-7
Kansas City, Mo. 24.9 Fall River, Mass. 13-9

Washington, D.C. 23-3 Milwaukee, Wis. 13-9

Philadelphia, Pa. 21.9 Louisville, Ky. 13 s

Chicago, 111. 21.1 Adanta, Ga. 12.9

Detroit, Mich. 20.6 Brooklyn, N.Y. 12.8

Rochester, N.Y. 20.0 New Orleans, La. 12.6

New York, N.Y. 19.7 Paterson, N.J. 12.6

Indianapolis, Ind. 19.1 Newark, N.J. 12.1

Providence, R.I. 18.9 Cincinnati, Ohio II.7

Pittsburgh, Pa. 18.4 Jersey City, N.J. 10.8

Souru: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statirtia of Women at Work (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1907), p. 29.

Note: Servants and waitresses are excluded from this table.
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1930, the female labor force grew by 307 percent while the adult female
population increased by only 171 percent." By 1930, one-quarter of all
adult women and over half of all single adult women worked in the
wage labor fbrce.^

At the same time that the demand for women workers rose, the
occupational distribution of female workers shifted so that a smaller
proportion of wage-eaming women lived in the homes of their em¬
ployers. The rapid growth ofcorporate bureaucracies and of retail mer¬
chandising created new clerical and sales jobs for women. Accordingly,
the number of women who worked in "trade and transportation" sky¬
rocketed between 1880 and 1930, increasing from less than sixty thousand
to over two million." As new options in other occupations opened, the
proportion ofwomen who worked as domestic servants declined from
47 percent in 1880 to 33 percent in 1900 to 22 percent in 1930." In
addition, the proportion of domestic servants who lived in their em¬
ployers' homes decreased markedly in the early twentieth century.®'

The demand for women workers was especially great in the cities.
From 1880 to 1930, the female labor force in Chicago increased from
35,600 to 407,600, or by over 1,000 percent.®* The rate of increase of
the female labor force in Chicago was over three times as great as the
rate of increase of the female labor force for the nation as a whole. In

1930, 32 percent of the adult female population and 67 percent of the
single women in Chicago were gainiuUy employed.®' The data on Chi¬
cago indicate more general trends. By 1930, 27 percent of adult women
in cities worked for wages while only 15 percent earned wages in the
rest of the nation."*

As the proportion of urban women who worked for wages in¬
creased rapidly, so did the proportion of urban women who lived "adrift."
In fact, the nvunber ofwomen adrift grew about as rapidly as the female
labor force expanded, ranging roughly between one-fifth and one-sixth
ofthe nonservant female labor force ofChicago. These figures, however,
cloak the huge increase in absolute numbers. In 1880, an estimated 3,800
wage-eaming women lived apart from family and relatives in Chicago;
in 1910, the number had grown to approximately 31,500.®^ The results
of several surveys conducted in Chicago and other cities from 1888 to
192s corroborate these findings.®* While comparable data are not avail¬
able after 1925, a rough and conservative estimate places the number of
women adrift in Chicago in 1930 at 49,100.®'

At the turn of the century, the popular stereotype of the woman adrift
looked much like Sister Carrie: young, single, native born, and white.
Census data, however, reveal a strikingly heterogeneous group. In 1880
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Table 1-2 Average Age of Women Adrift by Marital Status, 1880 and 1910

Average Age

Marital Status iSSo 1910

Single 26.2 (650) 29.0 (6ij)
Separated and divorced Î2-3 (64) 36-9 (95)
Widowed 41.3 (202) 45-2 (185)

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adnft Samples, 1880 and 1910.
Notes: Much of the increase in average age over time is due to increased longevity of the female

population. It reflects a more general aging of the Chicago female population. See age distn-
buQon tables, decennial U.S. Census Bureau reports. Figures in parentheses are base Ws for
the adjacent averages.

and 1910, the women adrift of Chicago included black women as well
as white women, separated, divorced, and widowed women as well as
single women. They ranged in age from fourteen to eighty-seven. They
came from Chicago and its midwestem hinterlands, from elsewhere in
the United States and Canada, and also from Europe.

The stereotype, though, reflected a certain reality. The largest
group of women adrift were young, single women who, like the ma¬
jority of working women at home, expected to support themselves for
only a few years before marriage. In 1880, half of the women adrift
sampled, and in 1910 over two-fifths, were single and under the age of
thirty.'" For most of these women, self-support was a brief stage in the
life cycle. Around i8s)o, for example, Ann.J., a native-bom white woman,
lived on her own for only one month before she married, and in 1913
a newly arrived Polish immigrant boarded in Chicago for only nine
months." More typical, perhaps, was Pauline R., a native-bom Jewish
woman, who boarded in Chicago for two years before she moved in
with her aunt.''

Put another way, the tumover rate of this group was high. Every
year young women entered the ranks of self-support, while others left
the city, moved in with relatives, or married. Few women lived on their
own in the city at the younger ages of fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen,
ages at which many urban working-class daughters foimd their first
jobs. Nevertheless, due to high tumover, the average age of single
women adrift remained consistently yoimg (see table 1.2). Given this
high rate of tumover, figures that estimate the number ofwomen adrift
at any one point in time clearly undercoimt the number ofwomen who
lived apart fmm family at some point in their lives.

A smaller group ofsingle women lived on their own at later stages
of their life cycles. Whether they chose not to marry or had no op-
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portunities, many of these women lived on their own for prolonged
periods of their lives. Sarah K., a native-bom white woman, lived on
her own in Chicago for at least thirty years, and Caroline O., a black
woman, lived "adrift" for at least twenty-five." As they aged, other
unmarried women who lived in their parents' homes also moved out
on their own to provide for themselves. These older women comprised
a relatively large proportion of the single women adrift: in 1910, 25
percent of single women adrift in Chicago were thirty-five years or
older, while such older women comprised only 11 percent of all single
women in the city.'*

While the majority ofwomen adrift were single, the daily support
and companionship of family and relatives was not assured to women
of any marital status. In 1880 and in 1910, widows comprised slighdy
over one-fifth of the population of women adrift in Chicago. A few
separated, deserted, and divorced women also lived apart ftom family
and relatives. This group of women grew as divorce rates increased in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Some of these women
reentered family life through the return of their husbands or, as with
widows, through remarriage.

Compared to the female population of the city of Chicago, the
distribution by nativity and race ofwomen adrift was weighted heavily
toward native-bom daughters of native-bom parents (see table 1.3). In
Chicago, in 1900, over one-third of white native-bom wage-earning

Table i.j Nativity and Race of Women Adrift, i88o and 1910, and Adult
Female Population of Chicago, 1910

1910
1880

Race and Women Adrift Women Adrift Female Population ofChicago
Nariviry (%) (%) ^fd is and Over (%)

Black 4.1 5-9 2.4

Foreign-bom white 41.2 40.5 43-7

Native-bom white
with foreign-
bom parentfs) 19. Î 26.2 35-3

Native-bom white
with native-
bom parents 35-4 27-4 18.7

N 957 905

Sourta: Federal Mamucript Cciuiu, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Thirteenth Census, 1910, Population, vol. i, p. 619.

Sou: Comparable figures for the adult female populauon of Chicago arc not available for t88o.
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Table 1.4 Women Adrift and Chicago Population Bom Outside of

Illinois, 1880 and 1910

Ctiicago
Women Adrift Population

1880 84.5% (957) 60.7%
1910 80.0 (905) 5Î.2

Sources: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Tenth Census, iSSo, PopuUition, vol. i, pp. 536, 537; idem. Thirteenth Census, 1910,
Population, vol. i, pp. 772, 774, 776, 778.

Note: Figures in parentheses are base Ns for the adjacent percentages.

women with native-bom parents and over one-fourth of black wage-
eaming women lived apart from family and relatives. A smaller pro¬
portion of immigrant wage-eaming women in Chicago, about one-
fifdi, lived "adrift." Least represented among the women who lived
apart from family were the native-bom daughters of foreign-bom par¬
ents. Only 13 percent of these working women lived on their own in
Chicago.'^ Because their families often lived in the city, these women
had less need to migrate from family in order to find work. And those
who did migrate often moved in with urban kin.

This distribution was not peculiar to Chicago. In each of twenty-
eight cities smdied in the 1900 special census report, the proportion of
women adrift among native-bom white wage-eaming women with na¬
tive-bom parents was higher than the proportion adrift among all work¬
ing women in the city. In most northem cities studied, black women,
too, lived on their own more frequently than other women. The pro¬
portion adrift among single black women was strikingly high in the
largest northem cities. In Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and New York,
over 40 percent of single black working women, servants excluded,
lived on their own. In contrast, in each of the twenty-eight cities, the
proportion ofwomen adrift among white native-bom working women
with foreign-bom parents was smaller than the proportion of women
adrift among all wage-eaming women.'^

Whether black, white, single, widowed, separated, or divorced, most
of the women adrift were migrants to the city. In 1880, five-sixths and,
in 1910, four-fifths of the women sampled listed birthplaces outside of
the state of Illinois (see table 1.4). In addition, many of the women
bom in Illinois had also migrated from Peoria, Rockford, Joliet, and
other Illinois cities, towns, and rural regions.

Demographers of the United States, Europe, Asia, and Latin
America have long noted that young women predominated in certain
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streams ofmigration, especially short-distance migrations from country
to city.'^ Studies of American rural regions in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries indicate that women left the countryside at a
faster rate than men. A recent study of farming communities in Iowa,
Minnesota, and northern Illinois, for example, found a "defeminization"
of the rural population between 1870 and 1900. Especially on smaller
farms, but also on larger farms and in nonfarm rural households, daugh¬
ters were the first to leave home.'* In a national study of the farm
population in 1920, the U.S. Census Bureau reported: "the farmer's
daughter is more likely to leave the farm and go to the city than is the
ftumer's son."" Studies conducted in New York, Minnesota, Kentucky,
and Michigan found that more daughters than sons migrated during
the 1920s as well.''®

Among the native-bom migrants to Chicago in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, young women seem to have oumumbered
young men. The changing sex ratio in Chicago among young adult
blacks and native-bom whites suggests the predominance of women.
Between 1890 and 1930, the number of young women tended to grow
at a faster rate than the number of young men. In the later years, a
consistendy low sex ratio suggests that the influx of young women
continued to exceed the influx of young men (see table 1.5).

The native-bom white migrants to Chicago came from two major
p)ools of population. In the late nineteenth century, the majority of
native-bom white women poured into Chicago from the Northeast.
These women traveled westward primarily from the overcrowded cities
and depleted farmlands of New York. By 1910, this stream of migrants
had diminished, and a larger and growing group of white women

Table i.s Sex Ratios (Mcn:Womcn) of Blacks and Native-bom Whites,
Chicago, 1890—1930

Blacks Native-bom Whites

A^es Aftes Ages Ages
Year iS-24 iS-29 IS-24- IS-29

1890 1.191 1.289 .947 .978
1900 1.015 1.077 .922 .950

1910 •893 .962 .919 .928

1920 .900 .923 .902 .S>o6

1930 .806 .848 ■931 .942

Sources: Derived from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Eleventh Census, 1890, Papulation, vol. 2, p. 117;
idem. Twelfth Censta, 1900, Population, vol. z, p. 126; idem. Thirteenth Census, 1910, Population,
voL I, p. 4-Î9; idem, Fourteenth Census, ¡920, Population, vol. 2, p. 291; idem. Fifteenth Census,
Í9V>, Popselation, vol. 2, p. 954.
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converged on the city from its more recently populated midwestem
hinterlands, from outlying areas ofIllinois and from Wisconsin, Indiana,
Ohio, Michigan, Iowa, and Missouri.'^' By 1910 almost two-thirds of
the native-bom white women adrift bom outside of Illinois came from
the Midwest (see table 1.6). The proportion of white migrants from
the Midwest seems to have increased further in the 1910s and 1920s. A
survey of 962 native-bom, young, white women adrift conducted in
1931 revealed that over 90 percent had migrated to Chicago from farms,
towns, and cities in Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio."*^^
For the most part, these pattems of migration mirrored the migrations
of native-bom Chicagoans as a whole. Because women adrift were on
average considerably younger than most adult Chicagoans, however,
they tended to have arrived in the more recent migrations from Chi¬
cago's hinterlands (see table 1.7).

Black women followed different paths ofmigration to Chicago. In
1880 and in 1910, the largest group ofblack women adrift in Chicago, al¬
most half, came from the Upper feuth states of Kenmcky, Tennessee, and
Missouri. A smaller group ofmigrants listed birthplaces elsewhere in the
South. In 1880, one-fourth ofblack women adrift came from the states of
the Deep and Atlantic Coastal South; in 1910, almost one-third. During
and after World War I, the stream of migrants from Mississippi, Ala¬
bama, Georgia, and other parts ofthe Deep South swelled to a flood."^'

As native-bom women arrived in Chicago from the South, Mid¬
west, and East, foreign-bom women migrated from Europe and Can¬
ada. In 1880, over two-thirds of the foreign-bom women adrift; in Chicago
came from Ireland, Germany, Sweden, and Norway. Somewhat smaller
groups came to Chicago from Canada and England. The foreign-bom
population ofwomen adrift changed, however, with the early twentieth-
century influx of eastem European immigrants. By 1910 the Scandi-

Ta¿le 1.6 Region of Birth of White Native-t>om Women Adrift,
1880 and 1910

Region
of Birth 1880 1910

Midwest 59.6% 65.5%
Northeast 55-7 22.1

South 4-2 8.1

West •5 6.5
N 379 508

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.
Note: Women bom in Illinois are excluded from this table.
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Table 1.7 Region of Birth of Black and White Native-born Women Adrift
and the Native-bom Population of Chicago, 1880 and 1910

1880 1910

Region Women Chiatgo Women Chiana
of Birth Adrift Population Adrift Population

Midwest 38.8% 32.1% 358.0% 51.0%
Northeast 51.6 57.1 20.3 27.7

South 9.2 8.7 15.8 13-9

West ■S 2.1 5-9 7-4

N 15 355

Sources: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Tentís Census^ iSio, Population, vol. i, pp. 536, 537; idem. Thirteenth Census, 1910,
Pipulation, vol. I, pp. 772, 774, 776, 77«.

Nou: Persons bom in Illinois are excluded from this table.

navians, Germans, and Irish comprised only two-fifths of the foreign-
bom "adrift" population, and the proportions ofCanadian and English
women adrift had also diminished. By far the largest group of foreign-
bom women adrift in 1910 were Polish women. They were joined by
smaller groups of Lithuanian, Bohemian, and Russian Jewish women.

The ethnic distribution ofwomen adrift did not match the ethnic
distribution of the Chicago population. German women, Italian women,
and, to a lesser extent, Russian-Jewish women were underrepresented
in the adrift population. In 1880 the proportion of foreign-bom women
adrift who came from Norway, Sweden, and Canada exceeded the pro¬
portions of Norwegians, Swedes, and Canadians in the foreign-bom
population of Chicago as a whole. In 1910, Polish women were highly
overrepresented. Twenty-nine percent of foreign-bom women adrift
were native Polish speakers, while only 16 percent of the Chicago for¬
eign-bom population listed Polish as their mother tongue.'** To a lesser
extent, Norwegian, Swedish, Canadian, Irish, and Lithuanian women
were also overrepresented in 1910 (see table 1.8). The limited available
evidence makes it difficult to explain this ethnic variation. On the one
hand, the ethnic distribution of women adrift in New York or even in
Chicago in, say, 1900 may have been different. On the other hand, the
distribution presented here may represent cultural pattems. Historical
studies show that Italians and eastem European Jews constructed es¬
pecially strong family and kin networks.*' Women in these groups may
well have remained with kin more often than other women.

Different streams of migration to Chicago peaked in different
decades. The native-bom white population of Chicago increased most
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rapidly in the 1890s and in the years after 1910. The black migration to
CWcago increased dramatically when the First World War and, later,
immigration quotas curtailed the number ofnewcomers from overseas.
The influx of immigrants peaked in the 1880s and 1900s (see table 1.9).
After the onset ofWorld War I, the rate of increase of the foreign-bom
population of Chicago gradually diminished.

In general, though, the number of migrants to Chicago, female
and male, fluctuated as perceptions of availability of work in the city
changed. Migration peaked in periods of urban prosperity and plum¬
meted in times of depression. During the World's Columbian Expo¬
sition of 1893 and during World War I, observers noted that large numbers
of women lived apart ftom family in Chicago. During periods of high
unemployment, such as the 1894 depression, the number ofnewcomers
declined, and some unemployed migrants moved to other cities or
returned to the homes of their relatives.

In an era when the majority of women lived with family or kin, why
did these women leave their homes? The most obvious reason and the
reason most often cited by historians is the need for work. According

Table 1.8 Ethnicity of Foreign-bom Women Adrift and Foreign-born
Population of Chicago, 1880 and 1910

1880 1910

Women Chicago Women Chicoßo
Ethnicity Adrift Population Adrift Population

Canadian 10.4% 6.5% 5.5% 4.0%
English 8.1 6.4 3-9 3.6
German" 18.8 36.7 13.8 23-3
Irish 22.1 21.7 II.6 8.4
Italian — •7 ■3 5-8
Lithuanian'' c

5.0 2.6

Norwegian 14.0 4.8 7.5 3.0
Polish'' 1-5 2-7 29.0 16.1

East European Jewish'' c

3-9 8.8
Swedish 14.2 6.3 10.2 8.0
All other 10.9 14.2 9.3 16.4
N 393 362

Sources: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Tenth Census, 1880, Population, vol. 1, pp. 538-41; idem. Thirteenth Census, 1910,

Population, pp. 854, 855, 989.
'For 1910, these figures exclude German-Polish immigrants who are categorized here as Polish.
""For 1910, these figures are (of necessity) drawn from the census category "mother tongue."
'Figures not available for 1880.
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Table 1.9 Sovirccs of Increase of Population, Chicago, 1870—1930
Increase in White Increase in

Increase in Increase in Population from Births
Total Increase Foreign-bom Black Elsewhere in over

Decade in Population Population Population U.S. Deaths

1870-80 205,108 60,302 — 95,000 50,000
1880—90 +96,665 2++,769 7,791 144,106 100,000
1890—1900 588,725 137,58+ 15,879 265,262 170,000
iSKX)—1910 +68,708 I9+,I05 13,953 48,650 212,000
1910—20 525,+22 2+,I65 65,000 236,257 200,000

1920—30 67+,733 36,575 146,000 259,158 233,000

Source: Homer Hoyt, One Hundred Tears ofLand Values in Chiana: The Relationship ofthe Growth
ifChiasgo to the Rise in Its Land Values, 1830-1930 (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1933),
p. 2&f.

to many demographers as well, the primary "push" for large-scale mi¬
gration during industrialization was economic hardship at home and
the primary "pull" was the availability of work in the cities.'^ Most of
the women adrift left their families, as men did, in search of work.

The geography of the female labor market compelled many women
who needed work to go to a large city like Chicago to find it. Aside
ftom a limited number of positions as servants and a handful of jobs
as teachers, job-seeking women found few occupations open to them
in rural areas and small towns. As one student of migration wrote in
1924, "Fewer women than men are needed on the farm. One woman,

ordinarily, does the work of the family... . Practically the only alter¬
natives to marriage for country girls are teaching school and leaving
home to go to the city."*^ Similarly, in some smaller industrial cities
like Gary, Indiana, and Youngstown, Ohio, where traditionally male
heavy inclustries such as steel predominated, jobs for women were scarce.^

Information about the availability of work in Chicago often trav¬
eled by word of mouth and personal correspondence. In cities as well
as in rural regions, overseas and within the United States, women
learned ftom fiiends and relatives of jobs available in Chicago. In one
case, a young woman from Wisconsin traveled alone to Chicago when
"a girl, a chance acquaintance ftom Chicago, wrote her about a fine
position."*" In another case, a Polish woman living in Pittsburgh mi¬
grated after relatives told her that "wages were much better" in Chicago.'®

Popular literature, too, informed women about available jobs.
Women who lived in the outlying regions ofIllinois read advertisements
for work printed in the Chicago daily newspapers." Ads for work in
Chicago also appeared in other newspapers and magazines. A woman
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in St. Paul, Minnesota, for example, read of job openings in a Chicago
theatrical company.'^ The nationally distributed black newspaper, the
Chicago Defender, played an especially influential role in the migration
of black women from the South. Advertisements for work in Chicago,
such as the following, appeared during World War I: "Wanted—xs girls
for dishwashing. Salary $7 a week and board. John R. Thompson,
Restaurant, 314 S. State St. Call between 7 and 8 a.m. Ask for Mr.
Brown."" Feature articles in the Defender also promoted northward
migration. In fact, in 1917 the newspaper conducted "The Great North-
em Drive," a campaign aimed explicitly at attracting migrants to Chi¬
cago. "I am a reader of the Defender," wrote one woman from New
Orleans, "and I am asked so much about the great Northem drive. . . .

So many women here are wanting to go that day.""^
Especially in working-class, tenant farm, and small farm famihes,

daughters often migrated in search of work when the income earned
by the father did not suffice to support the entire family. As home
manufacturing declined, an imemployed daughter who lived at home
drew on the family resources for food, clothing, and shelter, and offered
litde in return. In short, unless she worked for wages, a single daughter
burdened her family. "I have a mother and a father my father do all he
can for me but it is so hard," a black woman from Alexandria, Louisiana,
wrote to the Chicago Defender. "A child with any respect about herself
or hisself wouldn't like to see there mother and father work so hard
and earn nothing. I feel it my duty to help.""

Other women moved on their own after death or divorce further

disrupted the family economy. In some cases, the death of a primary
breadwinner, a relatively common occurrence, threw women wholly on
their own resources. Ann J., a long-term resident of Chicago, lived
adrift first as an orphan and then again, twenty-two years later, when
her husband died.'" Other orphans and widows who did not live in
large cities often migrated in search of work. One white woman from
Wisconsin, for example, moved to Chicago for work after the death of
her parents because "there was nothing to be found in the little country
town where she lived."'^ A smaller group of women entered the labor
force and moved on their own when divorce removed their customary
male source of support.

In fatherless families, daughters often felt a pressing need to earn
wages. Mary Kenney, later a labor leader, supported her invalid, wid¬
owed mother. She came to Chicago in the late nineteenth century when
she lost her job in a bindery in Hannibal, Missouri. "I was told there
was plenty of business in Chicago," she wrote later, "If I could not get
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work in a bindery, I'd work at anything, even at washing dishes in a
hotel."'* A fifteen-year-old black woman in New Orleans sought work
without success for three months. She then decided to move to Chicago.
"The only help I have is my mother . . .," she wrote, "and she have
four children young then me . .. and she have such a hard time tell she
is willing for me to go.""

Some women had jobs or economic support at home but came
to Chicago in search of more rewarding or better-paying work. Black
women (and men) ftom the South expected to find higher-paying jobs
and less overt employment discrirnination in northern cities. The sister
of one black woman sent her to Chicago at age fourteen "because it
was said to be a place where colored people had 'a chance.' A widow
in New Orleans who sought a position in Chicago wrote, "I read and
hear daily of the great chance that a colored parson has in Chicago of
making a living with all the privileg that the whites have." It was hard,
she continued, for a lone black woman to earn a living in New Orleans
because "everything is gone up but the poor colored peple wages."^'

Women who desired careers also came to the city with hopes of
finding greater opportunities for upward mobility. One white office
worker, for example, left a dead-end job in her home town when a
fiiend told her of better opportunities in Chicago."® Another woman
ran away ftom home to pursue a career on the stage."' Like men, these
women saw the city as a place to pursue their ambitions.

While the search for employment is the most obvious motive for
migration, it fails to explain fully why many women left their families.
In the personal accounts of women adrift and in the case records of
social investigators, other explanations appear with frequency. It is im¬
possible to quantify these motives, and it is equally difficult to assign
priorities when women listed several different reasons for leaving home.
Nonetheless, these additional motives point to a private side of the
female migration experience often neglected by demographers and
historians."*

For example, in some cases, parents or guardians expelled daugh¬
ters from their homes. They simply chose to terminate their economic
obligations. A case record published in 1916 recounted the story of an
eighteen-year-old woman who "arrived in Chicago from Joliet on a
cold spring Saturday morning." The record continued tersely: "Her
aunt ftid given her a ticket to Chicago and one dollar and told her to
go to the city and find a job.""' Another such woman came from a
troubled home in a city in Indiana. Her mother was dead; her father
drank and gambled; her stepmother disliked her. When she was sev-
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cnteen, "her father refused to clothe her and in an awfiil fit of anger
swore that he would do nothing more for her."*^^ In this case, the
cooperative family economy collapsed in irreconcilable confhct.

In other cases, adult daughters returned to their parents' homes
only to find their parents unwilling to care for them. When her husband
died in 1916, PhUiminia P., a twenty-two-year-old black woman, re-
mmed to her parents' home in Denver, Qilorado. "They treated me so
rotten," she said, "I come back [to Chicago]. . . . My family put me
and my three brothers out."^^ The family economy did not always
provide adult daughters and sons with cushions in times of crisis.

Extended kin networks sometimes proved equally unreliable. Young
women adrift spoke frequently of unhappy and abusive relationships
with stepparents, aimts, uncles, and other guardians. They often left
home when one parent died and the other remarried."* In some cases,
women resented the grudging support of their relatives. One woman
from a western state moved to a nearby town because she could not
get along with her stepmother. She worked for her uncle as a receptionist
but received no pay. She decided that "she would prefer to take care
of herself among strangers to the poor-relation treatment she was then
receiving," and she moved to Chicago."®

Some married women left their homes when their husbands re¬

fused to continue support. A woman from Shreveport, Louisiana, came
to Chicago after her husband left her and her baby died.^ Another
woman left Wisconsin when her husband, in love with another woman,
expelled her from their home. She arrived in Chicago with a dollar and
a half in her purse.^' Other women, who had lived with their husbands
in Chicago, found themselves adrift when their husbands deserted them.^
In the family economy, married women, like children, held a vulnerable
position, dependent on men who could withdraw their support.

Several motives for leaving home point to specifically female con¬
cerns. Some women left their homes to escape the stigma attached by
family and community to unmarried women suspected ofsexual activity.
Raped, pregnant, and "seduced and abandoned" women sought the
anonymity of life in a city where no one knew them. One such woman
came to Chicago in 1888 after a farmer in a nearby county had seduced
and impregnated her.^' Another woman worked as a live-in domestic
servant until she met a young man who "ruined and deserted" her. After
an attempted suicide, she too fled to Chicago.^"^

In other cases, parents and guardians expelled daughters for sexual
behavior deemed unacceptable. A young Jewish woman came to the
attention of Hull House in 1898 when she attempted suicide. She was
eight months' pregnant and had lived and worked in a sweatshop after
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her brother had turned her out of his house. The investigator who
helped her verified that "her relatives will have nothing to do with her."^'
An investigator of prostitution in 1911 found a woman whose parents
"made her leave home because she went out at night." She told the
investigator that she was " 'going to hell proper' now."^^ The sexual
double standard led these parents and guardians to punish their daugh¬
ters more harshly than they might have punished their sons.

Just as blacks and Jews often migrated in family groups to escape
racial oppression and religious persecution, so some women who lived
in patriarchal families moved out on their own to escape oppressive
male relatives. Some women left home because fathers, stepfathers,
uncles, or husbands battered them. In one such case, a twenty-year-old
woman "had lived with an uncle in Pennsylvania, who demanded her
wages, and upon her refusal beat her." According to the charity worker
who interviewed her, "She arrived at our terminal still carrying the
bruises."^ In another case, a Himgarian immigrant came to Chicago
from New York to escape her violent and alcoholic husband.^*

In other cases, sexual abuse at home prompted female migration.
Several cases of incest and attempted incest appeared in the case records
of social and charity workers. The Travelers' Aid Society of the Young
Women's Christian Association reported a case in 1912 in which a young
woman "arrived in the city at midnight without hat or coat, seeking
protection." In this case, a stepfather "had been making improper ad¬
vances." The woman had "resisted," but "her life was threatened if she
told her mother." Eventually, the stepfather became "so insistent that
the girl was afraid to remain longer and she fled."^'

Women adrift, however, were not simply the victims of poverty,
stigma, and abuse. Increasingly in the early twentieth century, women
actively chose to leave home to escape the restrictions routinely imposed
upon daughters in the family economy. Parents, fearful for their daugh¬
ters' chastity, often restricted their daughters' nightlife, and, in addition,
parents often required daughters (and less often required sons) to turn
their entire wage into the common family fund.®" Some daughters
protested by leaving home.

Some moved away when parents or guardians refused to let them
spend their evenings as they chose. One woman ran away from home
after her parents threatened to send her away for "go[ing] out with
fellows," and an Italian woman moved from her home in Chicago in
part because "her father would not allow her to go out evenings into
the street."*' In the early 1920s, another woman came to Chicago from
Michigan after her stepfather attempted to whip her for staying out
late on a date. "We kept having fights back and forth about the boys I
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went out with and the hours that I kept," she explained, "He even
accused me of wanting to do things which I'd not even thought of
doing up to that time." After one "big fight," she told her stepfather
that she "wouldn't stand" for a whipping and "would leave home." "I
was always willing," she concluded, "to stand up for my rights."'^

A job in the city and a room of one's own offered women a degree
of freedom from such parental supervision. It also offered a chance to
experiment with openly sexual life-styles. In i8s)9 a fifteen-year-old woman
told investigators that she left her home in Savannah, Illinois, when a
"girl who used to live there .. . induced her to come back with her to
Chicago and 'live off the men.'

Other daughters left home because they resented their lack of
economic independence. One woman ran away from home because her
father, an alcoholic, demanded her wages.*^ In a letter to the Farmer's
Voice, Miss Alta Hooper warned farm parents that their daughters would
leave home unless accorded greater economic freedom: "She isn't going
to 'stay put,' but will get out where she can earn some money of her
very own, to buy the little things so dear to the hearts of girls; and she
will not be questioned and scolded over every little expenditure."*'

The new possibilities for urban consumer pleasure attracted some
of these women. The new urban nightlife—movies, dance halls, caba¬
rets—offered women entertainment and the chance to mingle with their
peers. And advertising broadcast the possibility for consumerism in
department and other retail stores. Like Sister Carrie, many young
women seemed especially eager to spend a greater share of their wages
on attractive clothing. One eighteen-year-old Danish woman ran away
from her cousin's home in Michigan in part "because she could not
have the clothes she wanted."*" As another woman explained blundy,
"I wanted more money for clothes than my mother would give me. . . .

We were always fighting over my pay check. Then I wanted to be out
late and they wouldn't stand for that. So I finally left home."*^

After 1915 a few women began to identify the desire for adventure
and travel or the lure of the city as their primary motive for leaving
home. They simply found their home environments "dull." They came
to Chicago "just to see the sights"; they wanted "experiences" or a
"fling."** A black woman from Birmingham, Alabama, an orphan, said,
"Well, I got to running around over the world like young folks will do,
you know. Just packed up and got to travelling."*' Most likely, the
language these women chose to explain their migration refleaed chang¬
ing norms of acceptable behavior. It probably also reflected an era of
relative urban prosperity. In 1931, as Chicago's economy collapsed, only
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2.5 percent of a group of white women surveyed said they came to
Chicago for "new experiences."^

Anecdotal accounts of migration do not permit finely tuned as¬
sessments ofhow the motives ofwomen from various ethnic and racial

groups differed. It would, ofcourse, make sense that black women from
the sharecropping South would cite poverty more often than white
women from midwestem family-owned farms. Evidence from black
rural communities also suggests that sexually active women there had
less need to leave home because they were less severely stigmatized than
women in native- and foreign-bom white communities.'' Further, it
seems plausible that shorter-distance migrants, who might return home
easily, would make the decision to leave home more lightly than women
who came to Chicago from overseas. In general, though, most of the
motives for migration—death in the family, conflict with relatives, desire
for independence, desertion, ambition, poverty, abuse—cut across racial
and ethnic lines.

In some ways. Sister Carrie represents the women adrift of tum-of-the-
century Chicago. For Carrie and for the women adrift, the decision to
leave home expressed the difficulties and dissatisfaction women expe¬
rienced as members of the family economy. Recent historical writings
tend to depict the family during the era of industrialization as a flexible
and resilient institution, but, in some cases, the family split vmder the
disruptive impact of poverty, death, and desertion.'^ Historians of Eu-
rop>ean women have argued that women migrated as part of a "family
strategy," an economic calculation based on the needs and decisions of
the entire family unit." In the case of Sister Carrie and of the women
adrift of Chicago, this approach provides only partial explanation and
often obscures the conflicting interests of individual family members."
Stigma and abuse sometimes overshadowed cooperation, and increasing
urban opportunities for self-indulgence sometimes appealed to women
weary of self-abnegation in the family interest. By choice and out of
necessity, then, thousands of daughters, wives, and widows, like Sister
Carrie, moved outside the family's compass.

In other ways. Sister Carrie's unique adventures hardly represent
the diverse experiences of the growing group of women adrift. In the
fictional world ofTheodore Dreiser, Carrie, liberated from family and
"glad of her release," steps into the city "full of the swirl of life.""
Supported comfortably by salesman Charles Drouet, she shops in down¬
town department stores, dines in elegant restaurants, and attends the
latest shows. Eventually, she leaves Drouet for the wealthier George
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Hurstwood and rises incredibly to stardom on the New York stage. As
the story ends, Hurstwood, abandoned and poor, commits suicide, and
Carrie, alone and still vaguely dissatisfied, rocks herself in a rocker. Her
success is bittersweet, but her independence is genuine. Once she leaves
her sister's home, she never returns and never looks back.

In the real world of Chicago, such spectacular material success
was, not surprisingly, highly unusual. Most women adrift could not
leave the family economy behind as easily as Sister Carrie. Just as ur¬
banization and industrialization shaped the life of the family, so, con¬
versely, the family economy reached into urban and industrial instimtions.
Once in the city, a woman adrift sought a home and a job, yet both
housing and job markets operated on the assumption that women lived
with kin. In addition, employers, neighbors, and acquaintances looked
askance at the woman alone. Sister Carrie sidestepped the hardships of
living apart from family; most women adrift did not.



Chapter Two
"A Lone Woman Can't Be Too Careful"

In 1880 the Chicago encountered by a "woman adrift" was a substantial
city of almost thirty-six square miles, the home of over a half million
people.' By 1930 it sprawled across more than two hundred square miles
and housed almost 3.4 million.^ Throughout this fifty-year period, the
downtown area held some of the nation's largest retail stores and finest
hotels, much of the Midwest's commerce, and many of the transient,
down-and-out, unemployed men of the city. Streetcar lines and, by the
1890s, elevated railways radiated outward from the city center. On the
South Side of the city, most of Chicago's growing black population
gradually trickled into a district surrounded by wealthier neighbors and
interspersed with some of the world's most notorious brothels. On the
Southwest Side, the stockyards exuded a thick odor of blood and decay
that, by the twentieth century, permeated the poorly constructed wooden
homes of eastern European immigrants. Farther to the north, on the
West Side, Jews, Greeks, Italians, Jane Addams's Hull House, ware¬
houses and factories gradually pushed the elite citizens of the city into
the suburbs. And, on the North Side, Poles and Italians joined native-
bom Americans and German immigrants in a jagged patchwork of
overlapping neighborhoods.'

In many respects, this was a harsh environment for the typical
woman adrift. From her first arrival in Chicago through years of self-
support, she learned to mistrust strangers who might see her as an
especially easy mark for exploitation, and she leamed too that strangers
often mistrusted her, reading her lone status as a badge of sexual mis¬
behavior. She found that she had little access to the cushions that family
and community provided for daughters, wives, and mothers. And she
discovered further that employers paid her the low wages ofa dependent
daughter or wife.

These hardships persisted through the years from 1880 to 1930.
They do not encompass or define the experience of women adrift, but

21
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they do represent an important facet of these women's lives. Leaving
home did not "liberate" oppressed women to lives of self-seeking and
self-satisfied individualism. Instead, life "adrift" presented not only a
new set of possibilities but also a new set of material and ideological
constraints.

A woman adrift usually first viewed Chicago through the window of
a train and first entered the city through the railroad station. The bright
lights in the station, the clattering noise of the trains, and the bustling
crowd greeted her as she stepped onto the platform. She probably saw
most ofher fellow passengers rush to meet friends and relatives or head
purposefully for home or hotel. Porters accosted her, asking to carry
her luggage, and cabmen vied with each other for the privilege of
transporting her through the city.

Women who came to Chicago with suflScient amounts of money,
ambition, and self-confidence usually had joyous first impressions. "Never
shall I forget the time of the night that I arrived at the Northwestern
Station," one migrant remembered, "my purse clutched tightly in one
hand, and my bag in the other, shaking my head at redcaps, confused
and dazzled by the glare of the lights—but my heart singing, my am¬
bition aflame."'^ This woman came from Emporia, Kansas, with over
fifty dollars in her purse, determined to work by day and take music
lessons at night.

Women who arrived näive and timid more hkely experienced anx¬
iety. For Pauline G., arrival in Chicago in 1912 was simply another
episode in a long and harrowing journey from Poland. When her mother
died and her father remarried, Pauline's brother sent her money to come
to the United States. The journey took her about one month and,
through it all, Pauline remained a fearful observer, highly aware of her
inexperience. "When I was a young girl," she recounted, 'T never go
no place. I don't know nothing." So timid was she that, at first, she felt
embarrassed to eat publicly on the train traveling through Germany. In
New York, on Ellis Island, she sat alone "quiet and look. .. . They
watched you—^watch you—every step you make." And, one week later,
on arrival in Chicago, she sat again in the train station. "So I sat in the
branch. I waiting. Well, I didn't know much."'

Arrival was probably frightening to many women (and men) who
traveled alone and came to the city without friends or relatives to greet
them. It may have been especially frightening to women who had been
warned of crime in the city, who arrived without any knowledge of
how to obtain housing and employment, who spoke no English, and
who had näive expectations of finding relatives or friends for whom
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they had no addresses. Some of these women came to Chicago penniless
and others with inadequate sums for initial room and board. A black
woman came to Chicago from Alabama, for example, "without money,
hat, or anyone to meet her," and a white woman came from Wisconsin
"with only one cent in her purse.'"^ These women ofren depended on
the kindness of strangers, and some of them found their way quickly
to charity organizations and social workers.

Other women had more dismal experiences. A seventeen-year-old
Polish woman without any money had an incorrect address for her
sister's home: 'The woman who lived there angrily refused to let her
stay until morning. ... [And] the expressman told her 'nobody could
find her sister if nobody knew her address and that he wasn't going to
take her back for nothing.' A German-Hungarian woman without
money slept out of doors while she looked for work during the day.
The police arrested her, and the judge sent her to prison because "she
had no fiiends and needed cleaning up."* Another woman, a native-
bom American, sp>ent her only dollar on one night's lodging and one
meal. She then sat quietly for the next two days in the railroad station
and in the waiting room of a downtown store."

The least fortunate women were accosted by criminals who be¬
trayed the trust of newcomers. Thieves sometimes chose railroad sta¬
tions as the most likely locations in which to find vulnerable prey.
Dishonest cabmen overcharged migrants and sometimes stole their bag¬
gage. A fourteen-year-old girl from Cleveland "was taken" to a hotel
where "her money $2.00 and her satchel and her bag were taken from
her."'" Thieves and con men may well have cheated and robbed naive
male migrants as often as they cheated and robbed naive female mi¬
grants. Papists, panderers, and mashers, however, chose women new¬
comers as their primary targets for sexual exploitation. One woman, in
search of a hotel room, accepted the help of a man she met outside the
Dearborn Street Railway Station. He took her to a nearby hotel "where
she was outraged and detained for weeks."" Other newcomers encoun¬
tered procurers who attempted to entice them with offers of high pay
in brothels. More often, migrants encountered city slickers who simply
hoped to seduce them."

Aware of the potentíal trials ofnewcomers, some women avoided
arriving in Chicago alone. One woman said, "I was afraid to come to
the city alone and so [my sister] came out and got me."" Before they
left home, other women tried to make arrangements for friends to meet
them at the train and for temporary housing.** One Bohemian woman
wrote from Missouri to the Immigrants' Protective League asking for
"any place or somebody where I could go for a few days before I will
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work. ... I do not want to go to a hotel when I am a stranger in
Chicago.""

Rather than remain outside ofa family setting, numerous misants
and some of the women with family nearby chose to become hve-in
domestic servants. Although the proportion ofwomen working as live-
in servants dropped in the second half of the nineteenth century and
continued to drop in the twentieth, many women still accepted this
work. Penniless migrants who needed immediate room and board but
could not afford to buy them often entered live-in service. Also women
who were aftaid of the city chose to become live-in domestics. A young
black widow from New Orleans tried to arrange a live-in position in
Chicago in a "good home with good people" because, she wrote, "its
very trying for a good girl to be out in a large city by self among
strangers.""^ Some of these women rejoined the ranks of women adrift
once they had earned some money or felt more comfortable in the city.

The structure of available housing compelled other newcomers to place
themselves in household settings. Until World War I, housing in Chi¬
cago consisted largely of two-, three- , and four-bedroom houses and
flats. Small apartments, constructed for one or two occupants, were vir¬
tually nonexistent. In 1880 and in 1910, fewer than one in seven women
adrift lived alone, and the majority of those who did live alone were
separated, divorced, and widowed women, many of whom probably
lived in the homes or with the furnishings they had shared with their
husbands." Most of the newcomers who did not become live-in ser¬

vants and who had no friends or relatives with whom to stay had little
choice but to fit themselves into the available space in others' dwellings.

A woman who rented a room could expect to live in a tiny and
stark hall bedroom with, perhaps, one window that looked out onto
the air shaft or the alley between two buildings. Her room would have
a bed, a wardrobe or closet, some drawers, and maybe a chair or night-
stand. Her landlady—a wife, widow, or older single woman—^would
probably ask her to use as little light and heat as possible since the cost
of fuel was high. She would share a bathroom with the landlady's family
and with other lodgers. And, if she boarded as well as lodged, she
would eat meals ofvarying quantity and quality prepared by the landlady
at specified times.

Women began to search for these rooms immediately after arrival.
"Upon reaching Chicago," one accoimt reads, "she immediately bought
a daily paper and looked at the boarding house advertisements.'"* White
women looked for rooms in the classified advertisements ofthe Chicago
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daily papers; black women often turned to the columns of ads published
in black newspap>ers like the Chiana Defender. Answering such ads could
be risky, though, for occasionally advertised homes were found to be
fronts for brothels.

Not all rooms were advertised in the papers. In most neighbor¬
hoods, a Room for Rent sign in the window or over the door of the
home provided sufficient advertisement (see fig. 2.1). Women m search
of housing often walked through neighborhoods and knocked on the
doors of homes with signs in the windows. In the era before the tele¬
phone, a migrant would walk from address to address, sometimes with
luggage in hand. According to the Chicago Commission on Race Re¬
lations, in the years between 1915 and 1920, when black migration to
Chicago was high, "hundreds of unattached men and women could be
seen on the streets as late as one or two o'clock in the morning, seeking
rooms shortly after their arrival in Chicago.""

Other rooms were rented by word of mouth. Bessie Van Vorst,
a middle-class woman who posed as a factory worker, sought the guid¬
ance of Hull House upon her arrival in Chicago in 1902. She walked
the streets of the neighborhood at dusk searching for the addresses
given her. "There were no names on the comer lamps," she wrote, "and
the house numbers were dull and needed repainting. It was already late
in the afternoon: I had but an hour or two before dark to find a

lodging.""' By the twentieth century, room registries, managed by
churches and charities, also provided newcomers with addresses where
they might find suitable housing."

With directions from friends, relatives, police, and charity work¬
ers, the women adrift quickly sorted themselves into different neigh¬
borhoods. Black women searched for housing in black neighborhoods,
and white women searched in white neighborhoods. Most immigrants
rented rooms in households with foreign-bom heads; most native-bom
women with native-bom parents moved into the homes of the native
bom (see table 2.1). Newcomers whose mother tongue was not English
usually found their way into homes where their native language was
spoken. For example, in 1880, over 70 percent of the Scandinavian
women adrift moved into homes where the household heads were

Scandinavian, and, in 1910, over 90 percent of the Polish women adrift
lived in homes with Polish household heads.

In many households—immigrant, black, and native-born white—
men found rooms more easily than did women. Landladies preferred
male lodgers whom they considered less demanding. They complained
that female lodgers used the bathroom too often and broke house rules
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that prohibited cooking and laundering in the rooms. According to
one study of the black population of Chicago, "[famihes] sometimes
complained of lodgers and declared that they would prefer not to take
them at all, especially women lodgers. The objection to married couples
and unattached men was not so pronounced

Ft^. 2.1. Furnished roomms Chtcoßo, c. 1928. (Source: Reaenstein Lthrary, University
of Chicago)
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Table z.i Race and Nativity of Women Adrift by Race and Nativity
of Household Heads with Whom They Lodged, Chicago,
1880 and 1910

Women Adrift

Native-bom White
Household Forei^n-bom Native-bom White w! w! Native-bom

Heads Black White Foreißn-bom Parent(s) Parents

1880

Black 100% 0% 0% 0%

Foreign-bom white 0 70 56 24

Native-bom white 0 30 44 76
N 39 281 140 244

1910

Black 100 0 0 0

Foreign-bom white 0 83 41 20

Native-bom white 0 17 59 81

N 53 252 157 174

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.

In addition, landladies and neighbors sometimes suspected women
adrift of what they considered immoral sexual behavior. Recalling her
youth in Chicago, one working-class woman who had lived in her
parents' home said, "If a girl didn't hve at home, we thought she was
bad."^' The few women who rented their own apartments or flats also
encountered the same stigmatization. A Chicago waitress said, "I was
afraid on account of what people would say about a girl Uving alone.
. . . The landlord didn't want to rent to me, either. This is a respectable
building and they have to be careful."^ In contrast, men who hved on
their own found their independent status accepted without suspicion.

Most women adrift began to look for work immediately after they had
found housing. As in the housing search, a woman answered newspaper
advertisements, went into factories, restaurants, and stores with Help
Wanted signs in the windows, and found jobs through word of mouth.
Women also registered at employment agencies, some of which spe¬
cialized in clerical work, hotel jobs, nursing, or domestic service.^'

The process of finding work could be grueling and disappointing.
Most women adrift did not have the economic security of assured food
and housing that sustained a woman who hved at home through a
prolonged job search. And many women came to Chicago with mis-
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information about the ease with which work could be obtained. In
addition, some prospective employers took advantage ofa lone woman's
vulnerable position by propositioning and otherwise sexually harassing
her.^^

Women adrift may also have had greater difficulty finding work
than women who lived at home because employers sometimes discrim¬
inated against lone women in hiring. Like landladies and neighbors,
some employers suspected the woman who lived away from home of
immoral behavior. Others knew that the wages they paid did not suffice
for independent living. In 1894, Edward HiUman of the Boston Store,
an employer of about nineteen hundred women in Chicago, articulated
this position. "A girl who boards out cannot support herself on a low
wage," he said, "We have to enforce the rule as to living with the family
or with friends to insure the moral character of our employe[e]s.""
Similarly, in the 1920s, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
had a hiring policy that favored "girls who live at home, who are
American, and who are 'respectable.' Some women adrift probably
learned that their job applications were considered more seriously when
they lied about their housing arrangements.

As women exhausted themselves pounding the pavements and as
their money ran out, they sometimes despaired. Especially in years of
recession, records of charity organizations and sensational newspaper
articles reported accounts of great misery and failure. In 1895, for ex¬
ample, a charity worker found a young woman crying in the North¬
western railroad depot. The woman, she learned, came from the South
"and went to a hotel until she could find work, which she supposed an
easy thing to do." She searched for work "until she was exhausted, and
tried in every way she knew to obtain employment, but without success."
Finally, her money ran out. "She could not stay at the hotel, she had
no work and no friends."^' Thirty years later the Chicago Tribune carried
a story about a woman ftom Wisconsin who swallowed poison after
an unsuccessful job search. According to the article, "She could find
[no work], her hotel bill was due, she was too proud to write to her
parents." This woman recovered, and, like many other women unable
to find work, she returned to the home she had left because of conflict
with her parents.'"

Other unsuccessful job seekers turned less dramatically to live-in
domestic service. The long hours, restricted independence, and personal
subservience of domestic work repelled many wage-earning women.
But the continuing demand for domestic servants led some women to

accept such positions when they could find no others." Like the mi¬
grants who entered service immediately upon arrival, these unsuccessful
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job seekers could work for a time as domestics and then try again to
find other work.

The more successful job seekers found work in a large variety of oc¬
cupations. In 1880, almost half of the women adrift in Chicago worked
in the needle trades, holding such jobs as dressmaker, seamstress, and
tailoress, and almost one-fifth held service jobs, most often domestic
day work and laundering. Other women adrift worked in a number of
occupations including sales work, teaching, boarding or rooming house
keeping, and office work. In 1910 the proportion of women adrift who
worked in the needle trades dropped to one-fifth while the proportions
of women adrift in most other occupational categories rose. Clerical
and service work showed especially large increases (see table 2.2). Within
occupational categories, the largest specific occupations ofwomen adrift
in 1910 were dressmaker, laundress, nurse, stenographer, day-working
servant, seamstress, and saleswoman (see table 2.3).

In most respects, the occupational distribution of women adrift
refleaed the larger occupational patterns of all wage-earning women
in Chicago. In the total female labor force, as among women adrift,
the proportion of women who worked in the needle trades declined
after 1880, and the proportion of women in clerical jobs rose. In both
groups, the proportion of women who owned or managed small busi¬
nesses and the proportion of women who worked in semiprofessional

Tahle 2.2 Occupational Categories of Women Adrift in Chicago,
1880 and 1910

Occupational
Categories 1880 1910

Needle trades 48% 20%
Other manufacturing + 9

Ser\'ice 19 28

Clerical 4 14

Sales 6 7

Entrepreneurial/managerial 5 8

Semiprofcssional 9 12

Professional I I

Other" 5 I

N 951 904

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.
"^Other" includes fortune-tellers, ragpickers, women who 'Svorked out," etc. It is high in 1880 be¬

cause, in that year, it includes several women who listed themselves as prostitutes. (Prostitu¬
tion was not listed as an occupation in the 1910 census.)
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jobs, such as teaching and trained nursing, increased only slightly (see
table 2.4).

The stratification of jobs by nativity and race among women adrift
reflected the larger class divisions in the Chicago female labor force.
Native-bom white women, who often had better education and usually
came from less impoverished backgrounds, worked at the more pres¬
tigious jobs that required grammatical English and middle-class dress.
They were more likely than others to work in clerical, sales, and semi-
professional jobs. By 1930, over one-halfof the native-bom white work¬
ing women in Chicago worked as "clerks and kindred workers."'^ Black
women, excluded from most clerical, sales, manufacturing, and semi-
professional jobs, worked in a variety of service jobs, most often as
laundresses and day-working servants. A few black women worked as
dressmakers, seamstresses, and rooming house keepers. During and after
World War I, an increasing number ofblack women worked in factories,
and a few worked in offices." Foreign-bom women who did not work
as live-in domestics worked most often in other service jobs and in

Table 2.3 Major Specific Occupations of Women Adrift in Chicago,
1880 and 1910

1880 1910

Dressmaker 20% Dressmaker 9%
Seamstress 14 Laundress 8

Tailoress 9 Nurse 6

Servant^ 7 Stenographer 6

Laundress 6 Servant 5
Saleswoman S Seamstress 5
Prostitute'' 4 Saleswoman 5
Schoolteacher 4 Rooming house keeper 4

Rooming house keeper 3 Dishwasher 3
Clerk 2 Clerk 3

Waitress 2

Milliner 2

Schoolteacher 2

Bookkeeper 2

Cook 2

Tailoress 2

All others 26 All others 34
N 951 N 904

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.
Note: The specific occupations included here are all those listed in the manuscript census in which

at least 2 percent of women adrift worked.
■The servants listed here include only those who did not live with their employers.
''Prostitution was not listed as an occupation in the 1910 manuscript census.
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Table 2.4. Occupational Categories of Women Adrift and the Female
Labor Force, Chicago, 1880 and 1910

1880 I9IO

Women

Adrift
Chicago Female

Labor Force
Women

Adrift
Chicctßo Female

Labor Force

Needle trades 51% 54% 21% 22%
Other manufacturing 4 13 10 6

Service 13 12 24 II

Clerical 4 I 15 24

Sales 6 6 8 II

Entrepreneurial/
managerial 5 4 8 5

Scmiprofessional 10 6 13 10

Professional I 0 I 0

Other/unknown 6 4 I II

N 885 CO 00

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910; U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Tenth Census, iSSo, Population, vol. i, p. 870; idem. Thirteenth Census, ¡pío. Popu¬
lation, voL 4, pp. 546, 547.

Note: Domestic servants arc excluded from tfiis table.

manufacturing jobs, such as in the garment trade and meat-packing
plants. The increasing percentage of foreign-bom women who worked
in stores and offices in Chicago was greater than the percentage ofblack
women in these jobs but always much smaller than the percentage of
native-bom whites (see table 2.5).'^

Ethnic distinctions in the occupations ofwomen adrift, strongest
among newcomers, also mirrored the pattems seen in the female labor
force as a whole. In 1880, 80 percent of Scandinavian women adrift
sewed for a living, while Irish women adrift were more likely than
others to become day-working servants. In 1910, most Russian-Jewish
women adrift worked in the garment industries, and the vast majority
of Polish women adrift worked in other manufacturing industries and
in service jobs."

In some respects, however, women adrift deviated from the oc¬
cupational distribution of the Chicago female labor force. In 1910, white
women adrift were less likely than white wage-eaming women who
lived at home to work in clerical jobs and more likely than women who
lived at home to work in factories, a reversal of the pattem seen in 1880
(see table 2.4). This new distribution was not due to changes in the
nativity distribution, for it appeared among both foreign- and native-
bom women. Nor was it a function of the changing age distribution,
for both clerical and factory workers were young. Perhaps, by the early
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Table 2.$ Occupational Categories of Women Adrift by Race and
Nativity, Chicago, 1880 and 1910

1880 1910

ForeÍ£n-bom Native-bom Foreign-bom Native-bom
Black White White Black White White

Needle trades 5% 54% 46% 19% 23% 18%

Other manufacturing 0 3 5 0 15 6

Service 68 25 10 76 37 16

Clerical 0 I 7 0 5 22

Sales i 2 8 0 4 10

Entrepreneurial/
managerial 8 6 4 2 8 9

Semiprofessional 3 4 13 4 8 17

Professional 0 0 I 0 0 I

Other^ 13 4 6 0 I I

N 38 387 521 53 362 478

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.
'"Other" includes fortune-tellers, ragpickers, women who '^vorked out," etc. It is high among

black women in 1880 because it includes 4 women who "Svorked out" (probably day-working
servants).

twentieth century, employers, more concerned about propriety than
factory managers, hesitated to hire women adrift. Or perhaps more
yoimg white women adrift of the early twentieth century came from
poorer working-class backgrounds in which they had few opportunities
to receive the training increasingly required for clerical jobs.

Most of the other ways in which women adrift deviated from the
more general occupational patterns of the Chicago female labor force
can be explained by their tendency to accept jobs that supplied them
with meals or helped them pay rent. For example, the large number of
rooming house keepers accounts for most of the slight overrepresen-
tation ofwomen adrift in entrepreneurial jobs. A rooming house keeper
had the rent on her house paid by the roomers who subletted rooms,
and, if she kept boarders, the time she spent preparing their food
provided her meals as well. Other women adrift readily accepted jobs
where employers served meals at the workplace. Nurses, trained and
untrained, often ate their meals in the hospitals and with the private
families where they worked. Similarly, dishwashers, waitresses, and
kitchen help ate at the restaurants that employed them. Nurses account
for much of the slight overrepresentation of women adrift in semi-
professional jobs, and restaurant workers account for much of the over-

representation in service occupations in 1910. The only other major
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occupational group overrepresented in 1910 was laundresses, especially
operatives in commercial laundries.'®

The detailed occupational distribution should not obscure the
overall picture. Women adrift worked in traditional female-dominated
jobs. While they moved beyond traditional family roles, they did not
escape the sex-segregated labor market. This had profound implications:
the low wages paid in female-dominated occupations undermined the
independence of women who tried to support themselves.

Men who lived apart from family usually earned wages intended for
self and sometimes family support; in contrast, many women earned
below-subsistence wages. Employers assumed that all working women
lived in families where working males provided them with partial sup¬
port. It profited employers to use this idealized version of the family
economy to determine women's wages. Thus, a completed job search
was a dubious success for many women adrift, for they continued to
encounter the hardships of poverty after they had fovmd jobs.

Virtually no one denied the inadequacy of the average woman's
wages. Since early in the nineteenth century, wage-earning women and
reformers had called perenially for higher pay. Even conservative writers
who disparaged women adrift acknowledged that the average wage-
earning woman did not earn enough for self-support. In 1888, one such
writer, "J," responded to an exposé of Chicago sweatshops, arguing
that wage-earning women, "if they were good for anything," should
live in families as servants instead of working for "the pittances they
are getting at the places you write ofand boarding themselves." Blaming
women for their own poverty, the writer claimed, 'They do not deserve
pity. They desire to be 'ladies,' 'salesladies,' etc." Still, the writer admitted,
"All know they can not board and clothe themselves on the pay you
say they are getting."'^

Even employers conceded readily that they did not expect women
workers to live solely on their wages. They often stated that women
received free or cheap room and board in the homes of their parents,
and, if pressed, they claimed to hire only women who lived with family
or friends. In 1913 an Illinois State Senate Investigating Committee
found that over halfof the 13,610 women employed in five of the largest
stores in Chicago earned less than a living wage. "With a few excep¬
tions," the refxjrt stated, "the employers maintained that the girls lived
at home, or said they did, and that the burden of their support fell
upon the fathers."'* Comments of this kind became common enough
that one social investigator in Chicago referred simply to " 'the living
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at home' excuse [given by] the employer who is questioned about his
wage scale.""

A survey of store and factory workers, conducted by the federal
government in 1908, found that over halfofthe women adrift in Chicago
earned less than eight dollars a week, the widely acknowledged sub¬
sistence wage. The survey revealed that women department store work¬
ers who lived "adrift" earned an average of $8.17 per week, and 66
percent earned less than this average. The same study found an average
wage of $7.23 per week among Chicago women factory workers who
lived away from home. This figure did not include eighty-four self-
supporting packing house workers who reported an average of $4-55
per week, with only three of the eighty-four earning over six dollars.'"'
These figures reflected a nationwide pattern. A study ofworking women
in Boston, published in 1911, showed average wages ranging from $6.50
per week for kitchen workers to $9-61 per week for clerical workers."^'
In 1914, women in twenty-four manufacturing industries nationwide
earned on average $7.75 per week; in the same industries, men earned
on average $13.92.'^^

The low wages of many women adrift would not cover the nec¬
essary expenditures for independent living. Before the period of rapid
inflation beginning in 1915, numerous social investigators found that a
woman needed a minimum of eight to twelve dollars per week to cover
her cost of living. One budget based on the cost of living in Chicago
in 1907 and 1908 totaled $9.70 per week, excluding items such as soap,
medicine, newspapers, and books.A Boston study, based on the actual
expenditures of 450 wage-earning women, reported the same figure,
$9.70, as the minimum weekly living wage.""^ In 1913 the Illinois Senate
investigation produced another minimum budget accepted as sound by
"employers as well as employees." The budget of $8.00 allotted $3.00
for room rent, $2.70 for meals, 60 cents for carfare, and $1.70 for
clothing, laundry, and all other expenses."^' Margaret Dreier Robins of
the Women's Trade Union League considered twelve dollars the min¬
imum. "If her wages fall below that amount," Robins said, "she merely
exists. She is obliged to deny herselfproper food and suitable clothing."'"^

Middle-class women reformers, one might argue, used middle-
class standards in calculating these budgets. In fact, a woman adrift
might buy room and board for considerably less than the $5.70 listed
in the above itemized budget. For that price, a woman could rent a
private bedroom in a residential neighborhood and eat three ample
meals a day. For less money, a woman might rent a bed in a room
shared with the landlady's children, a cot set up in a kitchen, or a poorly
heated and ill-ventilated room. In order to buy cheaper board, she might
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eat only coffee and bread for breakfast and lunch, or she might skip
supper a few nights a week.

The budgets calculated by middle-class reformers do not seem
inflated, though, for wage-earning women themselves made similar
calculations. "Fm getting $9 a week," one woman reported, "and I don't
believe I'll ever have a new dress or hat again."'^^ Another woman, a
bookkeeper who earned the relatively high wage of twelve dollars a
week, found that "even $12 a week is a very small salary." When spending
five dollars a week for room and board, she wrote, a woman had litde
money for car fare, shoes, clothes, and laundry. "Each week brings in
an extra expense item.. . . How can she save a little for the rainy days?"'*^
A twenty-eight-year-old prostitute, who had worked in the office of a
Chicago laxmdry, said, "it is impossible for [a woman] to live on less
than $12 to $15 a week." This woman found that "decendy furnished
rooms, kept properly warmed, and fairly clean" cost at least three dollars
a week. And, she continued, "you cannot eat a meal that has any nour¬
ishment for less than twenty cents to twenty-five cents

Those women at the bottom of the wage scale lived in abject
poverty. In 1910 a seventeen-year-old native-born white woman worked
as an inspector in a retail store for four dollars a week. She lived in an
ill-ventilated room, ate poorly, and sewed her clothes from fabric she
bought on credit.'® In 1913 a Russian woman whose husband had left
her worked in a garment factory for four dollars a week. Her interpreter
said, "She says when she has more money she eats better and if she has
less she eats less. . . . She wears one [dress] vmtil she cannot wear it,
and then she gets another one."''

The poverty of many women adrift continued after 1915, al¬
though it was somewhat alleviated in the 1920s by an increase in
women's real wages. Between 1914 and 1920, both the average weekly
wages of women workers and the cost of living rose rapidly. During
the 1920s, when wages and prices stabilized, one set of figures indi¬
cates that women's real wages (in twenty-four manufacturing indus¬
tries nationwide) fluctuated from 20 percent to 40 percent above their
prewar level.'^ This increase should not be overemphasized, however.
The figures do not identify the regions or sizes of cities where the
increase was greatest, nor do they include most occupations. More
important, the increase in wages did not bring the average woman's
earnings high enough to cover the cost of independent living. In 1930,
for example, the average female clerical worker in Chicago earned
twenty-four dollars f>er week, and the average female manufacturing
worker earned twenty-two dollars." In the same year, sample bud¬
gets gave twenty dollars as the minimum sum necessary for a work-
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ing woman who lived in a subsidized boarding home in Chicago and
twenty-five dollars for a Chicago working woman who hved in a
commercial rooming house, providing she had "a boyfnend who takes
her out to dinner occasionally."'*^

The drag of racism pulled the wages of black women lower still.
Black women routinely earned less than white women for the same
jobs, and, additionally, they were excluded from a wide range of "wom¬
en's" jobs, especially those considered most desirable. In laundries and
kitchens, black women often received one dollar less per week than
white women. The records of a Chicago employment agency showed
that "where the white cooks received eight dollars per week the Negro
cooks were paid seven dollars."" Almost no black women held jobs in
offices and stores in Chicago in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. The Chicago Urban League considered it a major break¬
through when, in 1919, at the League's urging. Sears, Roebuck, and
Company hired twelve hundred black women as office workers.'" Em¬
ployers also excluded black women from many manufacturing jobs. The
growing number of black women who found work in industry ffe-
quendy found themselves with the work that white women refused to
accept. By the 1920s, for example, black women had secured a foothold
in Chicago's slaughtering and meat-packing industry. But "they worked
at the lowest paid 'blind-alley' jobs in the yards" and were excluded
openly from the jobs with better work conditions."'

The irregular and seasonal nature of much ofwomen's work com¬
pounded the problem of inadequate wages. Workers paid by piece rates,
as in the clothing and meat-packing industries, often received work
irregularly even during the heavy seasons. Without a steady distribution
of work, a high piece-rate payment could result in low weekly wages.
In 1888 a Chicago woman who boarded at the Home for Self-Supporting
Women earned only $4.21 in two weeks because "the work was given
out to her slowly." She had to quit her job and find another which
would pay enough to cover her $2.25 weekly expense for room and
board.'® In many industries, women expected to be without work for
a portion of every year. A 1908 investigation of the Chicago stockyards
found that 255 of 333 long-term women workers surveyed worked for
less than fifty-two weeks in the year. Of the 255,182 reported "no work"
available as the cause of their unemployment." In years of depression,
of course, unemployment was more severe.

Wage-earning women who came to the city with hopes ofsending
money home to their families often found that they did not earn enough
to contribute substantially to their relatives' support. Most studies that
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itemized the expenditures ofwomen adrift made no mention of money
sent home. One 1908 survey, however, found that less than 25 percent
of the women adrift surveyed in each of seven cities contributed to
"needy relatives." This figure is high because the survey included a small,
though unspecified, number of widows and "deserted" women who
supported dependent children.^

Some women adrift did move up a limited occupational ladder:
their wages increased, at least minimally, as they gained experience in
a particular job. In a 1908 survey of over thirty-four hundred women
factory workers in seven cities, the average wage increased slowly but
steadily from $4.62 per week for women with less than a year of ex¬
perience to a peak of $8.54 per week for women with sixteen to twenty
years of experience. The average wages of almost fourteen hundred
retail store workers increased more dramatically, from $4.69 for women
with less than a year of experience to $13.33 for women with sixteen to
twenty years.'"

In addition to those women whose wages increased with expe¬
rience, a few women moved into semiprofessional and professional
careers. An extraordinary example is Mary Anderson, the factory worker
who later became director of the U.S. Women's Bureau.*^^ In a somewhat
more typical mobility pattern, women moved from positions as sales¬
women to more professional jobs as buyers.®' In 1880 and in 1910, almost
one-fourth of the single women adrift in Chicago over the age ofthirty-
five held semiprofessional and professional jobs. In 1880, most of these
women worked as teachers; in 1910, half of them worked as nurses.
These women may have moved up an occupational ladder. More likely,
perhaps, some of the women with better jobs remained adrift at older
ages because, as self-supporting women, they felt less compelled to
marrv.

J

The economic security of older woman adrift, however, should
not be overstated. Most faced increasing difficulties as they aged. Em¬
ployers discriminated against older women, especially in hiring for jobs
in offices, factories, and restaurants where biases in favor of youthful
sexual attractiveness gave young women and conventionally pretty
women a competitive advantage. One older kitchen worker in a res¬
taurant explained to a younger woman why she would not leave her
low-paying job: "You are young, girlie, you can afford to be indepen¬
dent, but I am old. If I give up this job, where can I get another?"®^
A self-supporting widow, Ann J., who had worked in several Chicago
factories also found that she could not compete with younger women.
She was laid off ffequendy, she explained, "because she was not at-
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tractive, or because she was old. She sees that an old woman does not
have a chance.'"^'

Moreover, older women often earned lower wages despite their
years of experience. In the same survey cited above, the average wage
of women factory workers dropped after a peak of $8.54 per week for
women with sixteen to twenty years of experience. Women with over
twenty years of experience earned on average $7.64 per week, and the
few women with over thirty years ofexperience earned on average only
$6.51. Similarly, the average weekly wages of women who worked in
retail stores declined from a peak of $13.33 ro $11.52 for women with
over twenty years of experience.^

Most older women, however, did not work in factories, restau¬
rants, offices, or stores. As they aged, many women adrift moved into
occupations considered appropriate for oldeV women. These jobs were
not necessarily higher paying, but they often accorded a small degree
of independence from employers. After nearly thirty years as a hve-in
nurse and servant in Chicago, Caroline O., a black woman, turned to
jobs where she lived on her own, washing and cleaning by the day.*^^
Rather than work in factories and commercial laundries, other older
women worked in their homes as dressmakers and hand laundresses.
Some older women gained a measure of independence as rooming house
keepers. Cora J., a white woman, worked as a stenographer in Chicago
for seven years and as a general office worker for three years. She then
rented two houses, furnished them, and sublet the bedrooms."^* Another
white woman, Sarah K., supported herself as a hairdresser and waitress
for eighteen years before she too rented and ran a rooming house.*^

Ann J., laid off from factory work, secured employment, room,
and board as a chambermaid in a hotel. She saved her earnings and
evenmally managed to purchase a rooming house. As her interviewer
wrote, "It was the only way she knew of by which she might become
independent." Independence, though, did not allay her anxiety. Cheated
of $150 and suspicious of her male roomers, she said, "a lone woman
can't take any chances, because if she doesn't look out for herself in this
world, no one else will." She could afford neither "the time nor the
money to keep [friends]," and she worried "for hours" about her future,
wondering "how much longer she [would] be able to work." She feared
that her final years would "be spent in the poorhouse." According to
Ann J., "a lone woman can't be too careful."^"

The poverty of many women adrift and the long hours of hard
work took their toll. Women complained of exhaustion. "I do not have
time to make acquaintances," wrote one woman who worked for $5.50
per week in the basement of a large department store. "I love to read.
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but I have no chance to get library books; all I see is an occasional
paper. I get home so late that I am too tired to go out at night and,
besides, I have to wash and mend my clothes."^'

Without family nearby to offer support, women worried about
sickness and unemployment. Many had little or no savings available for
use during emergencies. For some ofthese women, life seemed especially
bleak. When one woman "without home and money" slipped on the
ice and broke her ankle, she found herself committed for months to
the county hospital.^ A few days of illness could lead to the loss of a
job which could lead in turn to eviction. In 1919 a Chicago policeman
rescued an ill, unemployed, and evicted woman adrift as she tried to
drown herself in Lake Michigan.''' Another woman adrift left the fol¬
lowing message before she committed suicide: "I have worked until I
can work no longer, and I am disgusted with life."'^

To avoid poverty, some women adrift, especially young women, chose
to work in the one sector of the female labor force where an unskilled
woman earned adequate wages—^what might be called the sexual service
sector. The most obvious form of sexual service work is, and was,

prostitution. In 1880,4 percent of the sampled women adrift listed their
occupation as prostitute. This figure may well be low since many pros¬
titutes probably hid their occupation ftom census takers. In fact, by
1910, census schedules no longer listed prostitution at all. A 1911 mu¬
nicipal investigation, however, reviewed the cases of 2,420 prostitutes
and estimated that 5,000 "professional" prostitutes worked in Chicago.^'

Some women adriif turned to prostitution specifically because
they needed or wanted money. One such woman became a prostitute
after six months of unemployment. "I found that it was almost im¬
possible for an inexperienced girl to get employment, even at $5 per
week," she wrote. "Finally I had no money left with which to pay my
way. By this I don't mean that I had only a few dollars left; I had not
one penny in my shabby litde purse."'"' Another prostimte, who had
worked for four years in Chicago, also testified that she chose prosti¬
tution because she "needed money." She had worked in a shoe factory
in Cincinnati for five dollars a week; at the time of her testimony she
earned from twenty-five to thirty dollars weekly.^

The profits of prostimtion, though, often did not accrue to the
women who performed the work. Various forms of subjugation—to
pimps, madames, and police—^made prostitution a low-paying job, and
sometimes slavery, for many women. Furthermore, the ever-present
threats of venereal disease and physical abuse made prostitution a dan¬
gerous occupation.^
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Newer forms of sexual service work, emerging in the late-nine-
teenth- and eariy-twentieth-century cities, placed women in less per¬
sonal, more contractual relations with those who managed their work.
The growth ofurban commercialized recreation industries created these
"modernized" sexual service jobs for women. In cabarets, dance halls,
and restaurants, owners hired women to attract men in order to increase
the profits of their enterprises. A guide for male "pleasure seekers" in
Chicago that appeared in 1892 reported that a company needed a "num¬
ber ofshapely women in the cast" to secure an engagement at the bawdy
Madison Street Opera House.^'' Two decades later a reporter in Chicago
described a similar situation in a cabaret with all black performers where
"personal charms" were "apparently better recommendations than sing¬
ing ability."""

Chorus girls, masseuses, and, later, cabaret dancers, taxi dancers,
and cocktail waitresses aU earned the higher wages of sexual service
without necessarily selling themselves for intercourse."' In 1891 a woman
working in a massage parlor justified her sexual service work by the
higher wages she received. "I wasn't able to make enough money at
bookkeeping (from six to seven dollars a week) to pay my way," she
wrote. "Here I get from ten to twelve dollars a week.""^ In 1913 a black
woman dancer at a "notorious" Chicago café testified that she earned
her living by dancing for only three minutes every night. Her employer
stated that he paid performers from twenty-five to thirty-five dollars a
week."' A later investigation found that cabaret entertainers in Chicago
earned from eighteen to seventy-five dollars a week, enormous wages
to an unskilled woman worker.

Although historians often neglect the sexual service seaor, it is
central in defining the female labor market. Of the imskilled women
adrift, only the sexual service workers were not paid as dependent
daughters. They probably escaped the assumptions of the family econ¬
omy because the demand for their work outreached the supply. Or
perhaps because employers and others distinguished so sharply between
"duti^ daughters" and "fallen women," they could not assume that a
sexual service worker had support from her family.

Although the sexual service worker escaped the poverty of other
women adrift, she paid the price ofmore severe stigma. As sexual service
work expanded beyond prostitution into legitimate commercial insti¬
tutions, it did not necessarily gain in respectability. In the mid-i920s,
for example, a hostess in a Chicago cabaret, who earned from thirty-
five to fifty dollars per week, suffered from her mother's disapproval:
"I'm not doing anything wrong. ... I could sent {sic] [my mother] ten
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dollars every week but I know she won't take it. . . . If I'm making a
fair living this way why should anyone object. . . . I'm not doing any¬
thing really wrong, really."*'

In fact, any woman adrift without professional training who did
not suffer from visible hardship risked accusations of immorality. As a
1908 advice book to self-supporting office workers stated, "A girl who
is obliged to earn her own living, cannot afford to do anything that
will cause talk, and nothing generates gossip quicker than the faa that
a girl apparendy spends more than she is known to make."*" The un¬
skilled woman adrift hved poorly, or else she was damned.

Outside of the family as well as within it, American womanhood was
defined in terms of family membership. Although she moved apart from
kin, a typical woman adrift could expect to earn the wages of a depen¬
dent daughter or wife. She faced stigmatizadon and discrimination
because she was not visibly dutiful to parents, husband, or children.
And she was vulnerable to sexual exploitation by criminals and mashers
who saw her lack of nearby kin as a weakness. These hardships—low
wages, stigmatization, sexual exploitation—distinguish the woman adrift
from her male counterparts who also boarded and lodged in the city.

The hardships, of course, tell only part of the story. While some
women adrift were genuine victims, most were not. Many women
practiced severe personal economy, but few starved or committed sui¬
cide. Some women earned adequate wages for modest self-support, and
even the poorest women often had ways to reenter famihes if life "adrift"
became intolerable. They entered live-in domestic service, returned to
the homes of their kin, or married. Furthermore, poverty and stig¬
matization are relative. For a black woman from the rural South or a

peasant woman from Poland, wages earned in Chicago, though below
the poverty level, were usually higher than wages they had earned earher.
For a sexually active woman, occasional suspicious glances from strangers
may have seemed preferable to daily ostracism by family and friends.
Equally important, as later chapters show, women adrift found re¬
sourceful ways to live in the city. They created substitutes for family
life, and they cooperated with and depended on their peers, stretching,
pooling and supplementing their wages.

The hardships are important, though, not only because they point
to the constraints faced by women adrift, but also because they captured
public notice in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
combination of independence from family, naivete, low wages, and
sexual service work sparked the imaginations of Victorian and, later.
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Progressive writers. The woman adrift became a symbol of the threats
that industrialization and urbanization posed to womanhood and the
family. G)nservatives condemned the women who left their homes and
cast aspersions on their morals. A few reformers and radicals predicted
a future economic independence for women. But the writers who at¬
tracted the most pubhc notice sympathized with the poverty of wage-
earning women, worried about their chastity, and sought to provide
them with protective surrogate families.



Chapter Three
Orphans and Innocents

In Chicago, "women adrift" came before the public eye at least as early
as 1873. In September ofthat year, a man who signed himself"Edgardus"
wrote a letter to the Chicago Daily Tribune asking wealthy men to donate
funds for a boarding house for working women. Edgardus wrote "with
feelings of sympathy and sorrow" for "the deserving homeless girls" of
Chicago whose small wages kept them impoverished. Pleasant boarding
homes with low fees, he argued, would save the "discouraged and
desponding one" from turning to the temporary and ruinous embraces
of "some heartless man."' In the two weeks that followed Edgardus's
letter, a handful of writers submitted letters in support. At this point,
the attention paid to women adrift might have subsided had not a letter
from "Paterfamihas" introduced an opposing view. Paterfamilias ad¬
vised poor working women to enter domestic service in private homes
where they could receive room and board. He implied that women
adrift had only themselves to blame for their poverty since they might
easily choose to live in a more homelike and secure setting.^ Pater-
familias's letter launched a debate that continued for over two months.
All told, the Daily Tribune published fifty-seven letters and two
lengthier articles.

While a few maverick writers took up novel themes, the bulk of
letters argued for one of two opposing views ofwomen adrift. On one
side stood the majority of letter writers, including Edgardus, who sym¬
pathized with wage-earning women and called for low-cost boarding
homes to protect them from poverty and prostitution. Several of these
writers contended that some women lacked the strength to engage in
domestic service. Others lauded women for aspiring to labor higher
than drudgery. They portrayed women adrift as "delicately reared"
women struggling "nobly" against a "fate they were powerless to con¬
trol."' The more sentimental writers described them as innocent children
or, as Edgardus wrote in a later letter, "girls around whom poverty has
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thrown its dark mande, but in whose souls, as yet, the pure heavenly
light of childhood glows radiandy and bright

On the other side, Paterfamihas and his followers took a dimmer
view of women adrift. They denied that domestic service was in any
way degrading. A woman who considered herselfabove domesdc labor,
they claimed, had "false notions of pride," tended toward laziness, longed
for finery.' "The young women who seek employment as clerks, sewing
girls, etc.," one writer stated, "have such exalted notions of themselves
that they all aspire to be yoimg ladies and occupy a false position."^
The problem these writers saw was not simply poverty or its pitfalls
but the willfulness of women who stepped beyond "those departments
of labor which naturally, and therefore legitimately, belong to them."''
They portrayed women adrift as ill-bred idlers who refused their wom¬
anly calling.

The interest in women adrift continued into the first decades of
the twentieth century. In subsequent literature, though, the conservative
views of Paterfamilias and his followers dwindled. Those who sympa¬
thized with women adrift created the dominant public image of a pure
woman in a sullied environment.® At its simplest, this image signaled
the failure of the forces of good to resist the forces of evil. The family,
the haven of love, had not protected its daughters, and the city, with
its cruel competition and designing men, threatened to ruin them. Tom
from the protective shelter of family and exposed to the muscle of the
city, the woman adrift, in her symbolic role, was isolated, vulnerable,
and bereft. She represented the victimization of the innocent and weak
in an urban world without moral standards.

Four groups ofwriters played instrumental roles in disseminating
the dominant public image of women adrift. The middle-class women
reformers of the organized boarding home movement, especially women
in the Young Women's Christian Association, elaborated the image. In
the decades after the Civil War and continuing into the twentieth cen¬
tury, these reformers established scores of subsidized boarding homes
and other services for self-supporting women. In promotional literature,
annual reports, and national reform periodicals, they portrayed women
adrift as endangered women in need of maternal protection. Second,
popular romance novels and story papers, written largely by women,
featured the woman adrift as the heroine of urban adventure tales.

Peaking in the i88os and 1890s, this literature presented a caricature of
the woman adrift as helpless victim. Third, writers in the campaign
against prostitution, primarily journalists and reformers, male and fe¬
male, combined the caricatures of the romance stories with the reformist
concerns of the organized boarding home movement. Although they
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gained momentum in the 1890s, their most sensational writings, on
"white slavery," appeared in highly popular books, magazines, news¬
papers, and films in the years between 1900 and 1915. Finally, a new
generation of reformers, drawn from the ranks of social workers and
journalists, recast the Victorian sentimental discourse on women adrift
into Progressive social science form. In the early twentieth century, their
investigations substantiated the image of the helpless woman adrift by
emphasizing the determinism of her bleak environment.

The organized boarding home movement emerged from a decades-long
female reform tradition. Beginning early in the nineteenth century,
middle- and upper-class women banded together in a variety of orga¬
nizations to promote benevolence and moral reform. These women
transferred the religious ideals of mission and charity, along with the
maternal role ofguardianship, into new areas outside of the church and
the home. Motivated by a sense of female solidarity and a middle-class
version of morality, they focused much of their work on aiding needy
women who seemed in sexual danger.'

Early in their efforts, reformers discovered the homeless working
woman. They deplored her destitution and feared that, out of desper¬
ation, she would turn to prostitution, an occupation many considered
a fate worse than death. After 1830, reformers in several cities organized
associations to rescue prostitutes and employ impoverished women.
The Female Benevolent Society ofNew York, for example, helped pros¬
titutes and aided the "friendless female orphan, when no way [was] left
for her to obtain a livelihood but that of prostitution."" In 1847 the
American Female Guardian Society ofNew York opened the first Home
for the Friendless, providing free shelter to poor and homeless women.
Similar homes soon appeared in other cities. Chicago's Home for the
Friendless opened in 1858, accepting women without regard to race,
religion, or nationality, "so long as the applicant seemed to be overborne
in the fierce struggle for life.'"' As the word friendless suggests, these
early institutions focused their efforts on female outcast and charity
cases, the prostitutes and the poorest of poor women.

Around midcentury, some female reformers expanded their work
to include the average wage-earning woman.'"' These reformers saw that
any woman who had no training in marketable skills, who depended
economically on a husband or father, might find herselfwithout support.
Through an unfortunate twist of fate, they or their daughters might
join the ranks of the friendless poor. In the 1850s, reformers advocated
that "every girl should have . . . some honorable and useful way of
gaining a livelihood."" They opened employment bureaus and "houses
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of industry" to train and place women in remunerative work. The
hardships of wage-earning women during the depression of the late
1850s and the low wages of seamstresses during the Civil War under¬
scored the precariousness of women's economic position. In the years
after the Civil War, as increasing numbers ofwomen arrived in the cities
for work, reformers identified not only the victims of poverty but the
potential victims as well. They shifted their emphasis from rescuing the
desperate to preventive efforts on behalf of the vulnerable, and they
pointed to women adrift as those women most endangered.

New organizations in several cities specifically aimed to aid women
adrift. The first such organization, the Ladies' Christian Association,
appeared in New York in 1858. A Boston organization, formed in 1866,
was the first to call itself the Young Women's Christian Association.
Lucretia Boyd, a Boston missionary, initiated the work when she "be¬
came greatly distressed by the serious situation that confronted self-
supporting girls." By 1875, twenty-eight local YWCAs had over eight
thousand members and operated thirteen subsidized boarding homes
for working women.In 1876, women in Chicago organized the Wom¬
en's Christian Association (later renamed the Young Women's Christian
Association) "to seek out women taking up their residence in Chicago,
and endeavor to bring them under moral and religious influences.'"^
The Chicago YWCA first adopted an older nonprofit employment bu¬
reau that had been formed "so that amidst the manifold temptations
of a large city none might fall from want of a steady occupation," and
shortly after established a boarding home where wage-earning women
could "find good living and the comforts and blessings of a Christian
home.'""

The YWCA was the largest but not the only organization formed
to aid women adrift. In the same decades that the YWCA emerged,
other groups organized similar low-cost boarding homes for self-
supporting women. In 1888 a federal report on wage-earning women
in large citites listed 24 organized (nonprofit) boarding homes for work¬
ing women in addition to the 15 Women's Christian Association homes."
Ten years later, another federal report counted a total of 90 homes."'
In Chicago, the Woman's Home, a short-lived institution, preceded the
YWCA by four years in providing low-cost room and board for wage-
earning women." By the end of the century, Chicago had at least eighthomes that replicated the work of the YWCA." In 1914 a study found
31 organized homes in Chicago, and in 1921 another investigation found
45- ' By 1928, Chicago had around 65 organized homes for self-sup¬porting women.""
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The movement did not reflect the mentality of white, Protestant,
native-bom women only. In Chicago, Afro-American, Catholic, Jewish,
German, Swedish, Polish, and Norwegian-Danish women also estab¬
lished homes for women adrift of their racial, religious, and ethnic
groups. By 1914 these women managed at least fourteen homes in
Chicago, including four for Jewish women and four for Catholic
women.^' By 1921, at least four such homes housed black working women
in Chicago, and by 1928 six.^'^ These homes were, in part, a response
to the exclusivity of the YWCA. In 1877 the Chicago YWCA voted to
deny black women admission to its home.^^ (Eventually black women
joined the YWCA and managed a "colored branch" boarding home,
but this home remained notoriously underfunded.)^ Through more
subde deterrents, such as language barriers and Protestant "family wor¬
ship," the YWCA also discouraged immigrants, Jews, and Catholics.
Women from these groups, however, formed their own homes not
simply because the YWCA excluded them but because they too believed
that women adrift needed special care.

The homes in Chicago operated under a variety of auspices, in¬
cluding churches, religious groups and orders, and secular women's
clubs. The Moody Church managed a home for working women as did
the black Olivet Baptist Church. The Salvation Army, the Volunteers
of America, and the Sunshine Gospel Mission also established homes.
Church-affiliated women's groups, such as the Ladies' Benevolent So¬
ciety of the New First Congregational Church, opened residences in
Chicago. The Sisters of Mercy managed the Mercy Home, and Fran¬
ciscan Sisters managed the House of Providence and the Guardian
Angel Day Nursery and Home for Working Girls. Black club women
organized the long-lived Phyllis Wheatley Home, and Jewish club women
organized the Josephine Club, the Ruth Club, and the Miriam Clubs.
A few individual women also established homes: Melissia Ann Flam,
an ex-slave, owned and managed the Flam Club Home for Colored
Girls, and Ina Law Robertson founded the still-extant Eleanor Clubs.^'

Other reform organizations offered additional protective services
to women adrift. In Chicago, wealthier women joined together to
provide inexpensive and wholesome recreation and food through va¬
cation homes in the country, working women's social clubs, and sub¬
sidized lunch rooms.'" The Chicago Woman's Club managed a lodging
house for temporarily stranded women, and, for at least a few years,
the Home for Self-Supporting Women ran the Provident Laundry which
provided temporary employment for unemployed women.'" In 1907 the
Women's Trade Union League ofChicago met lone women immigrants
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at the train stations and visited them in their homes.In addition, the
YWCA and, later, the Woman's Church Federation Protectorate and
the Olivet Baptist Church, among others, conduaed free employment
bureaus as well as room registries where women adrift applied to rent
rooms in private families."

This outpouring of interest and effort on behalfofself-supporting
women was based on an image of the woman adrift as endangered
orphan. Our clearest sense of this image comes from the annual reports
of the YWCA, the only such organization in Chicago to leave detailed
historical records. What recurs time and again in these reports is the
notion that wage-earning women needed "protection." The reports de¬
scribe the women adrift who came to the YWCA as "young women
. . . who have no natural guardian in the city," "unprotected young
girls," and young women and girls "who need the protection and en¬
couragement of Christian surrovmdings."'^ Following in the footsteps
of earUer female reformers, the women of the YWCA appointed them¬
selves as protectors. "What could be more worthwhile," asked one re¬
port, "than to safeguard and to save the young women who come to
our great metropohs from all parts of the world?""

Why did a woman need protection? The YWCA gave the same
answers that female reformers had given for decades. She needed pro¬
tection because she faced a hfe of low wages, long hours, seasonal
unemployment, and loneliness, or what reformers referred to in short¬
hand as "the struggle for existence." Protection would offer food and
shelter in times of poverty and comfort in times of loneUness.

The concern for economic privation, however, cloaked an over¬
riding concern for sexual morality. To the middle-class women of the
YWCA, the "temptation" to virginal women to sell or give away their
sexual purity was more dangerous than the "struggle for existence." "We
fear unless they are better remunerated," stated Mrs. Leander Stone, an
early president, "they will be left the coming winter to freeze in attics,
or starve in cellars, or what (god forbid) is worse than death, sacrifice
their honor to secure food and warmth."'^ The women of the YWCA
showed httle interest in protecting needy but nonvirginal widows, de¬
serted wives, and unwed mothers.

A young, single woman needed protection, then, not simply to
ease material hardships but also to guide and restrain her sexual behavior.
Protection included supervision and training in morahty. The women
of the YWCA wanted to exercise a "kindly guardianship over [working
women's] moral and rehgious interests."'^ In an "unproteaed" urban
setting, "poor country girls" might "drift" into "situations of demor-
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alizing tendency and . . . make acquaintances of doubtful character."'®
The reformers occasionally hinted that protection required the restraint
ofwomen who lacked sufficient self-control. As one report stated, "Even
the strong and self-reliant flag without some sympathetic interest in
their work and welfare—how much more those weaker ones, whose
unbalanced characters and morbid passion for dress render them but
too easily tempted to folly, and perhaps to a darker end."" In Mrs.
Leander Stone's words, 'There is a tendency, we fear, of our working
girls to drift away from sweet and tender home infiiences which they
may have enjoyed in childhood, so soon as they go out into the world
for self-support."*^ The women of the YWCA dishked and feared the
possibihties for sexual activity that freedom from family seemed to
create.

Yet the ultimate blame for going astray rarely rested on the wage-
earning woman herself. If some women drifted from home influences,
they were likely drawn by scheming men. The Travelers' Aid Q)mmittee
of the Chicago YWCA, formed in 1888, focused on the struggle between
unwitting women and designing men. The committee hired "matrons"
to protect women newcomers to Chicago as they arrived alone at rail¬
road stations. It denounced the false newspaper advertisements that
lured unsuspecting women job seekers to brothels and the procurers
and mashers who met women migrants as they deboarded the incoming
trains. The committee stressed the naïveté of women immigrants and
rural migrants, claiming as its first purpose "to outwit evil agents, who
would deceive the innocent."*" Like the earlier reformers who worked
vyith prostitutes, the Travelers' Aid Committee shifted the responsibility
for sexual activity away from the tempted women to the men (and
occasionally women) who had active designs against them.

The cast of characters in a typical scenario reported by the Trav¬
elers' Aid Committee included a YWCA matron, an innocent young
woman, and a predatory man. In one such scenario, the matron pro¬
tected a sixteen-year-old woman "who had no knowledge of fife and
believed everybody" including a young man whose business was to
"find innocent victims who were traveling alone."*'"^ In another case, the
woman from the Travelers' Aid Committee pitted herself against a
married man who had persuaded a seventeen-year-old waitress to join
him in Chicago.*'"' The women of the YWCA saw themselves as fighting
evil on behalf of women unable to fend for themselves. While some

young women adrift were indeed exploited sexually, the women of the
YWCA treated all young women adrift as if they were weak-willed
victims.
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This view of women was not unique to the YWCA. A stereotype
of women as the weaker sex had existed for centuries, and a newer

stereotype of women as passionless, innocent, and sexually pure had
prevailed since at least the end of the eighteenth century."^ Throughout
the nineteenth century, middle-class women used this newer stereotype
routinely to assert their moral superiority to lustful men. The female
reformers of the first halfof the nineteenth century had used these same
stereotypes to defend prostitutes. A woman who was no longer sexually
pure, they had argued, must have fallen victim to the deceptions or
force of a man. These reformers had expressed their anger at male sexual
license by claiming the stigmatized "fallen woman" as their innocent,
weak, and victimized sister.^' In the late nineteenth century, the women
of the YWCA extended the view held by earlier reformers and used it
to protect young wage-earning women who did not live at home. They
asserted their own strength and moral superiority, but they adopted
stereotypes of female weakness and innocence in order to absolve the
woman adrift of any responsibility for her sexual behavior.

To solve the problem of female victimization, the women of the
early YWCA did not attempt to raise women's wages or rescue pros¬
titutes or change male sexual behavior. They acquiesced to the social
ills that they identified and sought as an antidote to resurrect home Ufe.
Their solution rested on the growing importance placed on family by
nineteenth-century middle-class Americans. As urbanization and in¬
dustrialization eroded the small-town community, the family (and es¬
pecially the mother) was elevated and idealized as the guardian ofmoral
standards. The idealized domestic sphere stood in contrast to the seem¬
ingly immoral urban world of corrupt politics, ruthless competition,
and rampant commercialized sex.^" Accordingly, the women of the
YWCA, like other nineteenth-century female reformers, saw the family
home as the missing "natural" shelter that could protect the innocent
woman from an inevitably cruel environment."^^

The women of the YWCA wanted to provide a "home in every
sense of the word," "a house where [women] might come and feel at
home in a city of strangers" (see fig. 3.1)."^ They called the residents and
managers of their boarding home "the family." This family, as idealized,
provided warmth and companionship, moral and religious guidance,
support in times ofunemployment, and protection from designing men.A female-dominated private sphere would shield the woman adrift from
a perilous male-dominated public sphere. "What this world wants is
homes. ... If there is any one who needs a home it is the girl," theRev. R S. Henson stated the intention blundy at an 1895 groundbreaking
ceremony for a new, larger YWCA boarding home. "Many times, as a
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result of desperate straits to which she is reduced, that young life is
wrecked and ruined. Here provision is made for her. Pleasant surround¬
ings, congenial companionship, in fact, all the blessings of a home."'^'

The Travelers' Aid Committee, too, attempted to place women
in families. The Travelers' Aid workers saw themselves as "missionaries,"

Fig. 3.1. Toung Women's Christian Association Home, zSS Michigan Avenue, 1902. (Source:
University ofIllinois at Chicago, University Library, Toung Women's Christian Association
Records)
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"gently leading back to mother and home the girl about to take the
first step downward."'" They considered a case resolved when they
returned a runaway teenager or lost traveler to her family, placed a
penniless migrant in a private family as a domestic servant, or sent a
self-supporting working woman to live in the YWCA boarding home.
Once she saw a wage-earning woman ensconced safely in a home, the
Travelers' Aid matron had fulfilled her duty.

As the tide "matron" indicates, the women of the YWCA envi¬
sioned their own role as that ofmothers in their newly created famihes.
In fact, they often referred to themselves and to the superintendents of
their boarding homes as "mothers." For example, Mrs. Leander Stone
lauded the women of the YWCA as "mothers full of love for our foster
children."" In an era when the emotional potency of motherhood was
at its prime, the YWCA women, like other female reformers in this
period, used their status as mothers to further social and charitable
programs.

It is not surprising that middle-class women took on this role.
Their status and power in society rested to a large extent on their role
as keepers of the home. When a daughter moved beyond the reach of
the home, duty demanded that a mother follow, extending the home's
protective boundaries into the public sphere. In one sense, middle-class
women expanded their roles as an offensive move. With a firm belief
in female moral superiority, women reformers entered the pubhc sphere
assured of their right to be there. As reformer Frances Willard wrote
in 1887, "If I were asked the mission of the ideal woman, I would reply:
it is to make the whole world homelike And, by supporting the wage-
earning woman, reformers affirmed that she too had a legitimate public
role.

In another sense, however, the women of the YWCA may have
moved defensively. By the late nineteenth century, a declining birth rate
and a rising divorce rate seemed to threaten traditional family life." At
the same time, commercialization encroached on women's traditional
home roles. The high visibility ofprostitutes in the cities lured husbands
away from their wives and threatened to pollute domestic love with
diseases spread through commercialized passion. Furthermore, the
growth of industry eroded women's productive functions in the home.
The death ofhusbands and fathers during the Civil War and, in Chicago,
the literal destruction of homes in the fire of 1871 must have further
impressed women with the fragility of their family status. Women tried
to defend their domain. Thousands ofwomen in the Women's Christian
Temperance Union adopted the slogan "Home Protection."'^ In the
YWCA, this home protection assumed special importance because the
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objects of concern were young and female. If young women expressed
their sexuality in public, then all women might lose their status as
passionless and therefore morally superior to men. The middle-class
women of the YWCA formed surrogate families in which they helped
young women whom fate, choice, or a changing economy had left
without family support; at the same time, they flexed their moral muscle
and bolstered the importance of their own role as moral guardians.

By adopting the role of mother, the women of the YWCA may
also have tried to mask the class barrier between themselves and the

younger working-class women they hoped to protect. They may have
veiled their assumptions of middle-class superiority with the softer lan¬
guage of maternal love, obscuring the hierarchy of class with the hi¬
erarchy ofparent and child. This mother-daughter bond that the YWCA
hoped to cultivate encouraged the infantilization of women adrift. The
stereotypes of women as weak, innocent, and passionless invested women
with the childlike qualities of dependence, naïveté, and inexperience.
Of newcomers to the city, one report wrote, "the poor things wander
from place to place, not knowing where to go or what to do."" Mrs.
Leander Stone frequendy chose the image of the orphan to describe
the woman adrift. "In Chicago, as in every city the world over, there
are thousands of girls, orphaned, so far as natural protectors are con¬
cerned," she stated in one address, "but as lofty in sentiment, as pure
and ambitious in motive, and as deserving of friends and education as
our own loved and more favored daughters.""^ While some wage-earning
women came to the city after their parents had died, most left living
families behind. The orphan metaphor, rather than describing a reality,
conjured an image of vulnerable waifs as almost no other metaphor
could. Although the women adrift were old enough to be mothers
themselves, the women of the YWCA depicted them as the motherless
children of the city.

This picture ofwomen adrift differed from the picture ofworking
men drawn by the Young Men's Christian Association. Founded in 1851,
the YMCA pioneered in constructing low-cost familylike boarding homes
for single self-supporting men. Like the YWCA, the YMCA stressed
the moral guidance that the young migrant to the city needed. But the
YMCA did not portray working men as passive orphans. It also did
not suggest that young men should return to their parental homes. The
YMCA exhorted the young man to control his sexual urges and develop
his character toward independent adulthood. The most common meta¬
phor used in midcentury advice literature to self-supporting men was
"the youth as the sole navigator of a ship heading out to sea."'^ In
contrast, the YWCA did not expect the working woman to steer her
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own ship. The working woman should never make the journey to
adulthood alone. She needed protection from parents or other guardians
until she took harbor in a home with a husband. At the first founding
of the YWCA in Boston, one speaker made a telling comparison: 'The
considerations that have led to the formation ofa Young Men's Christian
Association apply, ifpossible, with increasing force in the case ofyoung
women, who from their position and sex are more unprotected and
more helpless."'*

In the few records available, the managers of the other organized
homes in Chicago echoed the language of the YWCA. They aimed to
give "protection from the dangers of a city," "safe harbor," or a "whole¬
some home" to working women "having no home nor protector" in
Chicago.'" Like the YWCA, the other homes hoped to protect women
adrift from sexual danger. The homes supphed protection not only to
prevent economic hardship but also to "help" working-class women
"spiritually and morally."""

Middle-class black club women who organized homes were es¬
pecially concerned with the issue ofmorality. Derogated by stereotypes
of black women as promiscuous and appalled by the vulnerability of
young black women to the advances of white men, they sought to
defend the "moral integrity" ofworking-class black women."' As Eliza¬
beth Lindsay Davis, a club woman who helped found the Phyllis Whea-
dey Home, wrote, "Many of these girls were going astray by being led
unawares into disreputable homes, entertainment and employment be¬
cause of lack ofprotection that strange girls of the other Races enjoy.""^
Drawing on a tradition of mutual aid, other women, like ex-slave Mel-
issia Arm Elam, also opened homes to keep black women "from wan¬
dering into [an] immoral atmosphere.""'

As the number of reform organizations and institutions rose, the
interest in women adrift swelled beyond local reform circles. Since early
in the nineteenth century, publicists, male and female, had written spo¬
radically of the self-supporting working woman, from reformer Mat¬
thew Carey in the late 1820s to feminist Caroline Dall in the 1860s to
such lesser-known letter writers as Edgardus in Chicago in 1873."^ By
the 1880S, these reports appeared more ffequendy in publications in¬
tended for national readership. Writers described the difficulties faced
by women adrift, related the work of reformers, and called for further
action. They defended the homes from critics who claimed that sub¬
sidized boarding homes would encourage employers to lower wages,
promote female idleness, and discourage women from marriage."'

In this national literature, too, writers depicted women in need
of moral protection. In an 1899 article, for example, Annie Marion
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MacLean found that organized homes were "powerful factors in saving
working girls from the glare of cheap entertainments and the dangers
of the street." The homes, she concluded, were "veritable virtue-saving
stations."^ Another publicist contrasted the organized homes that sup¬
plied "protection when protection is most needed" to the commercial
lodging house 'Svith its perilous freedom from aU restraint.'"^^ At least
one author found Utopian possibilities in the organized home move¬
ment. In an overblown article published in 1898, Robert Stein imagined
a future in which every city had a "Woman's Hotel." As he envisioned
it, this hotel would not only house, employ, and train women adrift,
it would also protect them. In fact, "girls of the whole city [would be]
from childhood affiliated with it in a vast confederation, and turn to it
as their Guardian Power in difficulties." With its "pleasant" homelike
atmosphere, the hotel. Stein prophesied, would become "a potent force
for 'the debrutalization of man' " because women would no longer feel
compelled to marry unless they fell in love."*

In general, the reformers and pubhcists of the organized boarding
home movement had more modest aims. They did not hope to change
the city, only to protect women from its harsher aspects. To this end,
they developed a discourse that portrayed women adrift as vulnerable
and passive. They recognized the genuine hardships that a low-income,
self-supporting woman faced. But the image of danger they stressed
derived less from the economic plight of wage-earning women than
from a concern for working-class women's sexual behavior. Because
they accepted traditional stereotypes of women as weak and innocent,
they read expressions of sexuality by women adrift as female victimi¬
zation. Furthermore, their vision of themselves as maternal guardians
encouraged them to view wage-earning women as children. By the end
of the nineteenth century, these reformers and publicists had made the
orphaned and innocent woman adrift a recognbxd figure in local and
national reform circles.

The reformers' image of women adrift appeared in fictional form in at
least one extraordinary novel. In 1873, the same year that Edgardus
wrote to the Chiana Daily Tribune, Lxjuisa May Alcott published Work:
A Story ofExperience. Here she tells the story of Christie, an orphan,
who leaves the country home of her aunt and uncle to seek work and
indep>endence. Once in the city, Christie tries a variety ofjobs. Unusually
strong and determined, she manages capably, overcoming a number of
trials and temptations. But then she despairs, overwhelmed by poverty,
isolation, and the apparent emptiness of her life. As in the reports of
the YWCA, the orphaned woman adrift, alone in the harsh world, sinks
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inevitably into crisis. Christie attempts suicide. At this point, her "fallen"
but pure-hearted friend Rachel comes to the rescue and leads her to
the home of friends. In a domestic setting, Christie regains self-
confidence. In the view of both Alcott and women reformers, good
women rescue the despairing orphan, and the home protects and heals
her. At the end of the novel, Alcott acknowledges the virtue of reform.
After marriage, the birth of a child, and the death of a husband, Christie
becomes a reformer herself, organizing women to demand higher pay.*^'

But Alcott's story is unusual. The reformers' image of women
adrift did not dominate in popular culture. In the late nineteenth cen¬
tury, a somewhat different version of the woman adrift, as stock heroine
of thrilling urban adventure tales, appeared frequently in inexpensive
"working girl" romance novels.^" Following in the tradition ofeighteenth-
century novels of seduction and resistance, these long-neglected ro¬
mance stories provide a female variant of the Horatio Alger—type stories
ofmale advenmre and uplift. Through virtue and luck, an impoverished
heroine marries the wealthy man she loves and thereby rises from rags
to riches. In more modern form, these novels exist today as Harlequin
romances. Highly popular in the i88os and 1890s, they were printed in
serial form in magazines and weekly story papers and as inexpensive
books, sometimes paperbound, that sold for ten to fifty cents a copy.
Publishers geared the novels to working-class as well as middle-class
women readers. The authors, usually female and sometimes pseudon¬
ymous, often churned out dozens of romances, plugging minor vari¬
ations into set formulas.^'

In these novels, the heroines, like Christie, suffered trials when
"adrift" and usually triumphed in the end. Unlike Christie, however,
the romance heroines proved themselves utterly helpless. Aside from
protecting their honor, they could not care for themselves. Their efforts
at self-support were rarely portrayed in more than a page. In fact, many
romance heroines never worked at all. Instead, while adrift, they simply
endured coundess man-made agonies and occasional natural clisasters.
At the novel's end, the heroines, rescued at last, married happily, or, if
they had broken the moral code, they died.

In romance novels, the heroines' experiences as women adrift were
usually brief and always dismal. The author often stepped in to lament
the situation. In "Violet, the Beautiful Street Singer; Or, an Ill-Starred
Betrothal," author Charlotte M. Stanley asks, "Oh, what cruel fate was
it that had so suddenly altered the safe, smooth current of her yoimgexistence and cast her adrift in this frightful, seething whirlpool of vice
and crime?"^^ And, in A Woman Scorned, author Effie Adelaide Row¬
lands bemoans. She was alone in this cold northern town without
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friend, without a penny. What was to be done? What was to become
ot her? Which way should she tum for heip?"^' In the romance novels,
life adrift represented catastrophic misfortune and impending doom.

Take the case of Korleen Moore, the heroine of "Her Own Way;
Or, Reaping the Harvest." Korleen, a blacksmith's daughter, grows up
in Tarrytown, a quiet country village a short distance from New York
City. Like all story-paper heroines, Korleen is a "vision of loveliness."
But she is also a "poor, foolish, little girl." Her country home seems
dull to her; she wants to "see the world." As the author explains, "her
heart was not bad; she was only a bit vain and willful." And, the author
forewarns, she knows nothing "of the snares and pitfalls" of the world.''*
When the villainous Guy Ruthven arrives in Tarrytown from New York,
innocent Korleen succumbs to his attentions and agrees to run off with
him to the city. She soon discovers his evil character and begins to pay
for her willful ways.

Typically, the plot twists and turns, but, eventually, Korleen, still
virginal, finds herself alone in New York. Despite her earlier spunk, she
does not now court adventure, nor does she seek a room or a job.
Instead, she mes her former willfulness and says simply, "I am alone
and adrift; I know not which way to turn, and there is no one to hold
forth a helping hand. I wish I could die and be at rest."''' She sits in
the train station, and at dusk she falls asleep in Central Park. When she
awakens, she finds herself again in the cmel clutches of Guy Ruthven,
a man who looks "upon all women as mere toys for his own amuse¬
ment."^" She escapes and then attempts suicide. Predictably, a wealthy
man, Ernest Atheldare, rescues her. After numerous additional com¬

plications and another suicide attempt, Korleen ends up happily married
to Ernest. As the story closes, "His strong arm encircled her, shielding
her forever from the storms that might beset her pathway."^^

Like the reformers of the organized boarding home movement,
the romance authors pictured the city as a perilous place for women.
But the romance stories sensationalized the dangers, most likely in an
attempt to excite readers. One subtide announces explicidy that the
story provides "A Thrilling Portrayal of the Dangers and Pitfalls of the
Metropolis."'^ In this story and others, villains—seducers, procurers,
thieves, jealous women, and greedy relatives—humiliated, accosted, and
abducted the heroines. In other menacing situations, fires and train
accidents threatened them. In several stories, illness debilitated them
temporarily. When a woman adrift managed to support herself, her
employer dismissed her, or jealous co-workers plotted against her, or a
customer accused her of theft. The urban world offered no freedom,
no opportunity, and little comfort.
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In the romance novels, as in the reports of the YWCA, the gravest
dangers faced by a woman adrift were threats to her sexual purity. A
woman might recover from illness, accidents, or hunger, but if she lost
her virginity outside of marriage, her life was "ruined" forever. Here,
too, the stories sensationalized the danger. In several novels, heroines,
like Korken Moore, discovered in the nick of time that a seemingly
good man was in fact a cad. In one story, a villain convinces the heroine
Junie that her missing husband has not really married her. "How was
she to face the shame and the terrible disgrace?" In this case, she wanders
the streets until she is "faint, hungry, and weary." Then a stranger makes
advances, and another tries to force her into prostitution.^' In other
stories, women as well as men threatened the heroine's virginity. In one
macabre twist, a seemingly kind woman approaches the helpless her¬
oine, claiming to work for "the Association for the Protection of Strangers
in the City." As the heroine prepares to join her, a prostitute, "haggard,
painted-cheek, hollow-eyed," warns that the woman will sell her into
prostitution. As the heroine flees, the evil woman's sidekick attempts
to drug and abduct her.®°

The novels presented a caricature of the orphaned and innocent
woman adrift. The heroines, of course, were always good at heart and
sexually pure. They were young, white, native bom, and naïve. The
stories exaggerated their childlike quahties. In fact, the authors often
described them as prepubescent. In one story, "pretty little Bab" is a
"poor, innocent, artless child" with the "prettiest promise of a figure."*'
In another story, "Little Sunshine" is a "fairy-hke little creature" with
"short boyish curls ofgolden hair," a "sweet girlish voice," and a "sunny
disposition."*^ In addition, the heroines were well bred. They came
from the wholesome country or from wealthy families. Even the urban
working-class heroines turned out in the end to be heiresses, the un¬
knowing daughters of long-lost wealthy parents.

In the city, these women adrift invited pity. Little Sunshine faints
from hunger and despair. Pretty little Bab cries, "What shall I do? Where
shall I go?" Shortly after, she succumbs to illness and entreats her rescuer,
"I have no friends, no home, no place to rest in this great, bad city,
and I shall die if you leave me now!"*' These childlike heroines could
not help themselves; instead, they relied on strangers and friends.

In the annual reports of the YWCA, wealthier women, maternal
and good, attempted to rescue endangered women adrift. In the ro¬
mance novels, wealthier women, often evil incarnate, attempted to harm,
even kill, them. In "Alice, the Candy Girl: Or a Million of Money,"
wealthy Verona Clyde, a bigarmst and liar, accuses orphan Alice of theft
and has her sent to jail.*^ In Junie's Love Test, wealthy Mrs. Markham
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and her two sisters drug beautiful Junie and commit her to a private
hospital.*' The romance authors portrayed wealthy women as greedy,
jealous, and vain more often than they portrayed them as caring and
kindly. In these novels, unmarried wealthy men rescued women adrift,
thus providing the setting for romance and upwardly mobile marriage.

The queen of the romance novels was probably Laura Jean Libbey,
the author ofover sixty novels in the last two decades of the nineteentii
century. Her novels appeared first in serials and then later as inexpensive
paperbound books. New novels and reprints of old ones continued to
sell into the i920S.*^ Her books were highly popular, especially among
working-class women.*^ In fact, one early-twentieth-century observer
of working women referred to the entire genre of romance novels as
the "Laura Jean Libbey school of fiction."**

Libbey created especially innocent heroines who endured unusu¬
ally excruciating agonies. As Libbey writes of one heroine, "She was
like an infant torn from its mother's breast and thrust out upon the
cold mercies of the pitiless world."*' In Little Leafy, the Cloakmaker's
Beautifiil Daughter, Leafy Clifton, a seventeen-year-old orphan with "a
dimpled, saucy, girlish face," endures loneliness, poverty, fire, humili¬
ation, abductions, forced marriage, and attempted suicide.'" Her most
persistent enemy attempts at various points to drown her, gas her, and
poison her. She survives it all, virtue intact, to learn that she is the
heiress of a wealthy colonel and that her forced marriage was illegal.
Needless to say, she marries the wealthy man she loves. In lone: A
Broken Love Dream, an orphaned "working girl" with "the grace of a
dainty princess" finds herself "friendless and alone, to the mercies of
the bitter world."" She prompdy gets ill and loses her job, then the
factory collapses around her, and then she almost succumbs to the
attentions of a drunkard and gambler. At this point, she learns that she
is an heiress. But, before she marries happily, she faces blackmail, ab¬
duction, and a bout of insanity.

The unrelieved agony of life "adrift" heightened the meaning of
romance. The trials faced by a woman alone made marriage all the more
imperative, for marriage brought salvation as well as love and support.
Next to the hell of hving adrift, marriage was heaven. In addition, the
perils endured by women adrift highlighted the heroines' virtue. They
proved their worth by remaining pure in a wicked environment with
no one to protect or restrain them. Their virtue was tested, as the tide
Junteos Love Test implies. They deserved to win a wealthy man whom
they loved, because, in romance fiction, virtue was rewarded.

To the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century working
women who read romances, the novels must have carried positive mes-
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sages as well as thrilling tales. In an era when women adrift and wage-
earning women in general were often portrayed as vulgar and immoral,
the stories proclaimed their purity and goodness. Laura Jean Libbey
depicted working women as "superior to those gilded butterflies of
fashion.'"^ One wealthy hero proclaims, "My respect for those hon¬
orable young ladies who earn their own bread by honest work is pro¬
found."" And another hero says, "When a young girl works for a hving,
she is pure and good."^"^ In addition, the novels offered hope in times
of adversity. Most heroines survived the struggle for existence, and the
comfort they found in the end proved the struggle worthwhile.

Furthermore, in secondary characters, some of the novels did
present capable and courageous women adrift, usually of working-class
origins. These characters loved and helped their helpless sisters. Mag,
an ex-prostitute, and Dinah, a black servant, take care of themselves,
each other, and pretty litde Bab. Nettie, a consumptive factory worker,
finds Litde Sunshine a job and shares her rented room with her. Mar¬
garet, of "humble origin," vows to protect helpless Agnes Manning in
A Woman Scorned. "I am strong enough," she claims, "to fight all the
world for your sake."" A working-class sisterhood replaced the maternal
guardianship of middle-class reform organizations.

Still, despite their redeeming qualities, the romance novels pre¬
sented heroines who seem, to a modem reader, vapid and spineless.
The reformers of the organized boarding home movement described
childlike, passive women adrift who needed maternal care to protect
them from urban dangers. The romance novels went further. The her¬
oines were not only passive; they were wholly incapable ofself-support.
They might rouse themselves momentarily, but only to protect their
virtue. The novels suggested that helplessness enhanced appeal and that
independence from family spelled not only danger but also disaster. To
save the woman adrift, they offered upwardly mobUe marrige as the
only viable solution. While the reformers offered help to the woman
who supported herself, the novels discouraged self-support. In the ro¬
mance novels, a woman could obtain steady companionship and security
only when she relinquished her independence to a wealthy man.

The sensationahsm of the popular romance novels and the reform goals
of the organized boarding home movement merged in the campaign
to abolish prostitution. This national mass movement against com¬
mercialized vice emerged in the 1890s, culminating decades of work bylocal reformers on behalf of prostitutes. While the organized boardinghome movement and the romance novels presented an array of urban
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perils, the "social purity" crusaders focused their attention almost wholly
on sexual danger. As the United States changed gradually from a rural
and relatively homogeneous society to an urban, industrial, multiethnic,
and class-stratified one, some middle-class citizens feared accompanying
changes in moral values and sexual behavior. The highly visible urban
vice districts came to symbolize the moral decay they feared, and the
abolition of these districts came to represent renewed moral order.
Far more popular than the organized boarding home movement, the
antiprostitution campaign attracted prominent clergymen, business¬
men, and politicians as well as reformers and social investigators. Typical
of Progressive era social movements, these crusaders turned to the state
for reform rather than to individual moral uplift or private institutions.
In Chicago, the campaign against prostitution prompted municipal and
state investigations, antivice legislation, and closing of the segregated
red-light district. After the turn of the century, newspaper and magazine
editors, book publishers, and filmmakers publicized the movement in
an unprecedented outpouring of exposes. The movement peaked in the
years between 1908 and 1915.

Interestingly, the prostitute herself was not the most evocative
image in this campaign. She remained an ambiguous figure, defended
by sympathizers but also tainted as depraved. In some accounts, she
was the victim of evil, in other accounts the cause of it. Her body was
polluted by invasive social forces, but at the same time she was the
"sinister polluter" of the social body.'^

The literature of the campaign against prostitution focused instead
on the woman adrift as a symbol of purity and naivete in the evil and
sophisticated city. Like the romance novelists, the antiprostitution re¬
formers embellished the image that the organized boarding home move¬
ment had developed. In their writings, a woman adrift was endangered
in the city, more childlike and innocent than a self-supporting man,
and desperately in need of protection. She was the innocent bystander
about to be forced or lured to prostitution.

Two pioneering exposés of vice in Chicago, written in the early
1890s, set the themes for later publications. An investigation by the
Women's Christian Temperance Union, Chicago's Dark Places (1891),
and a better-known book by British journalist William T. Stead, If
Christ Came to Chicago! (1894), featured the self-supporting woman
who earned low wages and the "green" newcomer to the city.'* Em¬
ployers brought working women to unbearable poverty, and procurers
and dishonest cabmen abduaed newcomers and sent them to houses
ofprostitution. These exposes sympathized with the woman whose fate
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was beyond her own control. "Can it be possible," asked Chicago's Dark
Places, "to conceive a more awful fate for a girl who wishes to be pure.>"^
The authors condemned the employers, the procurers, and the men
who paid for sexual intercourse.

By the early twentieth century, the homeless working woman
appeared, alone and helpless, in tract after tract. Some of the writings
echoed the reformers in the organized home movement. Many writers
treated women adrift as daughters. According to several writers, the
root of the problem was the woman's separation from family. As one
author stated, 'The danger begins the moment a girl leaves the pro¬
tection of Home and Mother.'""" Another wrote more bluntly, "Inde¬
pendence has been the cause of the ruin of many girls.'""' If necessity
compelled a young woman to leave her home, then a surrogate mother
might save her. Edward Sims, a U.S. district attorney in Chicago, told
parents, "no girl can safely go to a great city to make her own way who
is not under the eye of a trustworthy woman who knows the ways and
dangers of city life.'""^

Like the women of the YWCA and some romance novelists, these
authors occasionally complained that vanity, willfulness, and lack ofself-
restraint led women to cross the boundaries of propriety. An unusually
harsh tract stated, "We know that many young females fall victims to
their own improper conduct.'""' But most of the authors who blamed
women adrift concluded that even here innocent, though foolish, women
were lured and coaxed by evils they did not fully comprehend. Anti-
prostitution writers did not admit readily that unmarried women with¬
out major chararter flaws might engage willingly in sexual intercourse.
Instead they blamed moral decay in the city for tempting naive, weak
women and eventually corrupting them. "Ifyour daughter in the future
is to make her hving in the big city, prepare her for the temptations
that will beset her," warned one expose. 'Teach her that it is not the
White Slave Traffic she must dread alone. Teach her that it is the place
of amusement that seems innocent, the drinking of pleasant drinks, the
association with characterless men."'"^

Like the romance novels, however, much of the literature of the
movement to abolish prostitution had an exaggerated urgency sur¬
passing that of the organized boarding home movement. The sensa¬
tional tracts written in overblown language have led some observers to
refer to the movement as a "panic" or an "hysteria." Especially in the
early-twentieth-century exposes of "white slavery," the name given tothe abduction and selling of women of all races for sexual purposes,the bitter laments of fictional romance characters passed as social de-
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scription. "Whether foreign bom or native [the girls] all come seeking
fame or fortvme, burning with high hope and filled with great resolves,"
wrote Leona Prall Groetzinger in The City's Penis, "but the remorseless
city takes them, grinds them, cmshes them, and at last deposits them
in unknown graves."'®' And another writer cried, "Think of all the years
these vampires have been trapping poor, innocent little girls and con¬
demning them to fate far worse than death."'®" The more the writers
condemned the undeniable evils of sexual slavery, the more they ren¬
dered women adrift helpless, pure, and childlike.

As in the romance novels, the homeless working woman provided
the contrast to the ills perceived in the city. In its well-known report
of 1911, The Social Evil in Chicago, the Chicago Vice Commission found
that poverty made women adrift weak when tempted by easy money.
With less reticence than the women of the YWCA, the commission
identified culprits. In a way characteristic of much of the literature
against prostitution, it vilified men. The woman adrift gained in in¬
nocence as man, "the greatest menace," gained in villainy. The com¬
mission denounced "the advances of men without either a spark of
bravery or honor who hunt as their unlawful prey this impoverished
girl, this defenseless child of poverty, unprotected, unloved and uncared
for as she is plunged into the swirling seething stream of humanity."'®^
Even without culprits the woman adrift could not resist the evil around
her. "Every year," one tract claimed, "hundreds ofyoung girls, undefiled
and pure, drift into the wickedest city in the world, and are carried
away by the glare of the 'Great White Way' and the sensuous lures of
the dazzling cafe and the Bohemian pleasures, and become uncon¬
sciously the recruits of the great absorbing Vice Trust.'"®® Where the
city was relendess, women were passive. Where men were vile, women
were pure. In short, much of the literature used women adrift as foils.

In the early 1910s, the same contrasts furnished the plots for plays
and films about white slavery. The first such play. Little Lost Sister, opened
to sold-out audiences in 1913.'®" In the book version, a sinister white
slaver lures the spirited small-town protagonist, Elsie Welcome, away
ftom her poor family with false promises of a high-paying job and
marriage in Chicago. Eventually a crusader against vice rescues her from
the Cafe Sinister. But the rescue comes too late, and Elsie returns home
to die. The book concludes with a word ofwarning: "As long as mothers
do not know who the young men are with whom their daughters spend
evenings away from home so long will there be a troop of Little Lost
Sisters tripping, stumbling down the trail that leads hellward.""® The
films, reaching a wider audience still, were highly popular from 1913 to
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1915, probably because of their introduction of titillating sexual themes.
One of the first white slavery films. Traffic in Souls, attracted thirty
thousand viewers in its opening week in New York.'"

By the X910S, then, the woman adrift of the romance novels, the
helpless child bound for disaster, was standard cultural fare. Without
direct evidence, one cannot say with certainty that antiprostitution writ¬
ers borrowed their images from romance fiction. One can say, though,
that, despite the scientific faa-gathering surveys of some investigators,
the antiprostitution crusaders used the same sensational and sentimental
language found in popular fiction to create a sympathetic caricature of
the woman adrift. In the campaign to end commercialized vice, this
caricature of the helpless woman adrift was not used simply to entertain,
but also to promote social change. While the romance novels suggested
that upwardly mobile marriage would save the victimized woman adrift,
the white slavery literature called for government action.

At the same time as men and women crusaded against vice, another
group of reformers, with a smaller contemporary audience, publicized
the plight of women adrift more dispassionately in the less judgmental
languages of "objective" journalism and academic social science. From
the end ofthe nineteenth century into the 1920s, these reformers, usually
female, investigated and wrote about the work and living conditions
ofwage-earning women. Unlike the women in the organized boarding
home movement, most of them did not work through churches or
women's clubs. They worked for secular reform organizations, such as
the Women's Trade Union League and the Juvenile Protective Asso¬
ciation, and for settlement houses, universities, and government agen¬
cies. They included a new generation of self-supporting professional
women trained in universities as social investigators, as well as middle-
class women who volunteered their efforts. As social welfare reformers,
they followed in the footsteps of the women of the organized boarding
home movement, joined the ranks of well-known community activists
like Jane Addams, and foreshadowed the female social welfare policy¬
makers of the New Deal.

These researchers and joumalists neither defended women's place
in the family nor sought to resurrect the home in surrogate form in the
public arena. They also did not try to turn the clock back to the seem¬

ingly simple life of the small town or village.'"' Yet, like the earlier
reformers, these writers wanted to protect women adrift who seemed
to epitomize the problems of urban poverty. Along with the antipros¬
titution writers, they preferred state intervention to individual moral
uplift. They asked the city to station police matrons in pubhc parks and
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dance halls. They worked for reforms in housing laws, protective labor
legislation, and by the 1910s, minimum wage laws for women. Mis¬
sionary work and private institutions, they argued, could aid only a
few, while legislation would cover all wage-earning women. In fact,
some of them denounced the organized boarding home movement on
the grounds that subsidized homes encouraged employers to pay below-
subsistence wages."'

The label "woman adrift" captures the tone of this literature.
Popularized by a federal investigation published in 1910, the label in¬
corporates an image that appeared frequently in earlier reform and
romance literature.""^ The image connoted a lonely rootlessness. Its
concomitants were the anchor of family and the turbulent currents of
life in the city. Without an anchor, the woman adrift was buffeted hither
and yon by currents beyond her control. Specifically, she was buffeted
by economic competition and scheming men. In a 1905 article on black
women migrants from the South, sociologist Frances Kellor stated, "the
cities thus get a group of strangers often without resources, and who
must find . . . employment, or drift into immorality, for there are always
sharks watching women who are placed in such helpless conditions.""'
With unusually florid language, an article on destitute women, written
in 1911, elaborated the image: "there are thousands of homeless women
in our great City of Chicago who are like flotsam and jetsam on the
ocean of life. They have been cast onto the sea of misfortune and are
like shipwrecked beings not knowing how to save themselves.""®

Reformers used the image of drifting primarily to describe women.
They did not use the label "men adrift" to identify the men who lived
in YMCA dormitories and in commercial lodging houses. In fact, by
the early twentieth cenmry, they paid little attention to the male coun¬
terparts of women adrift. The advice literamre to working men who
lived apart from family had peaked in the years between 1830 and 1860."^
A woman drifted without a navigator; a man, with proper training,
determined his own course. A 1908 article in a popular magazine. Har¬
per's Bazpiar, restated the older theme: "Adrift in the city, she is far more
helpless and in peril than a man in the same straits.""®

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the lone men
who attracted public notice, the down-and-out unemployed men, re¬
ceived the tellirig name "floating population." While low-income women
drifted helplessly, these impoverished men floated atop the currents of
city life with parasitic ease. The language that some writers used to
describe them had no parallel in even the most unsympathetic writings
about women. For example, the Chicago Bureau of Charities wrote,
with evident distaste, of the "evil of permitting this great army of non-
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resident idle men to infest the city.'"" The "army" of idle men contrib¬
uted to the evil in the city that the passive woman adrift suffered.

The social investigators rarely wrote of women adrift as children
or orphans; rather, they dwelled on the harsh circumstances of poverty
and withheld comment on the women involved. Or, using the contem¬
porary metaphor, they emphasized the swiftness of the currents and
played down the ways in which women anchored themselves. They
exposed the practices of dishonest employment agencies and discussed
the problems of long hours, seasonal work, and unemployment. They
compiled statistics on low wages, described dingy commercial lodgings,
and investigated the poor fare served in cheap cafeterias and restaurants.
Typical titles of studies are The Living Wa^e of Women Workers, "The
Housing Problem as It Affects Girls," and The Food of Working Women
in BostonThe description of the woman adrift dwindled to a descrip¬
tion of the inadequacy of her wage, her lodging, and her food. For
these researchers and journalists, the women adrift were, as an early
and famous exposé was tided, "prisoners of poverty."

The emphasis these writers placed on poverty sometimes hid their
concern with sexual behavior. Like the women of the YWCA, the ro¬
mance novelists, and the antiprostitution campaigners, many of these
reformers feared the poverty of women adrift because they associated
it with immoral sexual behavior. Rather than drawing a stark picture
in which a woman chose between death and dishonor, though, these
writers drew more subde connections between poverty and immorality.
Instead ofblaming evil men, they focused on the woman's impoverished
environment. They identified two specific moral dangers that living
adrift posed to women: "the lodger evil" and "the ftimished room
problem."

The lodger evil referred to the crowding ofmale and female lodg¬
ers, usually immigrants, into one or two small rooms. When men and
women lived together in close quarters, reformers feared, women would
engage in sexual acts with men to whom they were not married. In
Chicago, Louise DeKoven Bowen, head of the Juvenile Protective As¬
sociation, found that Polish women adrift often boarded in close quar¬
ters with men and lost, "in their confined quarters, their sense of what
is decent and proper, and soon become demoralized.""' In the often-
quoted words of housing reformer Lawrence Veiller, the lodging evil
"frequently leads to the breaking up of homes and families, to the
downfall and subsequent degraded career of young women, to grave
immoralities—in a word, to the profanation of the home."'"

In contrast, the furnished room problem usually referred to the
isolation of lodgers in drab commercial rooming houses. Here reformers
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feared that loneliness and poverty would lead unmarried women to
imitate the all-too-visible immoralities that provided their neighbors
with companions, gifts, and money. Or, drab food, uncomfortable rooms,
and lack of companionship might lead a young woman to search for
overly stimulating entertainments. New businesses, such as restaurants,
dance halls, and cabarets, attracted weary women to mingle with men
and indulge in sexual amusements. "With cold rooms, with no oppor¬
tunities to receive guests and without the privacy even of a single room,"
wrote an investigator for the Boston-based Women's Educational and
Industrial Union, "fully 35 percent of our working girls, if those pro¬
portions may be considered typical, are in danger ofoverstepping social
and moral law."'^' Another investigator asked, "Can we not see the
relationship between the unsanitary, overcrowded homes, the loneliness
and often vicious environment of many lodging houses, and human
waste and immorality?'"^

As they attempted to sway public opinion and to influence leg¬
islators, the reformers published exhaustive investigations of the details
and consequences of poverty. And they underscored the dangers in¬
volved by portraying wage-earning women who could not fend for
themselves. Along with other social scientists of their day, some of them
adopted an environmentalism so deterministic that it led to the neglect
of any resourceful responses wage-earning women may have made to
alleviate their own {xjverty."' Despite their objective tone, they main¬
tained the image of female passivity and helplessness conveyed by the
women of the organized boarding home movement, the romance nov¬
elists, and the antivice crusaders.

When researchers and journalists observed closely the everyday
lives of women adrift, however, their research belied the image. While
most wage-earning women were more impoverished than wage-earning
men and more vulnerable to sexual assault and stigma, they were not
necessarily more helpless or more passive. Investigators found numerous
examples of women whose resourcefulness removed them from the
category of "little lost sisters." Some investigators decided two types of
women adrift existed: "the one is self-reliant, self-respecting, and per¬
fectly able from a moral and social point of view to stand alone, while
to the other belong the young, the inexperienced, the morally weak,
the stranger within our city doors, the discouraged, and perhaps the
tempted."*^ Others began to recognize the assertive behavior of many
wage-earning women. Reformer Jane Addams, a self-supporting woman
herself, wrote, "thru the huge hat, with its wilderness of bedraggled
feathers, the [working] girl announces to the world that she is here.
She demands attention to the fact of her existence, she states that she
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is ready to live, to take her place in the world.""^ In the 1900s, this
image of assertive women appeared only sporadically; in the 1920s, it
would replace the image of orphaned and innocent women adrift.
As wage-earning women left traditional home roles, who would protect
them from the hardships of urban life? The women of the organized
boarding homes, the campaigners against vice, and the social investi¬
gators volunteered. In phrasing the question and attempting to answer
it, they criticized the employers who paid low wages and the men who
bought and sold women's bodies. They identified genuine problems
and helped countless women in need of support. They refused to con¬
demn the women who challenged conventional mores concerning wom¬
an's proper place; instead, they broadcast a sympathetic public image.

Their approach to women adrift changed over time. By the 1890s,
calls for state intervention supplanted calls for private institutions and
moral uplift. In the early twentieth century, the more neutral voice of
social science began to replace the sensationalism and sentimentalism
of romance novelists and Victorian reformers.

Yet in both reform circles and popular media, stereotypes offemale
weakness and innocence persisted. Writers elevated helplessness to a
virtue and obscured, even obstructed, the actions that self-supporting
women took on their own behalf. From a heterogeneous group of
women, they chose to focus on the young, and usually on the white
and native bom. The women who organized homes, the romance nov¬
elists, the antivice crusaders, and the social investigators dwelled on
urban hardships because they seemed to threaten the chastity of passive
women adrift. A "respectable," unmarried woman without a family
triggered their fears of moral decline and female victimization.

Historians today often base their studies of wage-earning women
on the descriptions of wages, housing, and food supplied by the re¬
formers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and some¬
times they conclude, as did the reformers, that women adrift were simply
the victims of poverty.'^® The poverty of self-supporting women was,
unfortunately, real. But the history of women adrift goes further. Out
of the research and journalism, the case records of social workers, and
the personal accounts of wage-earning women emerge a number of
options that women chose and created to stretch and supplement their
meager wages. Some of these options indicate a competence, an asser¬
tion of independence from supervision, and a sexuality that reformers,
novelists, and researchers only gradually and grudgingly recognized.
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The daily life ofa typical 'Svoman adrift," drawn from the data published
by investigators in the early twentieth century, might read as follows.
At six in the morning, Cora, age twenty-five, wakes up in the small
room she rents for two dollars per week and fixes herself a cup of coffee
on a gas plate by the wall. She dresses, wraps a piece of bread in
newspaper for her lunch, and leaves for work by seven. At half past
seven she places herself in front of a mangle in a small commercial
laundry and begins to feed clean, damp sheets between the hot rollers
of the machine. Except for a break for lunch, she works continuously
until half past five. She earns seven dollars for six days of work. Back
at her rooming house by six, she waits her turn to use the bathroom
and wash up. Then she walks down the street to the cheap cafeteria
where she eats her supper. She eats stew with potatoes and a small hunk
of meat, bread, a piece of apple pie, and a cup of coffee. She returns
to her room by seven and mends an old shirtwaist, or she washes her
clothes and hangs them to dry. If she has time, she writes a short letter
to her mother and reads a newspaper or dime novel. She goes to bed
at ten.'

Such accounts of lonely, scrimping wage-earning women reflect
certain realities of poverty. Since many women adrift could not support
themselves comfortably, they found ways to stretch their low wages.
They rented tiny and unattractive rooms, skipped meals, and ate food
ofpoor quality. They walked to work in order to save money on streetcar
fare and worked long hours to increase their earnings. After a full day's
work, they sewed and mended their clothes, repaired their shoes and
hats, and did their own laundry. They spent little money and time on
entertainment or luxuries.

This picture, however, is one-sided. Women were not necessarily
isolated simply because they lived apart from family. As social beings
in crowded urban environments, many women found others with whom
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to socialize and to pool and supplement their incomes. In the years
before 1915, most women entered living situations that mutated the
family, surrogate homes where they might live "like daughters." A small
percentage of women adrift hved in the organized boarding homes
managed by women in organizations like the YWCA. More women,
though, moved into private homes where the farmly mother took in
roomers or into larger commercial houses where women keepers pro¬
vided room and sometimes board.

Between 1880 and 1930, these surrogate families declined. The old-
fashioned boarding home gave way to the more impersonal furnished
rooming house and, later, small apartments. Lodging in private famihes
also declined as increasing numbers of women adrift chose to live in
furnished rooms, head their own households, or share homes with
roommates. In the same period, the managers ofthe organized boarding
homes shifted from an earlier emphasis on maternal supervision to a
new emphasis on cooperation with peers.

Working women's desire for independence from supervision pro¬
moted these changes. Many women disliked the protection that re¬
formers insisted they needed. In some cases, even women who wrote
despairingly of their poverty disdained the parental supervision in fam¬
ilies, the guardianship of employers in hve-in domestic service, and the
condescending charity of reformers in organized homes. As wage-earning
women moved away from the domesticity of dutiful daughters and
wives, then, many of them did not lead isolated and passive hves despite
their poverty. In contrast, they entered new social networks and chose
among social options. Increasingly, they rejected imitations of family
life and reshaped their social hves among their peers.

In the years before 1930, the majority ofwomen adrift joined preexisting
households rather than forming their own. They boarded or lodged in
private famihes or in larger commercial boarding and rooming houses
(see table In some cases, these rentals provided the kind of family
support that reformers promoted. Some famihes accepted their boarders
or lodgers more as daughters than as tenants. In larger lodging houses,
too, women keepers might choose to provide some maternal care, es-
peciahy in the more personal boarding homes where the keepers served
family meals and maintained parlors for common use.

Boarding or lodging in a family setting, whether in a boarding
home or a private family, could offer benefits to all involved. In many
American cities, famihes supplemented their incomes by taking in
boarders, and wives or widows who cared for boarders brought in
earnings without leaving the often-preferred domestic sphere.' Less
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Table 4^1 Housing Arrangements of Women Adrift in Chicago,
1880 and 1910

1880 1910

Boarding or lodging in family^ 48% 39%
Boarding or lodging in boarding or

rooming house'' 25 28
Living alone" 11 13

Heading household'' 5 13
LisTng with roommates" 12 8
N 936 897

Source: Federal Manuscript Census, Chicago, Women Adrift Samples, 1880 and 1910.
This category includes households with less than four adult boarders and lodgers in which the

listed household head lived with at least one relative. Almost all of these homes were headed

by one- or two-parent families.
'This category includes households with listed household heads and with four or more adult lodg¬

ers or boarders.

"This category represents one-person households.
"fthe women adrift in this category were heads of household who took in one or more boarders,

lodgers, or friends.
This category includes women adrift who lived in households of uiueiated individuals. In some

cases, the household had no listed head; in other cases, the listed household head (who was
not the woman adrift) had no kin living with him or her. This category is high in 1880 be¬
cause it included a number of prostitutes who lived together as roommates in households
without heads.

often noted are the advantages that boarding and lodging offered the
renter. The personal relationship that sometimes developed between
landlady and renter translated into subsidies that a working woman or
man would not have obtained in a purely commercial transaction."'^

In some cases, subsidies came from generous landladies who vol¬
unteered discounts, food, or services. An investigator in 1908 wrote of
a Chicago landlady who cut the rent of a poorly paid tenant. The tenant,
a seventeen-year-old department store inspector, earned only four dol¬
lars a week. "She rented a poor, ill-ventilated room for $1.25 a week,"
the report stated, "until the kindhearted landlady, seeing her need,
reduced the price to $1."' During the 1910 garment workers' strike in
Chicago, some landladies allowed their striking tenants to stay on for
months without paying rent." Another "generous landlady" story came
firsthand from a cashier, who, in 1913, earned seven dollars a week and
paid four-and-a-halfdollars for room and board. "My landlady is kind,"
she told the interviewer, "and does my laundry work because she feels
sorry for me and I have so little time."^ Reports like these led some
reformers to look to landladies as surrogate mothers who provided
material services. One crusader against vice went so far as to claim that
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"in nine cases out of ten the [landlady] will tide the poor girl lodging
in her house over a crisis."*

Subsidies might also come from the unequal contributions ofmen
and women to a single "family" fund. In a private home where a woman
boarded, the higher wage ofthe family father might contribute to better
quality food and furniture. Or, in larger households, especially in the
immigrant neighborhoods of Chicago, a landlady might require her
higher-paid male lodgers to contribute a greater share to the household
resource pool. A census of Chicago's east European immigrant Back
of the Yards commuiiity, conducted in 1905, for example, showed that
in most homes with both male and female lodgers, men paid more rent
than women. In fact, in almost half of the homes, men paid at least
twice as much as women.' In return for the lower rent, women probably
helped with household chores.

In some cases, boarding and lodging offered the tenant less tan¬
gible benefits, such as warm family sentiments. Philiminia P., a young
black widow, remembered the Reverend and Mrs. Lucas with whom
she lodged: 'They were just like a mother and father to me."'" The age
difference between the household head and the lodger probably en¬
couraged this imitation of parent-child relationships. In most cases,
boarders and lodgers were at least ten years younger than their house¬
hold heads. In 1880, women adrift in Chicago were on average fourteen
years younger than their household heads; in 1910, thirteen years."

Reformers and researchers who investigated housing expected the
social interaction between landlady and tenant to generate a homelike
atmosphere. For this reason, they preferred smaller private homes where
landladies interacted frequently with their tenants. Many of the same
church and women's groups that organized semicharitable boarding
homes also established room registries that referred wage-earning women
to available rooms in private homes.Reformers also preferred board¬
ing, with both room and food provided, to lodging, where a working
woman bought or cooked her own meals. They expected the interac¬
tions at mealtime to encourage familial bonds."'

When the potential advantages of homelike rentals did in fact
materialize, women found comfortable, warm, and secure homes. A
clerk in a Chicago department store, for example, had come to the cityfrom an "ideal home" on a farm in Illinois. She wrote happily of thenewfound home which met her high expeaations: "I had been most
fortunate at the very beginning of my experience, having found board
in a lovely home, where I had all the comforts and a very reasonableboard to pay.'"""^
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Despite these possible advantages, the forms of housing most
conducive to family hving declined in the years between 1880 and 1930.
New forms, with fewer obligations on both landladies and tenants,
emerged. Early in the period, the rooming houses replaced the more
familial boarding home. While a keeper of a boarding home served
communal meals to all of her boarders, the rooming house keeper
furnished her sleeping rooms with gas plates for cooking, allowed her
roomers to use her kitchen, or let them buy their meals in the numerous
cheap cafeterias and restaurants that sprang up in what came to be called
the "furnished room districts." In the early twentieth century, writers
in several cities noted, and usually lamented, the change. By the mid-
1920S, the shift seemed complete. "The boarding-house has passed out
ofexistence in the modem city," an investigator ofChicago's Near North
Side wrote in 1925. "The rooming-house which has replaced it has no
dining-room or parlor, no common meeting place. The roomers do not
know one another.""

In Chicago, the shift from boarding to rooming occurred most
notably at the end of the nineteenth century. The rapid growth of
rooming houses began in the 1880s. In that decade, the number of
furnished rooms listed in the Chicago city directory increased almost
tenfold, ftom 58 to 579. In 1893, the year of the World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago, the number of furnished rooms listed first sur¬
passed the number of boarding homes and, after 1897, continued to rise
rapidly. In the same years, the number of boarding homes listed in the
citx' directory began a long and gradual decline. By 1917, the last year
that such listings appeared, the number of boarding homes had dimin¬
ished to 131 and the number of furnished rooms had risen to 2,922 (see
figure 4 i)-

Among the women adrift of Chicago, the shift from boarding to
lodging occurred both in larger commercial houses and in private fam¬
ilies. In 1880, 77 percent of the women adrift who rented rooms in
commercial lodgings were boarders; by 1910, only 32 percent were. In
private famihes, the change was equally dramatic. From 1880 to 1910,
the proportion of women adrift in private families listed as boarders
declined from 92 percent to 52 percent.'^

Black women were a vanguard in the decline of boarding. In 1880,
only 36 percent of black women adrift in Chicago boarded; by 1910,
only II percent did so. During the height of black migration, the clas¬
sified advertisements in the Chicarlo Defender indudcd numerous listings
for furnished rooms and only a few for boarding."' Several smdies noted
that black families and the keepers of rooming houses in black neigh-
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Fiß. 4.1. Number of boarding houses and furnished rooms listed in the Chicago city directo¬
ries, 1880-1Ç17. (Source: Lakeside Directory of Chicago, 1880-1917)

borhoods tended to share their kitchens with their lodgers rather than
prepare meals for them.'® Because most black women adrift worked in
service occupations, many probably received meals in the private homes,
hotels, and restaurants where they worked and, therefore, had little
need to buy board.

Even among immigrants, who by the early twentieth century
chose boarding more often than did native-bom women, boarding was
a temporary choice. While they adjusted to the city, newcomers placed
themselves in family situations with room and board provided. In 1910,
three-quarters of the foreign-born women-adrift newcomers to Chicago
were boarders." But once they leamed the ways of the city, they rented
rooms only and bought or cooked their meals on their own. Among
immigrant women adrift who had hved in the United States for longer
than five years, only one-quarter boarded.

A more gradual decline in the percentage of women adrift who
lived in private families accompanied the decline of boarding. From
1880 to 1910, the proportion of women adrift boarding or lodging in
private families decreased from 48 percent to 39 percent. In this early
period, living in private famihes dropped most precipitously among
older women adrift."' After World War I, the descent continued. In her
study of housing in Chicago, Edith Abbott reported the results of a
series of house-to-house canvases of immigrant residential neighbor¬
hoods in Chicago conducted from 1908 to 1916 and recanvases of the
same areas conducted from 1923 to 1927. In each neighborhood, the
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proportion of lodgers dropped between the two investigations.^' The
most obvious source of decline here was the end of large-scale immi¬
gration from Europe during and after World War I.

The decline of lodging in private families, however, was more
widespread. While the greatest period of black migration to Chicago
took place during and after World War I, the percentage of lodgers
h\ing in black famihes was lower in the 1920s than before the war. In
two black residential neighborhoods in Chicago, canvased in 1912 and
recanvased in the mid-i920s, the proportion of lodgers in the total
population declined, from 31 percent to 22 percent in one neighborhood
and from 14 percent to 11 percent in the other." The decline of lodging
with private families continued also among native-born white women
after World War I, even though new migrants continued to arrive in
the city. In 1921 a report on the housing of "nonfamily" women in
Chicago stated that more women hved in commercial rooming houses
than in private famihes, a reversal of earher patterns.^' And in 1928 the
Chicago YWCA room registry reported a steady five-year dechne in the
number of women looking for rooms in private homes.^

Why did these changes occur? Some explanations stress the chang¬
ing needs of famihes and landladies. In the late nineteenth century,
providing for lodgers may have proved more profitable and less time
consuming than cooking for boarders, and, ultimately, in the twentieth
century, married and widowed women found other avenues for income
than taking in boarders and lodgers. Another explanation points to
changing standards of privacy within the family. By the mid-twentieth
century, famihes no longer accepted strangers in the home.^'

The preferences of lodgers, however, were at least as important
as the preferences of landladies and their famihes.^ Wage-eaming women
and men seem to have preferred contractual tenant relations over the
more personal imitations of family. Early-twentieth-century social sci¬
entists who investigated the shift from boarding homes to rooming
houses claimed that lodgers preferred the freedom of eating where,
when, and what they chose.A Chicago woman stated her preference
for lodging in different terms. For a working woman, she wrote,
"[boarding] has its drawbacks because she may never have any privacy."^
Similarly, a woman who lodged in a private family could expect to be
watched and sometimes judged by the family she lived with.^' Some
evidence indicates that the demand for living in private families in
Chicago dwindled before the supply. The Chicago YWCA room registry
found that the number of housekeepers offering rooms continued to
grow as the number of women seeking them dropped. 'The house¬
keepers all tell of the difficulty they now have to get roomers," the report
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Stated, "... advertising in the newspapers, cards in the windows and
listing rooms with agencies all seem inefFective."'°

While reformers expected the greater interaction between landla¬
dies and boarders to generate familial bonds, in fact the forced intimacy
of living in private families and of boarding sometimes embittered
relationships. Recently a Polish immigrant recounted her experiences
as a boarder in a private home in Chicago in the early 1910s. For twelve
dollars a month, her landlady let her sleep on a couch in an unheated
room. "I was working ten hours—nights—and come home in the morn¬
ing," she said. "When you're young, you feel hungry. You want to eat.
She give me a cup of coffee and a piece of bread in the morning. That's
all you get if you board with someone." She found her fare for dinner,
pig snout soup, equally unappealing. She supplemented her diet, though,
by sneaking food from the pantry, an act that may have satisfied her
resentment as well as her hunger."

In the mid-nineteenth cenmry, a migrant to the city had few
options in choosing room and board. By the end of the century, though,
entrepreneurs had created new urban institutions that catered to the
desires of lodgers. These institutions competed successfully with the
traditional forms of boarding and lodging. Cheap restaurants and caf¬
eterias offered a woman the chance to maintain her privacy, skip meals
without paying for them, eat at irregular hours, and choose the amount
and kind of food she wanted to buy. Dance halls, inexpensive theaters,
and, later, cabarets and movies provided some nightlife to a woman
who might otherwise have spent her evenings in the kitchen or parlor
of the boarding home or private family.

Also in the late nineteenth century, new forms of housing ap¬
peared. As wealthy residents moved to the suburbs and to more fash¬
ionable neighborhoods, entrepreneurs converted mansions in certain
districts of Chicago into furnished rooming houses. They divided the
large rooms into smaller ones and often furnished them with single-
burner gas plates for cooking. By the 1920s they had also divided flats
and tenement buildings into furnished rooms.The "light housekeep¬
ing" rooms, those furnished with gas plates, allowed women to avoid
both boarding and eating in restaurants and instead cook their meals
in their rooms."

Beginning in the 1890s, entrepreneurs also invested in apartment
buildings in Chicago, and, by the second decade of the twentieth cen¬

tury, they began to build apartment buildings with smaller dweUing
units. In 1916 a magazine article presented the one-room apartment as
a novelty in Chicago's rental market."' On the Near North Side, stables
and old dwellings were converted into studio apartments during the
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1910s, and new buildings of small-unit apartments were constructed
during the 1920s." The studio and small kitchenette apartments allowed
even greater privacy and freedom of action than the "light housekeep¬
ing" rooms, but the higher rent charged for them made them accessible
only to higher-paid women.

Women adrift showed their preference for the new institutions.
In 1917, Lucile Eaves, an investigator ofwage-earning women in Boston,
found that, although it cost more to eat in a restaurant than to board,
many women chose the former. "It seems probable," she wrote, "that
the drift from the old-fashioned boarding house to the restaurant in¬
dicates that the latter gives more satisfactory service.""^

Especially after World War I, reports in Chicago mentioned an
increase in the number ofwomen looking for and living in light house¬
keeping rooms where they might cook their own meals.In 1928 the
report of the Chicago YWCA room registry also stated that more women
sought the new kitchenette apartments, and in 1929 a committee on
women's housing in Chicago reported that "small apartment residences"
were "very successful."'® In a 1922 survey ofwomen adrift in New York,
63 percent of the working women interviewed stated that, if they could
afford it, they would prefer to live in housekeeping apartments rather
than in furnished rooms or boarding homes. Although fewer black
women could afford housekeeping apartments, an especially high pro¬
portion of black women, 73 percent, expressed a preference for living
in them. "The great drive on the part of the majority of employed
women is a home of their own," the report stated, 'This was shown in
every group studied.""

A chronology of the process of change in patterns of boarding
and Icxlging in Chicago might point to two periods of especially rapid
change; the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 and the First World
War. During these periods of accelerated migration to Chicago, entre¬
preneurs responded to acute shortages in housing, board, and enter¬
tainment by creating new rooming houses, apartments, restaurants,
dance halls, and theaters. After the fair ended and after World War I,
the influx ofmigrants slowed, and some newcomers left the city. In this
market, only the most appealing forms of housing, board, and enter¬
tainment survived.'"' The decline of boarding homes and of boarding
and Icxlging in private families reflected, at least in part, the preferences
of the working women and men who lived apart from family.

The new options provided by entrepreneurs, however, do not
explain all of the changes in housing among women adrift in Chicago.
Between 1880 and 1930, women turned to more independent forms of
housing not only by taking advantage of new institutions but also by
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creating new options within existing housing forms. An increasing
proportion ofwomen adrift chose to head their own households. Rather
than rooming or boarding, these women rented entire flats or houses
and took in boarders and roomers themselves. From 1880 to 1910, the
percentage of women adrift heading households increased from 5 per¬
cent to 13 percent (see table 4.1). The change occurred almost wholly
among older women, many ofwhom had hved adrift for several years."^'
After 1910, increasing numbers ofwomen adrift also entered cooperative
housing arrangements. These women joined together with others to
rent full-sized flats or apartments."^^ It would seem, then, that not only
did options change but working women themselves changed as well.
Increasingly, they rejected the supervision of surrogate families.

Not surprisingly, women showed similar distaste for employer-owned
housing. Many domestic servants did not want to live in their employers'
homes for the same reasons that women disliked boarding and lodging
in private families—restrictions on freedom of action, lack of privacy,
and mistreatment by heads ofhousehold and their families.^' Here, too,
black women showed an especially strong preference for hving on their
own. 'The fact remains that they will accept a lower wage and hve
under far less advantageous conditions for the sake of being free at
night," a study ofa Chicago employment agency for black women stated,
'That is why the 'day work' is so popular. Rather than hve in some
other person's home and get good wages for continued service, the
colored woman prefers to live in this way."''^

Women also avoided large-scale company-owned housing. Ac¬
cording to an article in a Chicago newspaper in 1894, American working
women would not imitate the French and English saleswomen who
lived in company-owned dormitories. They were "too fond of inde¬
pendence to consent to any restraint upon their perfect liberty of aaion,
manner, and thought." The article concluded: "If she prefers to fight
her own battles in life instead of being protected by the people she
serves, she deserves credit for her boundless pluck, even though her
independence may be exaggerated and aggressive

In any case, by the late nineteenth century, few employers con¬
tinued to provide the kind of supervised boarding homes that had
characterized many of the earliest American factories."^ Except for do¬
mestic service, the only workplaces likely to provide lodging were in¬
stitutions, such as hospitals and hotels, with rooms and beds readilyavailable. Like commercial lodging houses, these institutions did not

necessarily provide pleasant or familial housing. A 1912 study of fiftyhotels in Chicago, for example, found cramped and poorly ventilated
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sleeping rooms. It is also found that employers supplied no supervision
or protection to the chambermaids they hired and lodged.'^^

At least one employer in Chicago, though, did attempt to rephcate
the middle-class ideal of family life. In 1920 the Illinois Bell Telephone
Company opened a home in Chicago for one hundred telephone op¬
erators. The company publicized the home, Fairfax Hall, as an example
of its concern for its workers' welfare. The home had parlors and music
rooms, home-style meals, women supervisors, and carefully selected
furnishings in the bedrooms. According to the Bell Company, the res¬
idents of the home were 'Svell because they [were] happy.""^ Yet five
years later, a new home for working women opened in the same build¬
ing, with no mention of the Bell Company or telephone operators."^'
Either the company, the operators, or, likely, both had found that a
company-owned boarding home did not meet their needs.

Records from the organized boarding homes corroborate the somewhat
sketchy evidence from commercial rooming houses, private families,
and company-owned housing. More than the other forms of housing
that imitated families, managers of these homes aimed avowedly to
create a familial atmosphere with parental supervision. They also pro¬
vided unmistakable benefits to the residents. Despite the benefits, though,
the residents complained ffequendy and publicly about the features of
the homes that restricted their independence, curbed their initiative,
and invaded their privacy.

In the organized boarding home movement in Chicago, the at¬
tempts to create "homes away ffom home" had several identifiable fea¬
tures. First, the homes had women superintendents who were expected
to mother residents as well as manage business. According to one article,
the maternal duties of the "housemother" included "to be sympathetic
without being partial or sentimental; to be able to care for the tired
and sick; to be patient and firm with the hysterical; to understand and
direa youth, gayety and extravagance; and to help the girls who are in
danger of losing their ^voman's heritage.' In practice, ofcourse, some
superintendents were motherly in this sense, and some were not.

With the same intentions of mothering, several of the homes
encouraged their middle- and upper-class women supporters to visit
the residents. At the Ruth Club, a home for young Jewish working
women, one former resident recalled fondly that a Mrs. Schramm, a
wealthy woman in Chicago, occasionally took her on outings.'' Like¬
wise, the YWCA asked its members to have "a more personal acquain¬
tance" with the residents. "It may help to make the day at the desk or
behind the counter pass much more swiftly," one annual report stated.
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"to know that there are mothers here who sympathize with them in
their loneliness and their struggle for life.'"^

The women who managed the homes also took on the parental
role ofsupervision and training in morahty. This might include reUgious
services with sermons on moral conduct, outside lecturers invited to
speak on deportment, or heart-to-heart talks with the residents. The
matrons of the homes also monitored behavior. The common parlor
was a recognized feature of any good boarding home. There a working
woman might entertain male friends while chaperoned by her house¬
mates and housemother. Sometimes a matron would intercede as a

surrogate parent when a resident's behavior seemed of questionable
morality. In one case, in 1891, the matron ofthe Home for Self-Supporting
Women called in the Illinois Humane Society to prevent a resident from
going out with a young man from her hometown of Aberdeen, South
Dakota. Only after the Humane Society telegraphed the woman's step¬
mother and received her permission was the case resolved. Although
this supervision sounds extreme today, it did not appear unusual in
1891. In fact, the stepmother wrote appreciatively of the attempts to
protect her daughter "from the many traps and snares of the city.""

Many of the homes hoped to restrain female sexual behavior by
offering women a homelike alternative to the unsupervised world of
the restaurant and dance hall. In 1887, for example, the admitting com¬
mittee of the YWCA home asked YWCA members to help entertain
the residents. "One of the things to be encouraged," the committee
wrote, "is spending their evenings at home. We wish to impress upon
the ladies of this association the necessity of doing all in their power
to make this home as attractive as possible.""^ And, in 1909, the West
Side YWCA home claimed to provide entertainment "so enjoyable that
outside attractions will not be a necessity."" To the organizers of the
YWCA, much of the value of a surrogate home lay in the protection
it offered women from predatory men in the pubhc sphere.

In addition to personal training, supervision, and protection, the
managers of the organized homes supplied parental discipline by en¬
forcing rules intended to protect and restrain the wage-earning woman.
Many of the homes required letters of reference before admission to
insure the applicant's respectability. Once admitted, a woman had to
remm to the home by a specified hour in the evening. In 1899, for
example, the St. Francis House of Providence, a Catholic home, set its
closing hour at nine, and, in 1921, the Phyllis Wheadey Home for black
women closed at ten (see fig. 4.2).In addition, the homes forbade
men to enter any rooms except the common parlors. Women who broke
the rules risked expulsion.'^ Such institutional substitutes for parenting
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were widespread and long-lived, existing earlier in the company-owned
boarding homes of New England textile factories and continuing into
the 1960s in the women's dormitories of colleges and universities.

Finally, most of the managers encouraged sisterly social bonds
among the residents. They frequendy sponsored events that brought
all of the residents together, such as parties, teas, or "family" religious
services. In many of the homes, residents celebrated holidays such as

Fig. 4.2. Residents of the Phyllis Wheatley Home, c. 1920. This fund-raising leaflet states:
"Thae girls rued a larger building where they may have cafeteria, reading rooms, lounge,
gymnasium, swimming pool, club and classrooms." (Source: Chicago Historical Society, neg.
iffsí/ü PAZ)
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Thanksgiving and Christmas. Most of the homes also served family-
style, or communal, meals to the residents.'*

The economic benefits that the organized homes offered women
matched the kinds of subsidies and resource pooling that low-income
wage-earning women in farmhes had at home. In the organized homes,
"parental" subsidies came from charitable contributions. With one or
two exceptions, the homes received substantial financial support from
donors, if not continually then at least for initial payments for salaries,
fumishings, and building purchase or rent.'" In addition, the number
of working women pooling money weekly for food and fuel allowed
the managers of the homes to buy in bulk. And because the homes, by
definition, earned no profits, all of the resources pooled went toward
home expenses rather than toward the private gain ofowners or investors.

The benefits to residents were obvious and direct. All ofthe homes

charged lower rates for room and board than did commercial houses
of the same quality accommodations. Some of the homes charged es¬
pecially low fees or had sliding scales. The Guardian Angel Day Nursery
and Home for Girls, a home established by the CathoUc church in 1912
for Polish women in the meat-packing industry, had a shding scale
according to income and accepted unemployed women as residents.^
Similarly, in 1915 the Norwegian-Danish Young Women's Christian Home
Society charged from one to four dollars a week for room and board
and housed a few women for free.""

Other benefits came in the form of house privileges. Almost all
of the homes had laundry rooms and parlors for the use of residents.
Many had sewing rooms, hbraries, and pianos, and offered classes in a
variety of subjects. As some of the homes became successful, they ex¬
panded to include newer and fancier features. By far the most opulent
was the Harriet Hammond McCormick Residence, a YWCA home
opened in 1928. Funded by magnate Cyrus McCormick, the home could
accommodate 487 women with 455 of them in single rooms. The home
included two lobbies, hving rooms, writing rooms, a sun room, a small
shop, a library, a recreation room, an infirmary, laundry facihties on
every floor, a swimming pool, and a beauty parlor.^^

Additional subsidies resulted from fiinfier imitations of family
life. The matrons of the homes often allowed unemployed residents to
live rent-free for a month or two just as a family might support a
daughter through her job search. An investigator noted that Melissia
Ann Elam, the ex-slave who owned and managed a home for black
women in Chicago, 'carrie[d] some of them for two or three months
to keep them from wandering into [an] immoral atmosphere.'"" Also,
the women who lived in the homes provided each other with the same
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aid that kinship networks often provided elsewhere. In the homes,
women shared information on job openings and collected money for
sick housemates.'^

Given the possibilities for personal relationships, protection, and
economic benefit, life in an organized home could provide a pleasant
alternative to a bleak and isolated existence in a furnished room. In the

organized home, a wage-earning woman might enjoy the daily company
of other women. A newcomer, warned of the dangerous city, might
feel safe as she learned ftom the more experienced women around her.
Parties, holiday celebrations, informal gatherings, and classes in the
evenings might punctuate an otherwise endless daily routine of work,
chores, and sleep. And the savings in room and board might allow a
low-income woman to indulge in occasional luxuries, such as giving to
charity, sending money home, buying a fancy hat, spending an evening
at the theater, or even taking a short vacation.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, thousands of
women took advantage of the homes. In fact, in many years the homes
turned women away for lack of sufficient accommodation. As com¬
mercial boarding homes declined, the number and size of the organized
boarding homes expanded. At the turn of the century, the homes in
Chicago housed about six hundred women; by 1914, almost two thou¬
sand; and by 1928, over four thousand.'" These figures give the number
of residents at one point in time. Using the YWCA homes as an in¬
dicator, it appears that two to three times as many boarders lived in
the homes in a year as could be accommodated at any given time. Also,
each year thousands of additional women lived in the homes as tran¬
sients for two weeks or less.^

Although the homes were usually full and steadily expanding, the
constant volley of criticisms leveled by wage-earning women illustrates
the limitations of these surrogate families. Residents disliked the con¬
descension of the managers, the restrictions on their behavior, and their
lack of control over fees, food, and decor. And, as in other institutions
that crossed class Lines, class differences exacerbated the tensions be¬
tween the women who ran the homes and the women who lived in
them.

From the beginning of the organized boarding home movement,
self-supporting women resented their image as objects of charity. "For
one, I can say we don't want charity. We possess some spirit, though
poor and industrious," one working woman wrote in the 1873 Chicago
newspaper debate on the merits of organized homes. Working women,
she continued, "would rather live in the alley than in a marble mansion"
where wealthy donors "in that patronizing tone that to poverty is so
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unbearable, exclaim, 'my friend, that is the home for working girls we
were telling you about, to which we contributed ten dollars.'' " This woman
favored the building of organized homes if "no charity was asked or re¬
ceived.""^ Through the end of the nineteenth and into the twentieth cen¬
tury, wage-earning women in several cities continued to protest the
indignity of charity. "I don't know which is worse," said one New York
woman in 1915, "the cramped and the awful loneliness of a hall bedroom,
or the humiliating and soul-depressing charity and rules ofa Home.""*

Other women believed that some of the homes charged too much
for room and board. If the homes billed themselves as charitable in¬
stitutions, these women said, they should help the neediest women.
Instead, the middle- and upper-class organizers of some of the homes,
like the YWCA, erected posh buildings, furnished them in plush middle-
class style, and then charged fees prohibitive to the most pcxjrly paid
wage-earning women. "I applied at the 'Woman's Christian Association'
boarding house ... for board for a young girl who was clerking at the
Boston store," a wage-earning woman wrote to a Chicago newspaper
in 1888, "and the matron said four dollars a week was the lowest and
washing done outside." In this case, the "young girl" earned only four
dollars a week and could not afford to pay the board. "The boarding
house . . . cost, if I remember correctly, 44,000 dollars and accom¬
modates 36 boarders," the writer concluded, "It looks like a vast ouday
for the amount of accommodation afforded.""" Twenty-five years later,
in 1913, another wage-earning woman wrote that the same boarding
home had refused to admit her when she was unemployed and penniless.
"They do not take in girls who are stranded," she wrote angrily, "not¬
withstanding they have numerous little mottoes on their walls reading,
'I was a stranger and ye took me in.'

Other criticisms came from those who hved in the homes. Soon
after the first YWCA home opened in Chicago, residents resisted the
managers' efforts to provide the "comforts and blessings of a Christian
home." In 1877, less than one month after the home had opened, the
superintendent reported that some of the "inmates" did not attend
"family worship."^' In 1878 she reported that boarders complained about
the food.^^ And in 1880 the social and educational committee found
that the "entertainments" they offered were "not desired by those in
the home."^' Despite the good intentions of the YWCA, wage-earning
women neither needed nor appreciated some of the efforts of their
wealthier "mothers." And, at the same time, the efforts of the wealthier
"mothers" did not prevent the warm home atmosphere from dropping
to a chilly institutional air.
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The anger of the residents came to a head in 1890 when a group
of women from the YWCA home wrote a letter of protest to a Chicago
newspaper. In a bhstering attack, the women refuted their image as
helpless waifs and disdained the implication that they were objects of
charity. "The 'good ladies of the board' call it a charitable institution,"
they wrote, "It is just a little bit galling to a self-respecting and self-
supporting young woman to live on charity and pay four hard dollars
a week for it." They clearly resented the condescending supervision of
the wealthier women. They continued:

The idea seems to be in circulation that we who are unfortunate

enough to be independent, are a collection of ignorant, weak-minded
young persons, who have never had any advantages, educational or oth¬
erwise, and that we are brought here where we will be philanthropically
cared for, and the cold winds tempered for us. A matron is provided,
and a committee ofwomen who happen to be blessed with a few thousand
dollars worth of aristocracy, has charge of the matron.

The same committee of good ladies furnishes us with preaching
services on Sunday evenings so that our unmtored minds may leam
something of the ways of civUization.

The women also complained of the poor furniture and food, and re¬
ferred to themselves as "the victims of the home."^''

The managers of the YWCA were stung. The board considered
the letter writers ungrateful, and the executive committee asked them
to move out."' Later in the 1890s, the YWCA annual reports included
references to "ungrateful girls," "chronic grumblers," and those "whose
deportment may cast a shadow upon [the home]."^® The reports, of
course, defended the management of the home. In 1899 the report stated
proudly, "Most [residents] have shown themselves very willing to con¬
form to the rules of the home—^glad to do so in return for its protecting
shelter and its privileges."^^

Nevertheless, investigators in Cfiicago and other cities uncovered
several persistent complaints from the residents of various homes. Women
continued to object to the patronizing atmosphere in the homes. They
also complained of the rules and regulations, the lack of privacy, and
the institutional drabness of the food and decor. More specifically, some
women disliked the early closing hours, the watchful eye of the matron,
the lack ofopp>ortunity to meet men, the Christian atmosphere in many
of the homes, and the rooms and meals variously described by inves¬
tigators as "inadequate," "unattractive," and "funereal."''* In 1913, in a
letter to the National Women's Trade Union League, one wage-earning
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woman complained of the "little cubby rooms with two or three in
them, each girl with a different idea about fresh air and the time to
retire."^' A New York department store clerk explained in 1915 why she
would not live in an organized home "if you paid me for it." She said,
"There are too many restrictions. I don't know anyone hardly in the
city and all I do evenings is to sit in my room by myself. But I'm free
and those girls aren't."®"

By the early twentieth century, a negative stereotype oforganized
homes appeared in popular literature. For example, in The Long Day
(1905), Dorothy Richardson described a bleakly furnished home with
a thieving and tyrannical superintendent.®' Even authors who supported
the organized homes recognized the negative image. 'There will be a
thousand things about the home you won't like," an advice book, pub¬
lished in 1908, stated. The book then mentioned the restrictive rules
and regulations, the visiting preachers who talk "as though you were
an object of charity when you are paying out your hard-earned money
for board," the "condescending tone" of the managers, and the "mo¬
notony of the bill of fare."®^ Still, the book concluded, the organized
home provided a cleaner, purer, and more protective environment than
an inexpensive room in a commercial boarding house.

By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a variety of
investigators recommended changes "if we would keep the boarding
home popular."®' In order to avoid the patronizing atmosphere in the
homes, investigators suggested that the organized homes become self-
supporting and adopt some features of self-government. They also ad¬
vocated the greater privacy ofsingle rooms and private parlors. A num¬
ber of studies recommended that residents of the homes be given night
keys so that they might come and go at will.®^

The women who organized and managed the boarding homes
wanted to attract wage-earning women to their residences. They re¬
sponded to criticism and to negative publicity, and they willingly made
some changes in the management of the homes. For financial reasons,
as well as to escape the taint of charity, an increasing number of homes
moved toward self-support. In 1914, nine out of thirty-one homes and,
in 1921, almost one-half of the forty-five organized homes investigated
in Chicago claimed to be self-supporting.®' A few homes also instituted
self-governing councils composed of residents. The YWCA reported a
plan for a house council in 1919, and, in 1921 the West Side Christian
Women's Home reported "a self-governing club for home regulation."®"
Several homes responded to the residents' desire for privacy in rooms
with two or more occupants. The McKinley Working Girls' Home built
small individual dressing rooms for its residents.®^ The Salvation Army
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Young Women's Boarding Home, opened in 1912, put folding screens
around the beds and, in its annex erected two years later, built only
single rooms.®® In 1925 a citywide committee with representatives from
a large number of the organized homes stated, "Wherever economic
conditions will permit, single rooms should be provided."®' Some of
the homes also changed their rules on closing hours. When the Salvation
Army's home opened in 1912 it closed at ten, but by 1921 it had changed
the hour to eleven four nights a week and midnight on the other three.
In addition, residents who planned to stay out later could "borrow
night keys from the office

Still, none of the organized homes in Chicago dispensed with
supervision. It appears that all of the homes continued to have closing
hours, none of the new house councils had the final word in house
management, and none of the homes provided keys to all of the resi¬
dents. 'The ideal is, and ever has been," the YWCA stated in 1915, "to
maintain a home that would meet the needs and, so far as possible, the
desires of the young women."" The women who managed the homes
worked to remedy problems without dropping the original goal of
maternal protection.

In their annual reports, the women of the YWCA gave a fuller
account of the changes they made. The changes in the YWCA were
less a decline of supervision than a softening and a camouflaging of
motherly discipline and institutional management. By the 1910s, the
leaders of the national YWCA (with which the Chicago branch was
not yet affiliated) recognized its negative reputation as an oppressive
institution. They admitted past mistakes, especially in the "lack ofproper
leadership and supervision in the house," and they attempted to change."
The stricter discipline of the early YWCA homes gave way to a twentieth-
cenmry psychology of luUing the consumer. As the Chicago YWCA
Emergency Bureau stated in 1924, "Little can be done in the way of
compulsion, and success lies only in the fields of influence and persua¬
sion."" The imitation of family remained, but the nature of family
relationships had changed. A supervising "mother" now cajoled where
earher she had ruled.

The women who ran the YWCA Central Home in Chicago re¬
corded the details of several specific reforms they adopted to make the
home more attractive. First, they stopped insisting upon religiosity
among the residents. In the early years of the home, the YWCA man¬
agers expected residents to attend "daily family worship" in the home
and also to attend church every Sunday." In 1897, however, the man¬
agers recognized that many residents "had not come here to be con¬
verted or to develop a Christian life." While some residents had
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"responded" to the YWCA's "invitations," others, they found, "were
indifferent to any religious claims." In fact, "some openly defied them."
They now stated that residents were under "no obligation ... to attend
a single religious service," but in the years that followed they continued
to offer voluntary prayer meetings, circles, and services and to encourage
church attendance.''

Second, the managers of the YWCA introduced young men into
their female sphere. They saw that some women preferred the bright
lights of the city to entertainments at home with older and wealthier
women. They decided to invite young men to the home to keep the
home attractive. In 1906 the matron of the YWCA invited men to the
annual reception for the first time and reported the event a big success:
"This new feature of inviting the gentlemen friends ofthe young women
was gready appreciated, and some declared it was the happiest evening
spent in Chicago."'^ Throughout the 1910s the annual reports mendoned
parties with men invited, often men from the YMCA. By the 1920s the
YWCA expressed exphcit concern with introducing the residents to
suitable men. The 1927 report stated, "Another development this year
has been in the effort to find more ways for girls to meet and to know
men—not an easy task in a city the size of Chicago. Formerly it has
been only the party or dance where this was possible—but now there
are added Sunday afternoon Discussion Clubs, with interest groups
such as Dramatic Clubs meeting during the week.""' As the separation
of sexual spheres dechned in the twentieth century, the women of the
YWCA home acquiesced to the sexually integrated urban popular cul¬
ture in order to enhance their homes' appeal.

Third, the YWCA appealed to women by using the language of
cooperation. In its 1915 statement of ideals the YWCA decided "to make
[the residents] feel they are an important factor in forming this great
co-operative home."'® Note that the YWCA did not necessarily aim to
make the women an important factor, but to make them "feel" they
were. In 1919, as the annual report mentioned plans for a new house
council, it praised the Central Home for its "spirit of cooperation" as
well as its more traditional "home atmosphere."" And by 1927 the
YWCA no longer wrote of its homes as enclaves protecting women
from the city but as training grounds in peer cooperation. "Just to give
a girl a place in which to feel she is safe and can five economically is
not sufficient excuse for our housing, essential as these things are," the
annual report stated. Increasingly, the "test of the effectiveness of hous¬
ing" was "whether or not girls are learning to live harmoniously," an
experience that would make them "better fitted to live and work more

happily in the community."'""
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The federal government entered the debate in the organized
boarding home movement during World War I, providing a snapshot
view of the organized boarding home movement as it changed. When
the Bureau of Labor decided to house women clerical workers hired
by the wartime government, the U.S. Housing Corporation reported
that three schools of thought competed. The first school wanted to
build "hotels," run in a businesslike way by experienced hotel managers.
The second school advocated "homes" supervised by women "trained
in social service" and offering 'Very special provision to protect these
young girls from imprudence and harm." The third school promoted
a compromise position, "residences" where the "protection feature could
be carried on unostentatiously ifwomen of judgment were in charge."""
As m Chicago, a p>opular commercial approach collided head-on with
maternal concerns for wage-earning women, and, as in the Chicago
YWCA, the compromise position won.

Nevertheless, the compromise position did not curtail the attrac¬
tion of commercial rentals. By the mid-1920s, the organized boarding
homes in Chicago reported an increasing number of vacancies."*^ Women
adrift came to see the homes as way stations for newcomers only. One
newcomer called the homes "hatching grounds for apartment groups."""
And a YWCA secretary acknowledged, "Many girls come in here for a
short time and then go out into an apartment." Apartments, she con¬
ceded, offered "privacy, a place to entertain friends, a chance to satisfy
a girl's taste for domesticity, and an escape from the monotony of an
institution.""^

The criticisms of the homes and the changes in management par¬
allel the criticisms and changes in the other forms of housing that
imitated families. Yet the organized homes differed substantially from
the commercial rooming houses and the lodgings in private families.
Unlike the commercial houses and private families, many of the orga¬
nized homes suffered from the problems of large institutions. In ad¬
dition, the class differences between the managers and the residents as
well as the charitable subsidies created special tensions in the organized
homes. Furthermore, the residents ofthe organized homes did not quite
represent the larger group of women adrift. Because many homes ex¬
cluded women over thirty, the residents were on average younger than
other women adrift. Also, because a disproportionate number of the
homes catered to native-bom white women, the residents, in general,
worked disprop>ortionately in clerical and sales jobs.""

Despite these differences, the parallels between the organized homes
and the commercial lodgings should not be dismissed. Wage-earning
women had the same two complaints about all of the forms of housing
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that imitated family life. First, the surrogate families rarely met the
family ideal. If families often did not meet the expectations of their
members, then surrogate families had even less success. Stingy landla¬
dies, impersonal relationships among lodgers, or cold institutional man¬
agement might ruin the home atmosphere that reformers hoped for.
Second, many women adrift disliked certain features of the farmly ideal,
particularly the parental supervision which restricted their freedom and
invaded their privacy. Whether the surrogate families did not meet the
family ideal or whether they mirrored the ideal too closely, women
adrift desired independence.'"^

By the early twentieth century, wage-earning daughters who remained
at home also expressed reservations about the restrictions of family life.
A social investigator in Chicago, Lxjuise Montgomery, found that
daughters who worked for wages "manifested a little more self-
assertion.'""^ Chicago settlement worker Mary McDowell noted that
young women "became discontented with their home and estranged
from their mothers, especially the daughter of the old-country mother
who does not know the exciting world into which the daughter goes
every day.'""® And community activist Jane Addams observed "that sense
of independence which the first taste of self-support always brings."""'
In fact, in many cases, wage-earning women who lived at home directed
their greatest acts of rebellion against parental authority.""

Historians and sociologists often attribute events in history to the
rebellion of sons who would not or could not live up to the ideals of
their fathers. It is worth noting that daughters sometimes rebelled against
their mothers. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
women's roles were expanding rapidly beyond the traditional female
domestic sphere. Many working-class women left home to go to work,
to high school, to dance halls, and to movies. As they departed from
traditional home roles, the advice and rules of old-fashioned mothers
sounded increasingly obsolete. While some daughters at home expressed
discontent, the women who actually moved away rejected imitations of
family life, and sometimes defied the mother figures who tried to protect
and support them in surrogate families.

The city had changed and so had women adrift. New options in
housing, board, and entertainment had shown women new possibilitiesfor greater independence. And the experience of living on their own
and of supporting themselves had perhaps given women adrift a sense
of themselves as capable individuals who were not simply daughters,wives, and mothers. The women adrift who went out daily to work led
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less cloistered lives than many of the women who lived with their
families, many of the domestic servants who lived with their employers,
and even many of the mid-nineteenth century seamstresses who had
worked and slept in their rented rooms. Yet, because of low wages,
most of these women could not afford a comfortable independence.
Many of them turned instead to their peers and set up alternatives to
famihes in which they might live without maternal supervision.



Chapter Five
"Friends to Help Them"

In the early 1890s, May Churchill, a fifteen-year-old Irish widow alone
in Chicago, learned to earn her own living. "The World's Fair," she
wrote later, "was a gold mine to me and my friends." On her "first big"
job. May worked with a partner, Dora Donegan. May invited a man
to the Sherman House hotel. "I went through with the job," she wrote,
"and Dora lifted nearly a thousand dollars out of the gent's clothes,
while I was putting up a barrage of laughs, shrieks, and expostulations."
Dora helped May out further "by steering the gink away from the place
and allowing me to escape." On lesser jobs. May ccxjperated with hotel
managers. She would register at a hotel with a man who would pay
two dollars for a room; she would then excuse herself for a glass of
water and leave. She "often . . . had as many as ten Johns this way, in
one night." In another situation. May came up with a "briUiant idea in
handling suckers." She would "throw a John's pants out of the window
and beat it." By her own characterization. May "ran wild" in Chicago
until "business went on the blink." When she left for New York in 1894,
her "gang" of friends and partners was "sorry to lose" her."

"Chicago May" belonged to an underworld ofcriminals that flour¬
ished in the red-light districts of tum-of-the-century Chicago.^ By the
early twentieth century, this underworld was only one among several
visible peer subcultures that attracted "women adrift."' In rooming
houses, at workplaces, and in commerciahzed recreation institutions,
women adrift lived, worked, and socialized in settings where men and
women mingled freely. In these settings, many women entered unsu¬
pervised social networks, and some entered extramarital sexual rela¬
tionships as well. Chicago May's behavior, then, is an early and colorful
example of a more common pattern in which women adrift replaced
familial support and supervision with relationships with their peers.

Two types of informal relationships formed the bedrock of the
urban peer subcultures. On the one hand, women cooperated as equals
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with friends and acquaintances, pooling and sharing resources. On the
other hand, women, especially young women, depended on their higher-
paid male peers, exchanging companionship and sometimes sexual ser¬
vices for various "treats" and "gifts." In some cases, these cooperative
and dependent relationships provided women adrift with both emo¬
tional and economic support. In other cases, they were primarily eco¬
nomic, governed by the need to stretch and supplement inadequate
wages. In the following interchange, a Chicago working woman stated
the case simply to an investigator who asked about low wages; "Q.
'How did they manage to exist?' A. 'Well, they used to get friends to
help them.'

Historians of wage-earning women in the United States find cooper¬
ative relationships primarily in two institutions: the family and the trade
union.' With this institutional bias, they sometimes neglect informal
cooperation. In certain American subcultures, informal cooperative re¬
lationships supplemented family and kin networks and sometimes pre¬
ceded formal organization in clubs or trade unions.^ In the 1830s and
1840s, for example, women factory workers in Lowell, Massachusetts,
created communities within their company-owned boarding homes.^
Similarly, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many
wage-earning women who did not live with family or kin developed
informal bonds of mutual dependence.

The most obvious and probably the most prevalent form of this
informal coop>eration among women adrift was the sharing of rooms.
Women reduced their rent by doubling up in furnished rooms and
pooling funds for food and fuel. In some cases, writers suggested that
low-income women could choose between poor housing and shared
rooms. One investigator in Boston wrote, "Roommates are another
form of economy in rent. And hall bedrooms, unheated rooms, rooms
without light, all come cheap."* Or, as a wage-earning woman in Chi¬
cago wrote in 1913, 'The cheapest board a girl can get—without hving
in so-called philanthropic homes that always smack of charity—is five
dollars a week. This sometimes gives her a little closet-like room alone,
or she may have a larger room by sharing it with another girl."" The
available figures on the extent of shared rooms are few and imprecise.
Our best estimates come from two surveys of wage-earning women in
Boston published in 1911 and 1917. These surveys indicate that anywhere
from 30 percent to 60 percent of women adrift had roommates.'"

When a woman had more than one roommate, her rent dropped
lower still. Among the poorest immigrant workers in Chicago, several
lodgers, men and women together, often shared a room. A 1910 federal
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investigation in Chicago's meat-packing industries found one woman
who slept in a ten-by-fifteen-foot room with seven other lodgers. This
woman and several others in similar situations spent on average less
than one-and-a-half dollars per week for all Uving expenses." In the
same year, the Immigrants' Protective League reported a number of
cases in Chicago in which women shared rooms with several other
lodgers. In one case, a nineteen-year-old Polish woman hved in a three-
room flat with a married couple and six other boarders. While many
women paid two dollars per week for rent, this woman paid only two
dollars per month."

In addition to sharing rooms, increasing numbers ofwomen adrift
rented entire flats or houses together. In the late nineteenth century, this
"cooperative housekeeping" attracted attention because it seemed novel.
"Some self-supporting girls have inaugurated a great reform which it would
be possible to operate for the benefit of thousands," wrote one investi¬
gator in 1890. "Five newly-landed Irish flax mill operatives club together,
hire a tenement, furnish it plainly in common, and, while one keeps house,
four work in the factory."" As in this account, several early descriptions
of cooperative rentals stated that one of the housemates did or should
serve as housekeeper while the others worked.

By the early twentieth century, reports of shared homes appeared
with frequency. Writers no longer expressed surprise at cooperative
housekeeping arrangements, nor did they expect to find a housekeeper
in every household. In Chicago, in 1910, the Immigrants' Protective
League reported without further comment, "Occasionally a group of
women rent rooms and hve together. Five Polish girls, all under twenty,
were found hving in two rooms. They all work in factories and each
does some part of their simple housekeeping.""^ Native-bom white
women also shared apartments with increasing frequency. A1909 advice
book, apparently aimed at native-bom white women, stated that "many
girls who desire to avoid both 'homes' and boarding houses" wrote to
ask whether they could live feasibly in cooperative housekeeping ar¬
rangements. By the late 1910s, reformers and popular literature acknowl¬
edged that cooperative housekeeping was not only feasible but respectable
and widespread." The survey of wage-eaming women in Boston pub-
fished in 1917 found that the two groups ofwomen most likely to enter
cooperative housekeeping were at opposite ends of the wage scale. The
most poorly paid women crowded several tenants into two or three
rooms, and the better-paid women rented flats where each roommate
had her own bedroom.'"

Often women who shared rooms and flats together also shared
meals. Women cooked together in the common kitchen or on gas bum-
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ers in their rooms, or they took turns fixing dinners. In some house¬
holds, roommates bought the food together, and one woman chosen
as cook prepared the meals. Wilma M., who lived with three friends in
Chicago, explained, "Josephine rented a three-room apartment. . . and
she cooks our meals for us. We pay her. Ifs a nice arrangement.'"^

Many women moved into shared rooms or apartments solely for
economic reasons. They pooled resources temporarily in order to rent
housing that they could not afford alone. They did not necessarily enjoy
this arrangement.'® As in the organized boarding homes, some women
disliked the lack of privacy in shared bedrooms. They also distrusted
roommates whom they hardly knew. In 1921, for example, a black woman
in Chicago found herself arrested when her suspicious roommate ac¬
cused her of stealing." To avoid such situations, many women chose
to five alone as soon as they could afford to pay higher rent. A 1911
study foimd that when a woman earned over nine dollars a week, she
paid higher rent in order to have "a room to herself, heat of some sort
and sunshine."^

Other women enjoyed the companionship of shared homes. As
Wilma M. stated simply, "We like each other. . . . and we get along very
well."^' Some of these women formed long-term friendships and part¬
nerships with their roommates. In the 1890s, Mary Anderson, later a
labor activist, shared a room for several years with a sister buttonhole
maker she met at work. She and her roommate hved together first in
Chicago. They then traveled to Dixon, Illinois, for work, later to Mil¬
waukee, and eventually back to Chicago when unemployed.^^ Similar
partnerships occurred in the twentieth century. In the late 1920s, for
example, two friends went to Chicago together from their small home¬
town in Michigan. During the next three years, they lived together "in
apartments, rooming houses, and finally at a girl's club."^' These long-
term partnerships suggest that close personal bonds may have existed
among some wage-earning women similar to the strong bonds offriend¬
ship described by historians of nineteenth-century American middle-
class women.^

In a few of these long-term partnerships, one ofthe women posed
as a man and thereby earned higher wages. Newspapers at the turn of
the century carried sensational stories about women adrift discovered
passing as men. Such was the case with Cora Anderson, a Native Amer¬
ican woman, and Marie White. The Chicago Day Book, a mildly sen¬
sational newspaper, carried their story. In 1901 the women, student
nurses in Chicago, "found out how hard it was for a woman (especially
a woman with a dark skin) to make an honest living, and decided to
double up and form a home." Rather than pooling their funds as work-
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ing women, however, Cora Anderson assumed the identity of a man,
Ralph Kerwineio, and Marie White lived as her wife. They left Chicago
and lived together for thirteen years, first in Cleveland and then in
Milwaukee. Cora Anderson undoubtedly had complex motives for as¬
suming a male identity. Her relationship with Marie White was most
likely lesbian. In addition, she expressed an unusual recogmtion ofmale
privilege. 'The world," she wrote, "is made by man—for man alone. . . .
Is it any wonder that I determined to become a member of this priv¬
ileged sex?" Still, in 1914, after her arrest for cross-dressing (officially
disorderly conduct), she allegedly justified her defiance of sexual con¬
vention specifically with a protest of women's wages: "A girl or woman
needs more money to live decently than a man. . . . there are thousands
of young women who are hving in a state of semi-starvation."^'

Anderson's self-justification points to an underlying feature of
wage-earning women's cooperative relationships in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries: in purely monetary terms, one woman
had little to offer another. Women with inherited wealth or professional
jobs could easily form the comfortable long-term partnerships known
as "Boston marriages," but most wage-eaming women adrift who formed
long-term cooperative partnerships could expect lives of continuing
poverty. When many women contributed small amounts to a common
fund, however, they might have sufficient resources to achieve certain
limited ends. Such enterprises required greater planning and more or¬
ganization. Accordingly, a smaller number of women joined together
in larger groups to gain additional benefits. These organizations rep¬
resent the more visible and structured aspect of the cooperative impulse
that led to shared housing and food.

The most successful such organization ofwomen adrift in Chicago
was the Jane Club, a well-publicized model of cooperative housing.
Named after settlement worker and community activist Jane Addams,
the club opened with her aid in 1892. In her memoirs, Addams recounted
how the idea for the club arose at a meeting of women shoe workers
during a strike. 'The discussions made it clear," she wrote, "that the
strikers who had been most easily frightened, and therefore first to
capitulate were naturally those girls who were paying board and were
afraid of being put out if they fell too far behind." After a discussion
of the problem, one shoe worker asked, "Wouldn't it be fine if we had
a boarding club of our own, and then we could stand by each other in
a time like this?"^ Addams enlisted the help of Mary Kenney, a young
bookbinder aaive in the Chicago labor movement. Addams supphed
the first month's rent and furnishings, and Kenney supplied the initial
members.^^ The club opened with two bookbinders, two shoemakers.
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and one shirtmaker. Five years later, the club size had stabilized at thirty
members. It continued at about that size at least into the 1920s, although
by the twentieth century, it housed more teachers and clerical workers
than factory workers.^

From the beginning, members managed the Jane Club demo¬
cratically. They paid a weekly sum for room and board, and gave an
hour each week for general housework. Housekeepers hired by the club
\\'ere also eligible for membership. Members assessed themselves for
small amounts when additional funds were needed, elected officers, and
voted on applicants.^' Like the organized subsidized homes, the Jane
Club had problems with drab food and cramped quarters, but, unlike
the organized homes, the residents of the Jane Club took an active role
in finding remedies. They discussed problems in general meetings. In
1894, for example, the members resolved not to air grievances about
the cooking privately but to report them to the house committee only.'°
And in 1897, while discussing the prospect of a new building, the mem¬
bers claimed to be "willing to lay bricks themselves if single rooms and
other conveniences might be thus secured."'" The democratic manage¬
ment ofthe Jane Club inspired discussion ofcooperative housing among
other groups of women.In Chicago, the founders of the Gertrude
Club for kindergarten teachers and the Eleanor Clubs for wage-earning
women and students emulated some features of self-government."

The Jane Club fostered a cooperative social atmosphere among
its members. "The social spirit was just as cooperative as the financial
relationship," remembered Mary Kenney O'Sullivan, "We enjoyed doing
things together."'^ The members partied together frequently and en¬
tertained each other with musicales, hops, a glee club, and a reading
club. They celebrated the anniversaries of the club, and several members
held their weddings in the home." Other members spent much of their
adult lives in the Jane Club. A report in 1921 stated that one member
had lived in the home since its establishment thirty years earlier, and
several members had lived there for over ten years."

WTiile the members of the Jane Club encouraged sisterly coop¬
eration, they did without institutional matemalism. First, the Jane Club
had no matron or controlling board ofmanagers. Although Mary Ken¬
ners invalid mother lived in the home in the 1890s and "mothered the
cooperators as though they had been her own," she did not have su¬
pervisory or disciplinary privileges."' Second, no rules regulated closing
hours or sujxrvised sexual behavior. According to Jane Addams, "Those
things are left for the girls to take care of in their own way. Any girl
who can come into the city and earn an honest living knows enough
to run her own evenings." Each member had her own key to the home.'*
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Third, members refused several offers ofcharitable contributions which
they considered patronizing." As one investigator noted, boarding clubs
like the Jane Club were "unquestionably a revolt against authority.""^

In addition to the Jane Club, women adrift joined other wage-
earning women in a variety of clubs for insurance, education, and rec¬
reation. While some wealthier women and employers financed and ran
working women's clubs, wage-earning women themselves appear to
have managed other clubs as genuine cooperatives. The Alpha Sorosis
Club was a self-governing club in Chicago fovmded "for the purpose
of giving to busy women through cooperation advantages which as
individuals they could not enjoy." In 1897 the club had 350 members,
most of whom worked in offices and stores. For three dollars a year,
the members had access to classes, a restaurant, clubrooms, and a library.
The club also offered a limited number of furnished sleeping rooms
which members could rent for twenty-five cents per night or one to
one-and-a-half dollars per week.'^'

Foreign-bom women formed numerous local mutual aid societies.
In 1890 a German-language newspaper reported a working women's
club with a mutual aid system that paid unemployed members three to
five dollars per week."*^^ In the early twentieth century, Polish and Lith¬
uanian women in Chicago formed similar small self-assessment groups.
One account of Lithuanian women in Chicago stated, "all belong to
at least one friendly insurance society. The poorer women and the more
recent immigrants are associated in litde parish self-assessment societies,
in which each pays a small monthly fee, usually twenty-five cents."'^'
Most of the larger immigrant fraternal orders and lodges, however,
catered to men and charged fees prohibitive to poorly paid wage-earning
women."^

Lodges among blacks in Chicago, though, seem to have included
women adrift. Black migrants to Chicago organized "states clubs" for
migrants from their home states. Clubs like the Alabama Club and the
Georgia Club and some clubs for migrants from cities like the Natchez
Club gave aid and a social life to newcomers. The clubs met migrants
at train stations, provided information on homes and work, and spon¬
sored parties and dances."^'

Similar kinds of cooperation occurred in some of the black churches
in Chicago. Some of the black migrants to Chicago shunned the es¬
tablished churches managed by middle-class blacks and instead orga¬
nized new storefront churches that replicated the "old-time shouting
religion" of the rural South. The preachers themselves were often uned¬
ucated migrants, sometimes women. The churches held prayer meetings
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several times per week, providing a social and spiritual center for new¬
comers to the city."^

Investigators in the early twentieth century reported clubs formed
exclusively for social purposes among white working women and men
in several cities. In the rooming house districts ofPhiladelphia the clubs,
with names like the Red Rose Social, put on parties, and in New York
they gave dances.In Chicago at least one early version of today's
singles' clubs existed for women and men apart from family. The Lone¬
some Club, founded in 1915, gave weekly chaperoned dances "to facilitate
the social contacts of those who are alone and without friends in the
cit>'." The club's motto was "A Bright Spot in a Blue World.""^*

Some women adrift preferred to arrange their social lives infor¬
mally and to organize instead to increase wages and better working
conditions. "I had been a member of a working girls' club and I was
much disgusted with the talk of the group. It was always about outings,"
\vTOte Mary Kenney. "I thought that helping to get better wages was
much more important. If you had good wages you could have your
own outings. I left the club to give my time to work for trade
organization."'^'

As Kenneys statement indicates, most women adrift did not have
the same degree of political commitment. And because most employers
opposed organization and many trade unions treated women with in¬
difference, if not hostility, women without strong political convictions
often did not join unions. While freedom from family responsibilities
may ha\'e enabled women adrift to attend union meetings held in the
e\'ening, lack of family support may have made them less likely than
other working women to go out on strike or chance unemployment.
On balance, it seems that women adrift probably joined unions as
ftequendy (or infrequendy) as wage-eaming women who lived at home.
Despite the injustice of low wages and the merits of worker solidarity,
the difficult and risky trade union efforts had less immediate and certain
results for women adrift than did the pooling of resources to lower
expenses in housing, food, and entertainment.

One union in Chicago, though, spoke pardcularly for women
adrift.Waitresses, many of whom lived away from home, organized
Local 4&4. of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees International in
Chicago in 1902." In well-publicized actions, union members, both
black and white, won wage increases and other benefits. Unorganized
waitresses also benefited from the union's victories which set new stan¬

dards for restaurant owners throughout Chicago.'^ In addition, the
Waitresses' Union had an insurance fund, an important cushion for
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wage-eaming women without family support. As one observer noted,
"Many waitresses are lonely roomers. ... To save the girls from the
dangers of the nobody-to-know and nobody-to-care feeling, the wait¬
resses early inaugurated a sick benefit fund." The fund supplied money
for "room rent or other necessaries" to self-supporting waitresses who
could not work due to illness." The early successes of the Waitresses'
Union made it an example of what organization could do for self-
supporting women (see fig. 5.1). Unlike many of the unions formed by
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women in the first years of the twentieth century, the Waitresses' Union
remained vital for several decades.*^ Despite a disastrous strike in 1914,
the umon recovered its strength. In the mid-i920s, it had five-hundred
members."

Just as the Jane Qub received occasional support from Hull House,
so the Waitresses' Union received funds for organizing, strikes, and
publicity from the Women's Trade Union League of Chicago. Without
outside financial support, other organizations of wage-earning women
suffered from the same problem as did the informal partnerships in
housing. As early as 1892, Eliza Chester, author oí The Unmmrkd Woman,
recognized the problem. "They have not much money in advance," she
wrote, "and it is hard for 20 or 30 women to combine satisfactorily in
any new scheme where it is necessary for each to risk almost all her
savings."'^ When a wage-earning woman sought a higher standard of
living, she could turn to the charity of wealthier women or the con¬
ventional dependence on higher-paid men. Many women disliked char¬
ity and the supervision it often entailed; they turned instead to their
male peers.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, wives depended
customarily on husbands for economic support. Among women adrift,
a partial and less permanent dependence on men appeared outside of
marriage. The higher wages of men, plus the social sanction given to
a courtship in which a man plied a woman with gifts, encouraged forms
of dependence that fell somewhere between professional prostitution
and marriage. This dependence covered a range of behavior from re¬
spectable "dating" to cynical "gold digging" to "occasional prostitu¬
tion." Men provided limited support, paying for entertainment, luxuries,
gifts, and sometimes necessities. Women, in return, gave limited sexual
favors, such as charming companionship, a good-night kiss, heavy pet¬
ting, and sometimes sexual intercourse. Like the cooperative relation¬
ships among women adrift, this "sex game," as one writer named it,
offered p>eer-oriented, unsupervised substitutes for family companion¬
ship and supp>ort.

At its simplest, a woman adrift who could not afford to pay for
her own amusements could accept a date with a man who, by conven¬
tion, paid for the evening's entertainment. The 1910 federal report on
wage-eaming women adrift stressed the importance of gendemen friends:
"Even if most of the girls do not spend money for amusements, it is
no proof that they go without them. Many of the girls have 'gendemen
fiiends' wlio take them out. 'Sure I go out all the time, but it doesn't
cost me anything; my gendeman friend takes me,' was the type of remark
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heard again and again."''' A woman adrift with a "steady" could expect
to supplement her income regularly with free meals in restaurants and
free evenings on the town. As the 1910 report stated, "Girls who have
'steadies' are regarded as fortunate indeed."'®

A woman need not have a "steady," however, to engage in dating.
Women adrift, especially young and conventionally pretty women, could
go out with acquaintances or even strangers known as "pickups." The
1910 federal report suggested that a woman who wore "presentable"
clothing could meet men in public places who would pay for her en¬
tertainment; 'They can 'take a walk' on the street, go into the free dance
halls, where they meet men who will treat them to the entertainment
the place affords. ... Or they 'vill take a car to some amusement park
where they often make acquaintances who take them the rounds of the
resort."'"

As this quotation, indicates, the new conunejrcialized recreation
institutions^ promoted these patterns of urban dating. Women fre¬
quented dance halls and amusement parks with the hope of meeting
men who would "treat" them. In 1911, an investigator in Chicago met
several women adrift in dance halls who asked him "to take them to
shows or dancesIn addition, when a woman "picked up" a man on
the street, they often began their evening in the restaurants, dance halls,
amusement parks, movies, and cabarets where men paid for the food,
drink, and entertainment. In 1921, for example, Gladys B., an eighteen-
year-old black woman "went cabareting" with James P. after she met him
at the corner ofThirty-fifth and State streets on Chicago's South Side.^'

Working-class women who lived in their parents' homes also par¬
ticipated avidly in the new urban dating patterns.®^ For women acGift,
however, economic need added a special imperative. They were highly
aware of the economics of dating. A waitress said, "If I did not have a
man, I could not get along on my wages."®' And a chambermaid in a
hotel said, "If the girls are good and refuse invitations to go out, they
simply have no pleasure."®'' Some women adrift calculated their ap¬
pearance to attract men who took them out and bought them gifts. In
1911 a saleswoman in a department store explained why she powdered
her face: "I might get invited out to supper and save twenty cents."®'
And in the mid-i920s, a taxi dancer told an interviewer, 'The Filipinos
[whom she dated] will spend a lot more money on you if you wear
nice light dresses."®®

Dating, of course, affected men as well as women. A man needed
extra cash to date a woman who expected gifts and entertainment. In
1919 a Chicago Tribune article carried the headline "Man Getting $18 a
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Week Dares Not Fall In Love." The story itemized the budget of a
returning soldier who refused to work for the eighteen dollars offered
him by a retail store. With no funds for entertainment, the young man
"could not even buy a young lady an ice cream cone," not to mention
dinner and treats."^

The custom of paying for companionship led some men to ag¬
gressive or devious behavior. Some men offered women adrift what
amounted to bribes or hounded them with false promises of material
comfort. Women complained bitterly of men who had bribed them or
lied to them. "I know how it is," a woman who worked in a Chicago
store explained in 1913. "A fellow you think is all right asks you to go
for a walk or to the nickel show and you pass gay windows with pretty
dresses displayed. You stop to look. 'Like that dress?' the fellow says.
'Oh, it's lovely,' you say. 'Well, I can buy you prettier ones,' he says 'if
vou will come and be my sweetheart,' and sometimes the girl is fool
enough to do it."^ In another case, a Chicago woman who had earned
eight dollars a week became a prostitute when, in her own words, she
was "tempted by lies and overpowered by the evil in men." Men, she
wrote, "seemed to consider me their prey. . . . They wanted to be nice
to me, they said, and take me to the theaters and treat me fair—and
give me a chance to enjoy hfe. I didn't know men were bad, all bad—
where a girl is concerned."^'

While some men took advantage ofwomen, some women in turn
took advantage of men. Most women adrift probably dated only men
whom they liked and accepted dinners, entertainment, and gifts as
conventional and useful expressions ofmale affection. But some women
became self-avowed and cynical opportunists who feigned interest in
order to sucker men into spending money. Two women hospital work¬
ers told a Chicago investigator in 1911 that "they had two 'Interns' on
their staff, and were 'bleeding' them for all that was in it."^" In 1915,
Virginia Brooks reported several such stories of gold digging in a sen¬
sational book that recoimted her antiprostitution work in Chicago. In
search of vice. Brooks, disguised as a working woman, discovered the
dance halls and cabarets where women induced men to give them gifts
or money. A co-worker in a department store told her, "Don't let
nothing get away from you that you can grab. ... I'll take you to
Dreamland [Dance Hall]. It won't cost us a cent if we make a killing.
There's always a bunch of guys around there and it's dead easy to date
up."^ In 1930 a woman summed up the gold digger's ethos: "what I
get is mine. And what they have is mine, too, if I am smart enough to
get it. . . . I'll show you how to take their socks away."^^
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In the niid-i920s, Alma Z., a sixteen-year-old migrant from Wis¬
consin, gave an especially detailed description ofone ofher gold digging
scams. "The first impression a girl has to make," she said, "is that she
is a good girl under hard circumstances." When a man asked her for a
date, she would first have liim pay the wages she would earn if she
stayed at the dance hall where she worked. "When he ask[s] how much
that is, I make it seven or eight dollars rather than the four dollars
which it usually is." Then she would let him treat her to a meal in a
nice café or restaurant. After dinner, she would find some way to escape.
She might excuse herself for a moment and leave through a back door.
Or she might telephone an older woman fnend "to come right down
to where I am, to walk in and claim me as her niece and to threaten
to make a scene." She and her friend would leave together; the friend
would get half of the "rake-off."^' For Alma Z., gold digging was a
thrilling game: she accepted gifts and money, then plotted to escape
without payment of sexual favors.

What other women gave in return for the gifts they received is
not usually known. In many cases, they were probably fnends and
companions to men who found them attractive. For some women who
cared for or loved the men they dated, the economic support expected
after marriage simply began earlier. In other cases, women adrift most
likely gave sexual favors in return for gifts regardless of whether or not
they liked the man involved. As one man in Chicago explained, they
"draw on their sex as I would on my bank account to pay for the kind
of clothes they want to wear, the kind of shows they want to see."^'^
These women looked for short-term and immediate gain and did not
necessarily seek the long-term economic benefits ofmarriage. "She doesn't
want to marry anybcxly," said one ex-steady of his former girlfriend,
"only wants a good time with lots of money."^' Not surprisingly, these
women rarely admitted the details of their sexual lives to interviewers.

One group of sexually active women adrift, though, did attract
the attention of investigators in the early twenfteth century. These women,
known as "occasional prostitutes," worked in stores, offices, factories,
and restaurants during the day and sold their sexual services on occa¬
sional nights for gifts or extra money. The massive report on vice in
Chicago, published in 1911, included numerous accounts of women
adrift who worked as occasional prostitutes. One woman, about twenty
years old, worked in the basement of a department store for six dollars
a week. She paid three dollars for her meals, two dollars for her room,
and sbcty cents for carfare. The investigator wrote, "She 'hustles' three
nights a week for extra money to pay for washing, clothes and other
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things.'"'^ A twenty-one-year-old woman solicited an investigator at an
amusement park. She told him she worked in a butter factory for one
dollar a day. She paid two dollars per week for her room and ate two
meals a day at a restaurant. She offered to "go out" with the investigator
for two dollars.^ Another woman, nineteen years old, had arrived in
Chicago from Indiana three months earlier. She worked in a restaurant
and lived in a rooming house on Michigan Avenue. The report stated,
"Is not a regular prostitute, goes out with men for presents or money.
Is poorly paid at restaurant."^®

Other women supplemented or replaced their wages in relation¬
ships that more closely resembled marriage. These "kept" women sup¬
ported themselves by providing sexual services to one man in return
for economic support. The 1911 report of the Chicago Vice Commission
included several examples. One twenty-year-old cashier in a restaurant
left her job when she met a streetcar conductor who became her "steady
fellow." This man had bought her a new hat and had promised her a
winter coat. She occasionally went out with other men "to get a little
more spending money."^' Sometimes these women lived with the men
who supported them. One such woman, twenty-one years old, could
not live on the money she earned as a waitress. Then she met a man
'S\'ho took her out, bought her some clothes, gave her money and not
long afterward they took a room together."®" Like the occasional pros¬
titutes, these women did not belong to a pariah caste of"fallen women."
Thev belonged instead to an urban subculture that sanctioned what
investigator Albert Benedict Wolfe labeled "temporary alliance."

In 1906, Wolfe, an investigator of lodging houses in Boston, de¬
scribed how a women adrift might enter such a relationship. In Wolfe's
scenario, a woman meets a man, "perhaps at a cafe table." They see
each other again, "by chance perhaps, and then by tacit consent or
appointment." At first, she "pays her own way," but then she allows
him "to pay for dinner or to take her to the theatre." Eventually the
man "comes unconsciously to think he has some claims upon her, and
she, bowing to traditional ways of thinking, also comes to something
of the same feeling." They then "strike up a temporary alliance," mo¬
tivated in some cases by "genuine and lasting regard." In other cases,
however, "the motive of the girl is simply to find support, and that of
the man gratification."®'

Wolfe's scenario resembles the courtship of Louise D., a young
migrant to Chicago from Wisconsin. In 1925, Louise D. worked as a
waitress during the day and danced at night in a dance hall. There she
met a man who "went with her regularly" for six months before they
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had "sexual contact." Soon after, he began to pay the rent on her apart¬
ment and also some of her board bill. In return. Ironise gave him a
"pass key" to her apartment. A few months later, the couple broke up,
and Louise returned to the dance halls.

For women adrift, the "sex game" held the obvious danger of
unwanted pregnancy. The more sophisticated women had access to
contraceptive devices and abortions.®' Some women, though, fovmd
themselves alone with children born out of wedlock. These women

probably had fewer means of securing marriage or support from the
child's father than did wage-earning women who lived at home.®^ With¬
out family to help them, some women turned to the courts. A study
of bastardy cases in the Chicago Court of Domestic Relations in 1913
found that women who boarded or lived alone pursued a fairly high
number of cases.®'

Even when they avoided unwanted pregnancies, women adrift
found that dates, steadies, pickups, suckers, and alliances provided them
with only temporary means to supplement income. Older women adrift
often withdrew from the "sex game" as they lost the youthful appearance
that readily attracted men. Furthermore, for some women, the cost of
attractive clothing exceeded the benefits of free nights on the town. In
addition, some women tired of the nightlife. One black woman adrift
explained, "I used to go to cabarets a lot, used to dress and spend plenty
of money. ... I used to go to these all night parties about two or three
years ago. I had a beau, I didn't miss it. ... I was good looking then,
you know. ... I am just sorry I let so much of my time waste up."®®
Other women avoided relationships as they learned to mistrust men.
Ann J., a forty-nine-year-old widow, "had several offers to live with
men in free unions." She refused them, she said, "because all men are
weak." While she rejected free unions, she would have remarried had
she met an "elderly, kind, clean, unburdensome man."®^ Like Ann J.,
most women adrift eventually hoped for marriage, which offered more
stable companionship and support.

Cooperation with friends and dependence on men had, of course, ex¬
isted earlier.®® But by the early twentieth century, these relationships
seemed more visible and widespread than in the past. The growth of
sexually integrated workplaces and new entertainment industries pro¬
vided settings in which the steadily increasing number ofwage-earning
women could make friends and meet men. In faaories and department
stores, in cabarets and dance halls, at amusement parks and cheap the¬
aters, observers noted that working women and men participated not
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only in informal relationships, but also in elaborate peer-oriented sub¬
cultures.*' Women adrift were especially active in such networks. Sep¬
aration from family supervision plus the need for companionship and
support encouraged them to engage in social and sexual experimenta-
tion.'° In Chicago, studies ofwaitresses and taxi dancers described these
peer subcultures."

In a book pubhshed in 1920, Frances Donovan examined the life¬
style of Chicago waitresses. "It is the group life in the waitress world,"
she wrote, "that makes the appeal." Or, as a waitress told her, "If it
wasn't for the fun I have [at the restaurant] cutting up with the girls,
Fd go mad." The waitress, Donovan noted, approached the issue of sex
with "the incredible candor of men," was "looser in her sex relations,"
and accepted gifts from men she dated in "a life of semi-prostitution."
The peer networks she described extended beyond the workday. "For
the unmarried waitress," she wrote, "home is usually a furnished room
and she spends only the time there that is necessary for washing, ironing,
and mending her clothes. Practically all her leisure is spent at the movies,
cabarets, and restaurants, where she goes with her 'friend' or with some
other girl." She concluded that waitresses had different standards than
their parents and that they made "a new group life in which these
standards are approved."'^

In a detailed study of taxi-dance halls conducted in Chicago in
the 1920s, sociologist Paul Cressey discovered a similar occupational
subculture. Like waitresses, taxi dancers, women who danced with male
customers for a small fee, created a cooperative atmosphere with each
other both in the closed dance halls where they worked and outside of
the workplace." The dancers developed common mannerisms and pat¬
terns of speech at work. Many of them also lived together, with groups
of three or four sharing apartments or furnished rooms. Like the wait¬
resses described by Donovan, the dancers dated patrons in return for
entertainment, clothes, or even rent money. One taxi dancer described
her subculture, "I lived with other dance-hall girls, met my fellows at
the dance hall, got my living from the dance hall. In fact, there was
nothing I wanted that I couldn't get through it."''^

A few of the taxi dancers joined together more formally by or¬
ganizing themselves into all-female gangs. "The gangs are formed . . .,"
wrote Cressey, "among a group of congenial girls who frequent the
same dance hall." In some gangs, the members rented apartments to¬
gether. These women formed tight bonds of friendship with one another
and shared a cynical, get-all-you-can attitude toward men. The gang
members "in their association with patrons seem to be motivated wholly
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by utilitarian or exploitative interests. . . . They are reputed to be some
of the most active in 'fishing' gullible patrons."" Gangs, such as Roses's
Gang and Minnie's Gang, were named for their female leaders.

Timid women adrift, women who had no desire to enter peer
networks, and women who spoke no English might choose to board
or lodge in private families in residential neighborhoods of the city.
But women adrift who felt comfortable in the city and who sought
new experiences could choose to live in the furnished room districts
where peer subcultures appeared most obviously. In these districts where
lodgers concentrated, both observers and inhabitants recognized com¬
munities in which working women and men lived unsupervised by
family and sometimes unfettered by convention.

By the end of the nineteenth century, most major American cities
had districts where rooming houses abotmded. These districts often
first appeared in the city center and, later, as business displaced down¬
town housing, moved outside the center along major transportation
lines.The large proportion of adults and the small proportion of
children distinguished these districts demographically from other neigh¬
borhoods of the city." A residential street in a furnished room district
usually resembled other residential streets in the city: a typical block
would consist ofsingle-family homes, buildings offlats, large tenements,
or older mansions. The owners of the buildings, however, converted
the interiors into one- or two-room dwellings. They might divide a flat
into two or three smaller units or divide a large tenement into an
"apartment hotel" with as many as one hundred furnished rooms. In
a mansion, an owner might convert a large sitting room or parlor into
two or three sleeping rooms. The owner might live in and care for the
rooming house, or a widow or older single woman might rent it and
keep it for her living. Caretakers or janitors usually managed the larger
buildings while the owners lived elsewhere.'*

In Chicago, three such districts emerged in the late nineteenth
century (see fig. 5.2). On the South Side, the furnished room district
covered an especially large area that included major portions of the
Chicago black community and also what was, before the 1912 raids, the
segregated vice district of the city. Few immigrants lived in this district.
On the West Side, the district housed a population of predominandy
white service and factory workers. Several organized homes for working
women and the offices of many labor organizations were nearby. A
transient male hobo population congregated on the inner boundaries.
On the North Side, where rents were slighdy higher, sales and clerical
workers lived in rooming houses alongside white service and manufac¬
turing workers, artists, bohemians, and radicals of all stripes. In the
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early twentieth century, the North Side district included substantial
numbers of Irish and Swedish roomers.''

These districts burgeoned in the early 1890s when migrants and
visitors streamed to Chicago for the World's Columbian Exposition.
They continued to expand into the 1930s. After 191S the South Side,
where most black migrants settled, grew especially rapidly. By 1923 the
Illinois Lodging House Register reported over eighty-five thousand
lodgers in about five thousand rooming houses in the three major
furnished room districts. By 1930, several smaller districts for white
roomers had emerged on the North and South sides farther from the
city center. And residents ofthe new small-unit apartments (with private
bathrooms and kitchenettes) joined the lodgers in furnished rooms.

Several distinctive features of furnished room districts promoted
the development of relationships among peers. Most obviously, women
and men lived together in houses where most people did not live in
families. In these neighborhoods, lodgers found numerous opportu¬
nities to create social and sexual ties with their neighbors. Further, the
high geographic mobihty in the furnished room districts made informal,
transient relationships the norm. One observer went so far as to claim
that the entire population of Chicago's North Side furnished room
district changed every four months."" This high turnover rate created
an atmosphere of anonymity in which lodgers rarely knew their neigh¬
bors well. Community pressures to conform to conventional familial
roles were weaker than in more stable neighborhoods. And parental
authorities were absent. Many rooming house keepers, eager to keep
their tenants, refrained from criticizing or interfering with roomers'
sexual behavior."" In addition, the sex ratios in the North and West
Side districts may have encouraged women to participate in extramarital
heterosexual relationships. The predominance of men in these districts
must have made it easy for women to meet men and difficult to avoid
them.'°'

In any case, the prevalence of prostitution in these districts fos¬
tered a climate where open expressions of sexuahty were common. In
the first decade ofthe twentieth century, the most prominent vice district
of Chicago lay in the South Side furnished room district. Brothels were
tolerated in sections of the West and North Side districts as well."^ In
addition, on the South, West, and North sides, some keepers ofrooming
houses and hotels rented rooms by the hour or night to prostitutes and
their customers."" Around 1910 a missionary worker described the North
Side of Chicago: "On all the cross streets, from the river to Chicago
avenue, one can see soliciting going on almost any time of night."'™^
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After the municipal government closed many of the brothels in
the 1910s, investigators in the ftirnished room districts repeatedly found
rooming houses and hotels used for prostitution. In 1917, in the West
Side district, for example, an investigator entered a hotel that advertised
for "steady roomers." The maid there told him that "they had no girls
on hand but that I could bring a girl up to the hotel and she would
rent a room for $1.50 and I would pay the girl what she charged.""^ A
1922 study concluded, 'The furnished room situation in Chicago is
particularly bad, especially on the South Side. Many of the women who
operate upon the streets and in the cabarets utilize the rooming houses."'"*

The "bright light" centers of the furnished room districts provided
settings in which men and women could socialize. Investors who hoped
to profit from the market of lodgers built cafeterias, cheap restaurants,
tea rooms, soft-drink parlors, saloons, dance halls, cabarets, and movie
theaters in the furnished room districts. These institutions served as

social centers. One observer of cabarets in the North Side district dis¬

covered, "Considerable companionship grows up around these resorts.
One is struck by the fact that the same people visit and re-visit the same
cabaret time and again."'"'

On the North Side, Clark Street and, on the West Side, Halsted
Street were well known for their night life. In 1918 the section of Clark
Street that ran through the North Side district housed fifty-seven sa¬
loons, thirty-eight restaurants, and twenty cabarets."" "Halsted Street
. . . mak[es] a constant appeal to those living either east or west of it,"
wrote Edith Abbott in a classic study of Chicago's housing, "Here are
the great West Side theaters, the old saloons. . . . Here also are the
dance halls, the movies, hotels, peddler's carts, the rush of 'through
cars,' and the ever present possibility of excitement.'""

In the South Side furnished room district, the State Street "Stroll"
and, by the 1920s, Thirty-fifth Street emerged as the "bright light"
centers of the black community."^ Dance halls, restaurants, movies, and
saloons for black customers coexisted with "black and tan" cabarets
wfiich offered racially integrated recreation.'" When young men and
women who lived at home went out for a night on the town and when
wealthier people went "slumming," they often went to the furnished
room districts of the city.

By the early twentieth century, the furnished room districts of
Qiicago and other large cities were known as havens for working women
and men who chose to defy conventions.'"'^ For these lodgers, the fur¬
nished room districts not only provided settings for economic coop¬
eration with and dependence on peers but also a chance to have
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adventures, break taboos, and express ideas in a community without
parental authorities. Women and men could live together outside of
marriage or with members oftheir own sex in homosexual relationships.
In many rooming houses, occasional or professional prostitutes could
come and go at all hours without arousing concern of family or neigh¬
bors. Teenage runaways could üve apart from family with litde fear that
their parents would find them. As one dismayed observer noted, the
furnished room districts attracted "people who want to get away from
their neighbors.""'

The tolerance of unconventional behavior, the commercialized
recreation, the proximity of prostitution, the high mobility, and the
predominance ofunmarried lodgers encouraged the growth of a variety
of peer subcultures in the furnished room districts. VSTfile some women
adrift who lived in these districts led lonely lives alienated from their
peers, others formed complex networks of cooperative and dependent
relationships. Although these networks provided some women with the
economic support and the social and sexual companionship they may
have desired, they were not necessarily ideal, deeply binding, or conflict
free. The following account, from a study of Chicago's North Side
written in 1918, shows the complexity and the casual nature of rela¬
tionships in the furnished room districts:

[J. and v.] went to the North Clark Street section where they posed
as man and wife. They took a couple of furnished rooms . . . , and
remained there for two years. Both of them worked often bringing in as
much as Sjo.oo a week together. They took their meals out and got along
very well.

Then two of the girl's sisters came to Chicago to find work and
rented rooms next to them. These girls had good intentions but not
securing very lucrative positions, they soon learned how to supplement
their wages by allowing young men to stay with them.

These girls struck up an acquaintanceship with another girl who
used to remain overnight with them now and again when they had been
out to a dance or cabaret. J. liked this new girl and as he put it could
not "help monkeying with her" and when V. found it out she became
extremely jealous and shortly afterwards left him. Her sisters and the
other girl followed her.""

Other accounts provide additional glimpses of how women formed
casual social networks in the furnished room districts. In 1911, two
women, seventeen and twenty years old, met at a South Side dance
hail. The older woman persuaded the younger woman to leave her
parents' home and room with her on Chicago's North Side. After they
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moved in together, they made "pickup acquaintances" with men at dance
hails and on the street."^ Around 1913, Myrtle S., who roomed in the
North Side furnished room district, made friends with another woman
at the restaurant where she ate her meals. This woman introduced her
to a man. Lew W., with whom she spent several evenings drinking beer
in a North Side inn. Myrtle testified that she lost her virginity when
Lew took advantage of her: "one night she lost consciousness after her
drink of beer and awoke next morning in the Superior Hotel." Despite
this betrayal, she returned to the hotel with Lew on two other occasions.
Later, Myrtle met another man in a "chop suey" restaurant."*

Some newcomers to the furnished room districts remained aloof
ftom social encounters until they became accustomed to the freer sexual
expression. "The men and women living in the [rooming] house were
mostly a tough lot," one woman recounted. "There were goings on that
shocked me then—though I would pay scant attention to them now."
This woman had trouble making friends in her rooming house and at
her job. "A girl brought up on the Commandments," she said, "doesn't
make friends in rooming houses or as a waitress very readily." Eventually,
though, she made friends with another woman and shared a room with
her. Then, she met a man at a restaurant and lived with him briefly.
"He said that he loved me, and I was willing not to question too closely."
Loneliness, she felt, had led her into the social networks she had at first
avoided."'

Several of the social circles that developed in the furnished room
districts were distinguished by unconventional life-styles, sexual pref¬
erences, or political leanings. In the North Side district of Chicago, for
example, a subculture of hoboes congregated in and around Washing¬
ton, or Bughouse, Square. In her autobiography, hobo "Box Car Ber¬
tha" wrote, "Girls and women of every variety seemed to keep Chicago
as their hobo center. . . . They all centered about the Near North Side,
in Bughouse Square, in the cheap roominghouses and light house¬
keeping estabhshments, or begged or accepted sleeping space from men
or other women there before them." Bertha remembered one house in
particular, the Martha Biegler Boarding House, where "Red Martha"
herself sheltered and fed women hoboes who had no money. The women
hoboes engaged casually in sexual relationships. One woman. Bertha
wrote, had "a group of sweethearts," others lived and traveled with men
"to whom by chance or feeling they had attached themselves," and still
others engaged in "careless sex relations.'""'

By the 1920s, lesbian communities were also apparent in the fur¬
nished room districts of Chicago.'^' Among black women, blues singer
Ma Rainey, a bisexual, suggested that lesbians frequented State Street,
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a central street ofthe South Side rooming house area. In a song recorded
in 1924, she included these references to State Street among other more
sexually suggestive verses: "Goin' down to spread the news/State Street
women wearing brogan shoes/. . . There's one thing I don't understand/
Some women walkin' State Street like a man.""^ According to "Box
Car Bertha," "several tea shops and bootleg joints on the near-north
side . . . catered to lesbians." Bertha found a large number of lesbians
among the Chicago hobo population."' Another observer found les¬
bians in the somewhat less transient population of the Near North Side
furnished room district's bohemia. He, too, noted that lesbians and
homosexual men frequented the tea rooms of the area and held parties
in their apartments and rented rooms.

From the limited evidence available, the lesbian community seems
similar to the other subculmres of the furnished room districts in that
it was based on unsupervised, informal cooperative and dependent re¬
lationships. Lesbians shared rooms and flats, and socialized and parried
togethet.^ LOce other women adrift, some lesbians depended on men,
earning money as prostitutes, although they had "women sweethearts."
Others depended on higher-paid or wealthier women to support them.
For example, in the North Side district in the late 1920s, Beatrice lived
in a basement flat with several other lesbians and a few men. She was

supported by her lover, Peggy, who earned money as a prostitute. Peggy,
wrote Box-Car Bertha, "has had a dozen sweethearts, all lesbian, and
has always supported them." Bertha also reported a form ofgold digging
or, more precisely, veiled blackmail among lesbians. After a North Side
party, some lesbians persuaded the wealthier women attending to pay
for their companionship: 'The lesbians would get their names and
addresses and borrow money by saying, 'I met you at. . . [the] party.' "
Some lesbians also prostituted themselves to other women."' As with
heterosexual women adrift, not only desire and romance but also eco¬
nomic need shaped the relationships in a social and sexual community.

The best-known subcultures of the furnished room districts were

undoubtedly the bohemian subcultures of artists, political radicals, and
sexually permissive intellectuals. Black bohemians congregated in the
South Side furnished room district, and some white socialists and an¬
archists lived in the West Side district.'^ But the heart of Chicago's
Bohemia was on the North Side where one well-known study found
that "most of the experimenters are young women

The stereotypic image of these female bohemians pictures a young
native-bom white woman from a middle- or upper-class background.
While some middle- and upper-class women moved to the furnished
room districts in search of independence, working-class women adrift
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also chose to enter this subculture. For example, in the 1910s, Eulaha
B., from an impoverished home in Indiana, moved to a flat in the West
Side district where she lived with political radicals of both sexes. Influ¬
enced by the ideas ofher roommates, she eventually joined the Industrial
Workers of the World.

In the bohemian subculture and in other subcultures of the fur¬
nished room districts, women tried to shed their social backgrounds in
an attempt to conform to new group norms. Natalie Feinberg, the
daughter of poor Jewish immigrants from Russia, gradually withdrew
from her family as she attempted to enter Chicago's North Side bohemi¬
an community. After she left school, Natalie took a job as a clerk in a
radical bookstore. There she met "various people of the 'Bohemian'
type" whom she found attractive. As she made friends, she spent less
time at home, withheld her paycheck from the family fund, and finally
moved away. She waited tables in a restaurant where bohemians con¬
gregated, modeled for artists, and acted in an amateur theater. Accord¬
ing to the sociologist who described her, "she frequented the various
gathering places of the group and by attempting to outdo the older
members in unconventionality, sought approval and admittance as one
of them. She won the reputation of wishing to become a great cour¬
tesan." As part ofher rejection ofher background and her entrance into
a new community, she changed her name to Jean Farway."'

The furnished room districts, it seems, were physical settings where
behavior considered unacceptable elsewhere was accepted matter-of-
factly and even encouraged. In working-class residential communities
of Chicago, neighbors often stigmath^d sexually active unmarried
women. The case ofMamie, a young woman who lived with her parents
in a working-class neighborhood, is illustrative. Mamie first encoun¬
tered problems in 1918 when a policewoman reported her for "unbe¬
coming conduct with sailors." The unbecoming conduct continued, and,
two years later, rumor had it that her neighbors talked of signing a
petition to expel her from the neighborhood."" Contrast Mamie's brief
case history with the comment of a student of Chicago's South Side
furnished room district: "It is said that an attractive woman who does
not 'cash in' is likely to be considered a fool by her neighbors, instead
of any stigma being attached to a woman who 'hustles' in this
neighborhood.""'

By the 1910s, a woman adrift in Chicago found a number of peer-
oriented subcultures open to her. These subcultures offered economic
supfX)rt, companionship, physical pleasure, adventure, and romance.
But they also promoted female dependence, fostered peer-group près-
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sures to conform to new sexual standards, and encouraged women to
see themselves as sexual objects. In some ways, the relationships in these
subcultures imitated the family, especially relationships between siblings
and between spouses. They differed from family, though, in the absence
ofparental supervision, the acceptance ofextramarital sex, the transiency
of relationships, and the immodesty of public behavior. Because these
differences reflect patterns of behavior still prevalent today, the sub¬
cultures of women adrift seem decidedly more modem than early
twentieth-century family life.

Until a few years ago, historians identified the early twentieth-
century "sexual revolution" as a middle-class phenomenon that only
gradually trickled down to the working class.In this literature, his¬
torians remember the peer subcultures of the furnished room districts
primarily for the articulate middle- and upper-class members of the
bohemian communities. These bohemians appear as vanguards ofmod¬
ern sexuality—women and men who experimented freely with new
sexual possibilities learned from Sigmund Freud, Havelock Ellis, and
other sexologists.'" They replaced the nineteenth-century middle-class
image ofsex as danger vvath a twentieth-century image ofsex as pleasure."^

Recent historical works, though, suggest that working-class women
and men also engaged in rebellions against the conventions of their
parents and of middle-class reformers. Like the middle-class flapper,
these women danced, drank, flirted, and adopted bawdy language and
sexually suggestive clothing styles. Not infrequently they engaged in
premarital sexual intercourse.'"

Among women adrift, the "revolution" does not seem to have
trickled down from a bohemian and middle-class vanguard to the work¬
ing class. The various peer subcultures of women adrift appeared at
least as early as the bohemian communities and predated the more
widespread mixed-sex subcultures of middle-class youth of the 1920s.
In fact, it seems more likely that the bohemians learned of new sexual
possibilities not only from the "highbrow" writings of the sexologists
but also from the "lowbrow" behavior of their less intellectual working-
class neighbors. The working-class women adrift did not simply follow
middle-class patterns; they helped chart the modem sexual terrain. For
these women, sexual expression not only promised pleasure; in a variety
of forms, it also promised financial reward.



Chapter Six
Urban Pioneers

In içMX), Doubleday, Page, and Q)mpany tried to break its contract
with Theodore Dreiser for the publication of Sister Carrie. Mr. and
Mrs. Doubleday themselves, it seems, deemed the book immoral. What
troubled the Doubledays, and later many reviewers, was not that Sister
Carrie went "astray" in the novel, but that she went willingly and
without disastrous consequence. Unlike the heroines of romance novels,
she represented neither endangered virtue nor innocence ruined. For
Carrie, the opportunities of the city outweighed its perils. She pursued
fame and wealth successfully and flouted the Victorian moral code.
When Dreiser refused to relinquish his contract, Doubleday, Page, and
Company withheld the book from wide distribution. The novel did
not attract a large readership until 1907 when Dreiser arranged repub¬
lication with another company.'

With Sister Carrie, Theodore Dreiser joined a small minority of
writers who challenged the dominant pubhc image of orphaned and
innocent "women adrift." In the late nineteenth century, a few conser¬
vatives condemned women adrift as frivolous self-seekers who ignored
their domestic duties.^ In addition, writers of semipornographic liter¬
ature sometimes p)ortrayed self-supporting women as uncontrollably
exuberant and eager for new experiences. An advertisement for one
such book described its heroine as "one of those wild, reckless dare¬
devils, that every now and then dashes upon the world like a Blazing
Meteor. . . . Her own words, in one striking passage, tell what she is:
'Mother,' she said, 'I will not go home! I will not be good! I will rtot
reform!'

Variations on these undercurrents became more prevalent in the
first decades of the twentieth century. Here the self-supporting woman,
headstrong and openly sexual, lived boldly in a fast-paced urban en¬
vironment. In the earlier dominant discourse, unfortunate circum¬
stance—fxîverty or death in the family—forced timid young women.

117
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soon to be victims, from happy parental homes. Or foolish young
women left their homes and soon regretted it. In the newer discourse,
women like Sister Carrie chafed at the restrictions of domesticity. They
left their homes willingly and never regretted their decision. "Why do
they come to the city?" asked Frances Donovan in 1920, "Because life
is dull in the small town or on the farm and because there is excitement
and adventure in the city. The lure of the stage, of the movie, of the
shop, and of the office make of it the definite El Dorado of the woman.
It is her frontier and in it she is the pioneer.""^ By the 1920s, the woman
adrift had stepped ashore as a trailblazer.

The entrepreneurs who developed new mass culture industries
publicized this image. Movies, cabaret reviews, and pulp magazines
used the woman adrift, and especially her sexuality, as a symbol ofurban
energy, allure, and adventure. She represented both the attractive plea¬
sures of urban life and their dissipating influence on men who could
not resist them. Just as the entrepreneurs who built cheap restaurants
and small-unit apartments appealed to the desire of boarders for in¬
dependence, so the entrepreneurs who sold entertainment appealed to
the desire of city dwellers for adventure, pleasure, and thrills. By the
1920s, reformers' earlier image of women adrift, evoking pity rather
than excitement, could not compete.

In any case, by the 1920s, many reformers had modified their earlier
picture of pure and innocent women helpless in an evil environment.
They now credited the wage-earning woman with a more active role
in her own fate. Not until the mid-i920s, though, did large numbers
of intellectuals adopt the newer images publicized by the mass culture
industries. Then, academic sociologists, centered at the University of
Chicago, portrayed the city as a less constraining environment than the
small town and chose the popular image of the self-supporting woman
as a symbol ofboth the positive and negative features ofurban liberation.

When social investigators first discovered the peer subcultures ofwomen
adrift, they expressed reservations. As one author wrote, "It may be set
down as a general rule that there is danger wherever young people con¬
gregate without restraining influences."' Although investigators some¬
times applauded the efforts ofsisterly cooperation among women adrift,
often they qualified their support. For example, in 1898 one author won¬
dered whether most low-income women workers could "safely under¬
take cooperative housekeeping . . . without the moral support of a head
to the home."® And, eleven years later, an advice book to wage-earning
women concluded that newcomers to the city should avoid cooperative
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housekeeping: "Danger lurks in her ignorance ofneighborhoods and in
the too sudden intimacy with girls ofwhom she knows nothing."^

In the case of women who turned to men for support, the early
response of investigators was, predictably, more negative. In 1887, Grace
Dodge, founder ofthe first Working Girls' Society in New York, advised
working women, "It is dangerous as well as wrong to allow a man to
give you money or presents of value, to accept invitations from one
you do not know all about, to put yourselves in any way in a man's
power."® B<X)ks, articles, and leaflets warned of the dangers that men
posed to women without family protection, not only men who abducted
women and sold them to brothels, but also the Tom, Dick, and Harrys
who simply wanted "gratification."'

E\'en as reformers sought to protect women, however, some of
them began to acknowledge that wage-earning women had wills and
desires of their own. By the end of the first decade of the twentieth
century, reformers often conceded that women adrift relied on their
peers not simply from economic necessity but also by active choice. In
1909 the Immigrants' Protective League acknowledged its unsuccessful
attempts to persuade Polish working women to leave lodgings where
unrelated men and women lived together. "We have usually tried to
induce a girl so situated to change from scrubbing in a restaurant on
State Street to scrubbing in the Presbyterian hospital where she would
also live," the annual report stated. "This is, however, a very lonesome
performance for the girl. She hates to leave the Polish district, where
she has many friends, to do work where she sees and hears strange
things and eats stranger food. As a result we have not been able to
persuade many to move."'" Rather than women who drifted wherever
the forces of the city pushed and pulled them, some investigators now
described women who actively pursued companionship, adventure, and
entertainment." By giving the wage-earning woman a will, they rejected
the extreme environmental determinism inherent in the image of the
passive woman adrift.

Increasing numbers of writers stated as well that women adrift
had sexual urges. In 1910, one campaigner against prostitution, who
described women adrift as innocent, naïve, and unprotected, wrote in
a distinctly modem passage, "it must not be forgotten that every normal
girl or woman has primal instincts just as strong as her brother's.'"^
Jane Addams, Louise DeKoven Bowen, and others rejected the earlier
image of female passionlessness. Instead, they blamed overwork, com¬
mercialized recreation, and alcohol for bringing out natural yearnings
and instincts that they preferred to see repressed.
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The reformers' concern for the woman adrift continued, but they
dropped their earlier emphasis on her helplessness. In a book ofmorality
stories for wage-earning women published in 1913, reformer Clara
Laughlin pointed to the change. In one story, the protagonist, Eugenia,
"did not suddenly find herselfobüged to seek a livelihood like the story-
heroines of two and three decades ago. Her father did not die; their
investments did not 'prove worthless.' " Instead Eugenia chose to leave
home because "she had a sturdy desire to do for herself—to be adequate
to her own support." She also wished, Laughlin wrote with approval,
"to gratify some of her long-repressed desires." And, full of verve,
Eugenia "loved the adventure of it."" In another story, Laughiin's pro¬
tagonist, Mary, moved away from the urban home of her tyranmcal
father. In contrast to her father, Mary "felt that women had a right to
be something besides daughters, wives, and mothers And Laughlin
agreed: Mary supported herself capably and, with a friend, rented a
three-room kitchenette apartment.

As the concept of women's special helplessness began to lose its
appeal, organizations that had catered originally to women adrift ex¬
tended their protective services to include some men as well. On a
national level, the National League for the Protection of Colored Women,
founded in New York in 1905, merged in 1911 with two other organi¬
zations to form the National League on Urban Conditions among
Negroes, known today as the National Urban League. The new or¬
ganization continued to aid black women migrants to cities but only
as part of a more varied agenda to help both men and women." In
Chicago, the Immigration Committee of the Women's Trade Union
League, established in 1907, reorganized in 1908 to become an inde¬
pendent group, the League for the Protection of Immigrants, later called
the Immigrants' Protective League. The independent organization still
worked primarily with women, but it also opened its work to young
male newcomers "suspected of being under the control of padrones.'"®
Similarly, in 1914 the Travelers' Aid Department of the Chicago YWCA
joined with representatives ftom Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant or¬
ganizations to form an independent Travelers' Aid Society working for
all travelers in need regardless of sex, race, religion, or nationality. The
articles of incorporation defined the travelers in need as "innocent, un¬

wary, ignorant and inexperienced travelers, especially boys, girls, women,
invalids and the aged."" In this organization and in the others, the pro¬
tection of women remained a priority but no longer the sole activity.

Meanwhile, the reformers in the organized boarding home move¬
ment publicized their work with decreasing frequency. As many of the
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homes moved toward self-support, they no longer made public appeals
to donors. In addition, some of the older homes now entered a period
of internal consolidation. During the First World War, the Chicago
YWCA, the largest organization managing homes in Chicago, central¬
ized its operations and created a coordinate branch system much like
those found in major corporations. The YWCA, involved in war work,
asked for and received substantial grants and loans from the National
War Work Council, obviating the need for fund-raising and publicity
campaigns.'*

The public discussion of organized homes also disappeared from
national social reform periodicals. Coordination on a local level lessened
the need for public discussion in a national literature. In 1915, New
Yorkers formed the Association to Promote Proper Housing for Girls."
In the early 1920s, representatives from at least twenty-five organized
boarding homes for women in Chicago began to meet as the Subcom¬
mittee on Housing of the Chicago Council of Social Agencies. The
group discussed problems in managing homes and set standards for
housing. It continued to meet into the i950s.^

Other social reform literature on women adrift also dwindled. In
the 1910s, much of the new literature on the poverty of women adrift
came from the efforts for a living wage for women workers. But in 1922
a Supreme Court decision nullified the minimum wage law in the Dis¬
trict of Columbia and set back further efforts for legislation with the
likelihood that the court would also declare new laws unconstitutional.

Although reformers continued to support protective legislation, min¬
imum wage literature declined until the 1930s.

Into the 1920s, sporadic voices echoed the earlier message. In 1920
the Chicago YWCA Room Registry Bureau stated, "It is a dangerous
thing to let these girls go into rooms where they can come and go as
they like, pay prices they cannot afford, and be released from all home
ries."^' And the Travelers' Aid Society of Chicago distributed a leaflet
that graphically portrayed an innocent woman adrift as a predatory man
approaches her. In four smaller pictures, the leaflet then spelled out
"what might have happened." Lonely in a barren room, jobless, and
cold on the snowy streets of Chicago, the once innocent young woman
ends up dancing in the arms of a man in a seedy cabaret (see fig. 6.1).
In 1924 the Literary Digest published a "warning for country girls" that
stated that the "peril" of urban life warranted "a nationwide movement
to keep girls away from the great cities These occasional warnings
and descriptions of women adrift from the 1920s, however, seem bland
when compared to similar fare from the 1890s and 1900s.



Fig. 6.1. Travelers' Aid Society of Chicago leaflet, c. 1920. The Travelers'Aid matron saves
the innocent migrant fivm the city slicker. (Source: University ofIllinois at Chicago, Univer¬
sity Library, Travelers' Aid Society Records)
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By the end of the 1920s, even these watered-down descriptions
had virtually vanished. When reformers and social investigators ob¬
served women migrants to cities, they generally concluded, as did Orie
Latham Hatcher, that "none had changed her condition for the worse
by coming."^ By 1928, even the most avid promoters of the earlier
image reassessed their work. The Chicago YWCAAnnual Report stztcá,
"One may discover a room through a daily newspaper ad; there are
innumerable employment bureaus where jobs are to be found; . . . and
friends are to be found at work, or at play in the many commercial
recreation features of this great city."^' Fifty years earlier the women of
the YWCA had introduced protective services precisely because they
considered newspaper ads, employment bureaus, workplaces, and com¬
mercial recreation facilities dangerous to women. When wage-earning
women seemed more capable and the city seemed less threatening, the
woman adrift lost her place as a symbol that evoked reformers' sym¬
pathies. In 1929 the Subcommittee on Housing, comprised of repre-
sentanves from organized homes throughout the city, asked its members,
"What type ofperson is next in need ofhousing care—the older woman,
the industrial girl, the student or who?" At its next meeting, the com¬
mittee members answered that older women and students had the more

urgent needs."*
The earlier image of the orphaned and innocent woman adrift

faded for several reasons. First and foremost, women adrift themselves
forced reformers to recognize them as competent adults. The managers
of the organized homes toned down their sentimental descriptions of
orphans in order to attract residents who resented the image of helpless
victims.At the same time, refomers and journalists, adopting the new
social science method, undertook detailed social investigations that
brought them into daily contact with women who contradicted the
image of the weak and innocent woman adrift. They learned that most
wage-earning women, though poor, did not starve. They saw women
who supported themselves ably on low wages. And they acknowledged
that many sexually active women adrift were neither forced by poverty
nor deceived by men.

As reformers observed women adrift, their fears about women's
sexual vulnerability diminished. They saw that many women adrift lived
in a world that attached less stigma to female sexual activity. Reformers
interviewed women who had given up their virginity without an inkling
that they had chosen a "fate worse than death," and they saw that a
wage-earning woman might choose to sell her sexual services without
ruining her life. "The fact that she has earned money in this way does
not stamp her as 'lost,' " a 1911 federal report stated. "And the ease with
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which, in a large city, a woman may conceal a fall of this kind, if she
desires to do so, also helps to make a return to vutuous ways easy . . .
occasional prostitution holds its place in their minds as a possible re¬
source, extreme, to be sure, but not in the least unthinkable."^ The
reformers may not have approved of such behavior, but they saw that
it did not spell disaster.

Observant reformers discovered a spectrum of behavior between
the chastity that they preferred and the sexual slavery they decried, a
spectrum that further blurred the line between pure and fallen. They
noticed that chaste working women sometimes adopted the clothing,
makeup, and speech that had earlier distinguished prostitutes and rel¬
egated them to a visible pariah caste. 'To those accustomed to reserve
and decorum on a woman's part, the freedom of manner sometimes
met with is suggestive of much evil," the 1911 federal report explained,
". . . any one who has had experience with working women in clubs
or classes or homes knows that this freedom is entirely compatible with
perfect rectitude of conduct."^' In 1910, one writer stated in a condem¬
natory tone that many women "would not accept money from any man,
but would let the man give them a present of anything from a pair of
stockings to an automobile, and think they were lucky."'" Other authors
came to accept such arrangements more complacently. The 1911 federal
report, for example, noted the lack ofcompunction with which women
acirift: accepted presents from male fiiends. They simply take this means,"
the report stated, "of securing more amusements, excitements, luxuries,
and indulgencies than their wages would afford them. They are not
promiscuously immoral.""

By the mid-i9ios, the observations of reformers coincided with
broader changes in middle-class thought and behavior. In the years
before World War I, increasing numbers of middle-class urban women
imitated the more open sexual behavior that reformers described among
wage-earning women. Observers reported that middle-class daughters
danced, drank, smoked, and petted. Young, white, middle-class women,
by the mid-i9ios labeled "flappers," wore shorter dresses and shorter
hair, once the styles ofprostitutes. More recent studies ofsexual practices
reveal that, by the 1920s, rates of extramarital intercourse had indeed
increased among middle-class women.''' This change in middle-class
morals further undermined the older image of female innocence and
passionlessness, and challenged the Victorian fear that female sexual
behavior denoted female victimization.

The First World War accelerated the process of change. As young,
urban middle-class women entered the paid labor force to work at
wartime jobs, some of them rejected their parents' moral standards and
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attacked the stereotypes that portrayed self-supporting women as vul¬
nerable innocents. One woman stated that, during the war, middle-
class women had discovered a new morahty through self-support and
self-expression. "For the first time in the memory of man," she wrote,
"girls from well-bred, respectable middle-class families broke through
these invisible chains ofcustom and asserted their right to a non-chalant,
self-sustaining life of their own with a cigarette after every meal and a
lover in the evening." In contrast to these modem women, she de¬
nounced the chaste "Victorian spinster prototypes" as "meek and pet¬
ulant and useless . . . parasites to the social body.""

By the mid-i920S, self-consciously modem middle-class women
began to adopt the role ofwomen adrift. They moved temporarily into
the new kitchenette apartments of the furnished room districts to five
with their friends. With better education and often with better wages,
these women imitated the freedom of life without parental supervision
while avoiding the threat of permanent poverty. "It has been compar¬
atively easy for [middle-class girls] to leave home, to sever their econom¬
ic ties with their famihes, and to go 'on their own,' " noted one observer
in 1926. "It has become a great adventure, this going on one's own, the
thing to do!""^

While some middle-class women asserted their independence, the
federal government led an attack against female sexuahty that further
subverted the older image of the helpless and passionless woman adrift.
During World War I, in a massive cmsade against prostitution, the
government detained thirty thousand women suspected as prostitutes.
Unlike the earher antivice crusaders, the government officials did not
intend to protect women from exploitation but rather to protect soldiers
from venereal disease. They rejected the image of women as pure and
helpless, and replaced it with an image of women as corrupting. They
acted as if "any woman who was mobile, unchaperoned, and outside
traditional contexts of moral control was a potential prostitute."" After
the war, several state governments also treated women with more hos-
tihty, enacting statutes that allowed the conviction of women as pros¬
titutes without proof of sohcitation. The city no longer threatened
women; now women threatened the city.

In the 1920s, other factors further diminished reformers' interest
in women adrift. First, women's real wages rose.'® While many wage-
earning women still earned inadequate incomes, the increase in the
average wage probably made the poverty of self-supporting women
seem less dire. Second, the interest in the most poorly paid working
women declined with the end ofmost immigration from Europe during
and after World War I. The predominantly white social investigators
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never paid as much attention to the black women who filled the unskilled
manufacturing and service jobs that European-bom women had held
earher. Finally, reformers who did not lose their interest in women
adrift lost their audience and their clout. After World War I, in a con¬
servative political climate, many Progressive era reform movements suf¬
fered from declining pubhc interest and from government repression
and indifference.'^ Middle-class women reformers, once recognized as
moral guardians, had lost the power to shape popular cultural images.

As the older image of women adrift faded, the manufacturers of mass
entertainment publicized a newer image. Rather than a victim ofpoverty
and vice, the self-supporting woman now symbolized the vitahty and
appeal of the modem age. In the earlier image, her suffering signified
the high cost of urban living; in the newer image, her pleasure pointed
to its rewards. The fun-loving woman adrift of the furnished room
districts, the "jazz baby," replaced the Victorian angel. She represented
a working-class variant of the modem New Woman of the early twen¬
tieth century. This new discourse was ambiguous, though. In the guise
of the gold digger, the self-supporting woman also personified the
dangers to men who indulged naively in urban pleasures. The new
discourse celebrated the city and female energy while it wamed against
excessive pleasure seeking and expressed underlying hostility toward an
increasingly public female sexuahty.

The new image appeared in the first decade of the twentieth
century in the stories ofchoms girls who achieved stardom and married
wealth. In 1900 the Flotadora Girls, who dated and married wealthy
men, showed the choms line as "a potential stepping-stone to personal
happiness and self-advancement."'* Unhke the timid heroines of ro¬
mance novels, these women stmtted boldly across the stage, displaying
their bodies and commanding attention. The glamour of the chorus
line received wide publicity in 1908 when the trial ofHenry Thaw made
sensational headlines and reached larger audiences still in a movie. The
Great Trial. Thaw had murdered architect Stanford White in a jealous
rage over White's affair with Thaw's wife, Evelyn Nesbit. During the
trial, Nesbit, a former chorus girl, told how wealthy men entertained,
courted, and, in her case, married the sexually attractive dancers who
worked in cabarets and theaters. She recounted her rise from the life of a

poor and hardworking chorus girl to a life of luxury and extravagance. For
wealthy men, the trial revealed the disastrous consequences that resulted
from succumbing to the chorus girl's sexuality. For wage-eaming women,
however, the trial publicized the romantic and material opportunities that
seemed to open when a woman lived without family supervision."
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In the following years, as the number of movie theaters expanded
rapidly and the size of audiences grew, the woman adrift emerged as a
central character in feature films. At first, in the early "white slavery"
films, the heroines, like the romance novel heroines, faced threats to
their virtue and sometimes eventual tragedy. At the same time, though,
in the early serials—The Perils of Pauline, The Hazards of Helen, and
Dolly of the Dailies—^the heroines, often adrift, were "healthy, robust,
and self-reliant." Apart from family, they met available and often mon¬
eyed men whom they attracted with their native allure. Like the earlier
romance heroines, they encountered dangers and difficulties, but they
also enjoyed the daring nightlife in cabarets and dance halls as well as
the high life in opulent villas.""^

Soon the movies portrayed increasingly competent and more
overtly sexual heroines. By 1915, Mary Pickford had made her career as
the first major movie queen by playing "women striving to be economi¬
cally free and morally emancipated.""^' In her films, Pickford, though
always chaste, portrayed characters who flirted, danced, wore revealing
clothing, and enjoyed energetic activities. She combined the purity of
the Victorian angel with the sexuality ofthe chorus girl. Her exuberance
and spunk attracted male suitors, leading to upwardly mobile marriages.
For example, in Behind the Scenes, released in 1914, Pickford played a
small-town woman who migrates to the city. After a stint at office work,
the heroine dances in the chorus line at a cabaret. There she attracts a

man who shows her the entertainments of the city and then marries
her. The story continues as Pickford refuses to exchange her ftm-loving
fife-style for a traditional marriage."'^^ Pickford played a rural daughter
in search of urban freedom in The Eternal Grind, released in 1916. She
takes a low-paying and dull job sewing in a factory, but her attractive
energy and her batde against injustice lead eventually to her marriage
to the wealthy son of her boss."'^'

While the earlier romance novel heroines endured agony until
rescued, the movie heroines often managed to stand up for themselves
and sometimes for others. In The Outcast, a 1915 film, the heroine, Netta,
a cabaret dancer, neither faints nor waits for her hero when a masher
pins her against a wall. Taking matters into her own hands, she finds
a gun and shoots him."^ Similarly, in June Friday, the heroine, June,
stabs the man who seduced and abandoned her."'^' Neither woman pays
for her crime: both Netta and June end up happily married.

By the 1920s, the movies drew clear connections between sepa¬
ration from family, on the one side, and female sexuality and material
gain, on the other. In some movies, the woman adrift was the stock
heroine of rags-to-riches stories. The following description of At the
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Stoße Door typifies the formula: "Mary leaves home to become a chorus
girl in New York, and soon she achieves stardom. Philip Pierce, a young
millionaire, is attraaed to her."'^ In other movies, the heroine, a wife
or daughter, rejected her Victorian heritage by leaving her family tem¬
porarily for a short period of freedom in the city's cabarets and dance
halls. She appeared eager to escape the restrictions and routine of family.
In still other films, self-supporting and openly sexual women, often
chorus dancers, won men away from the homebodies who insisted upon
clinging to outmoded Victorian standards. In most movies, the heroines
and heroes returned home in the end, but often they brought with
them, in a tempered form, the sexuality they discovered when separated
from family.'^^

As the sexual activities and the assertive behavior of the woman

adrift became more explicit in the movies, so did the dangers she posed
to men. The woman adrift as gold digger appeared at least as early as
1915. In The Model; Or, Women and Wine, wealthy young Dick Seymour
pursues a woman adrift, Marcelle Rigadont, an artist's model. Marcelle,
as one character advises her, wants to "play him for a sucker. . . . and
bleed him for every cent he's got." She convinces Dick to take her to
Paris and buy her jewels. Then, when he has no money left, she con¬
fesses, 'T never loved you—It was only your money I was after.""*^

In the 1920s, at least thirty-four films included the gold digger
with her "aggressive use of sexual attraction."'*^' This character followed
in a long and popular tradition of seductive vampires whose sexual
powers drained male energy. Earlier "vamp" characters, however, in¬
cluding those played in the movies by the famous Theda Bara, were
usually independendy wealthy women, or else they were women wronged
by men.'" For example, in the popular play The Easiest Way, written in
1908, playwright Eugene Walter described his character Elfie St. Clair
as "more sinned against than sinning," a woman who men had "imposed
upon, deceived, iUtreated and bulldozed" until she "had turned the
tables and with her charm and beauty gone out to make the same
slaughter."'" By the 1920s, gold diggers, young and separated from fam¬
ily, needed no justification for their behavior. In a well-known movie.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, written as a novel in 1925 by Anita Loos and
first released as a movie in 1928, Lorelei Lee, the gold digger from Little
Rock, Arkansas, has neither an evil nature nor an unhappy past. She
stalks her male prey with a comical and bald-faced directness and wins
audience approval with a curious mixture of clever connivance, naïveté,
and sincerity. In one typical line, Lorelei states openly that love interferes
with a woman's material interests: "I mean I always seem to think that
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when a girl really enjoys being with a gentleman, it puts her to quite
a disadvantage and no real good can come of it."'^

The new image of women adrift was not limited to the movies.
Although unrecorded forms of entertainment are harder to document,
it seems that the same image appeared in the chorus revues of cabarets
and theaters. In 'The Girl from My Hometown," the opening number
of the Midnight Frolic's '7ust Girls," staged in 1915, "girls from 24 cities
and one small town came to New York for adventure, men, and a new
life."" "Sally," a Zaegfield revue staged in 1920, told the story of a working-
class orphan who climbed from "the chorus to theatrical fame, wealthy
admirers and riches.""^

More accessible to the historian are the pulp romance magazines
that grew to popularity in the 1920s. These magazines, usually issued
monthly, contained short stories of romance, purported true and illus-
rated with photographs." An early and successful publication entitled
True Story Magazine appeared first in 1919. Geared to working-class
readers, it included numerous stories, usually anonymous, about hard¬
working women adrift. In the 1920s, True Story Magazine provided the
pattern for imitators, such as True Romances, Dream World, and Real
Love Magazine (see fig. 6.2). Publisher Bernarr MacPadden owned sev¬
eral of these magazines.'®

In the stories about women adrift, the plots usually resembled the
formula found in earlier romance novels. A young, white, native-born
woman, often an orphan, had troubles in the city and eventually married
the man she loved. The stories depicted love, marriage, and family life
as the most desirable and permanent solution to hardship, loneliness,
and ambition. In this sense, they reinforced traditional values for women:
domesticity triumphed in the end.

Despite the similarity in plot, however, the pulp magazines dif¬
fered markedly from the earlier novels. For one, they were more realistic.
Ordinan' working women replaced beautiful heiresses; rooming houses,
shops, faaories, and offices replaced "the seething whirlpool of vice
and crime"; everyday seductions and harassments replaced dramatic
abductions and suicide attempts. As one heroine says of her arrival in
New York, "What made me feel so utterly insignificant was the fact
that nobody noticed me at all. I wasn't accosted; nobody tried to lure
me an\where; I just didn't seem to make any impression on the city at
all."" '

In contrast to the helpless heroines of romance novels, the women
adrift ofmagazine stories were competent, bold, and courageous. When
Juliette "Jimmie" Jones, a newcomer to the city, encounters an unscru-
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pulous cab driver, the author announces explicitly, "She was neither
cowardly nor resourceless."'* In another story, when "strong, indepen¬
dent" Grace Harper leams that a man tried to "trick her into a mock
marriage," the author states, "But if her trust was gone, her courage
was not."'' In yet another story, Minnie Brown, a divorcee, shows
"strength of character" in crisis. In this story and others, a woman
scorned carries "herself with dignity," goes "through it dry-eyed," and
then gets revenge.*'" As another character takes her revenge, she pro¬
claims her sense of control: "In the past you found that I had a will of
my own. You will do just as I say."*"

A highly unusual story highlights the boldness of women mag¬
azine charaaers. In 'The Face with the Three Crosses," Pepita Ortiz,
a southwestern woman adrift in New York, leams that the man she
trusted. Bob Guthrie, is a cad. She does not faint, cry, or run away. She
knocks him out, ties him to a chair, brands three crosses on his forehead,
and pours carbolic acid in the wounds! With racist overtones, the story
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attributes her behavior to her "boiling Spanish blood," but it leaves no
doubt that Pepita is the heroine and Bob the villain who deserves his
punishment.''^

The magazine stories differed most clearly from the earlier ro¬
mance novels in the sexual behavior of women adrift. With surprising
frequency, the magazine heroines, like the movie heroines, held sexually
expressive jobs such as chorus dancing and nude modeling. (In contrast,
when told to go on the stage, one nineteenth-century romance novel
heroine says, "I would die first," and she does.)®' Other magazine her¬
oines attended cabarets, dance halls, and wild parties. Their sexual be-
ha\'ior ranged from chastity to premarital sexual intercourse with a lover
to prostitution. And, regardless of their sexual behavior, the stories
ended happily with the heroine married to the man she loved.

A common theme was the bad girl redeemed. In one such story,
the heroine, a prostitute, returns to respectability when a man's "love
so noble, so true, so pure, so all-sustaining . . . drew me back up the
road that for most girls who take it, is the Road of No Returning."®''^
In another story, a respeaable widow helps a reformed prostitute, her
soon-to-be daughter-in-law, by admitting that, in her youth, she too
had sinned and made money from men. The message is straightforward;
"I hope my story may reach a woman somehow, somewhere who is
trying to 'come back' and 'encourage her.' "®' In the pulp magazines, as
opposed to the earlier romance novels, extramarital sex, while still illicit,
did not lead to death or even necessarily to a ruined life.

In the magazines, love could cleanse a woman of past mistakes
and, in some cases, it could justify them. In "Love Is Not a Plaything,"
an orphaned wage-earning woman, "in the madness of . . . passion,"
makes love to her wealthy fiancé.®® She has a baby out of wedlock and
then marries a kind financier. The baby's father, returned from abroad,
searches for her and finds her. She gets a divorce and marries him, her
one true love. The stories glorified heterosexual love and elevated it
above conventions of propriety.

In the magazine stories, as in the movies, the gold digger made
her appearance. As often as not, she was the story's heroine, an energetic
woman who hoped and plotted to marry or date a wealthy man. In
one story, Joy Waring, an orphaned chorus girl, chooses "the career of
many^ing money."®^ Her amusing chicanery, her ability to outwit the
wealthy, shows her daring and intelligence. She meets George Crawley,
a wealthy college boy, cajoles him into proposing, and forces his dis¬
approving mother to acquiesce to the marriage. But then, despite her
viaory, she has a change of heart: "Suddenly I saw myself as I had been
. . . , scheming, planning, working to get ahead, being catty and ma-
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licious and contemptible. I was so ashamed I could have wept."*^® She
leaves George's mansion with his streetwise chauffeur and marries him
instead.

In the nineteenth-century romance novels, the greedy woman,
devious to the core, eventually blundered and suffered. In the magazine
stories, the greedy heroine, like Joy Waring, proved herselfclever, trium¬
phant, and ultimately good-hearted. In a new version of the sexual
double standard, she did not necessarily pay for her behavior, but men
literally paid for theirs. When she made fools of wealthy men, she
demonstrated the sexual power of women. But, equally important, she
redeemed herself only by relinquishing that power voluntarily.

The competent, bold, and sexual women adrift of the magazine
stories rarely feared the city's perils. More often, the stories played down
danger and exaggerated urban opportunities for adventure, romance,
and upward mobility. In several stories, the city fared favorably when
compared to the small town. In "Be My Husband," the heroine, orphan
Ruby Carlton, leaves "dull" Little Falls for "the world where life would
really be worth the living." The city fulfills its promise: Ruby rises to
stardom, earns a comfortable hving, and eventually marries her wealthy
employer."'

While some magazine heroines returned happily to their home¬
towns, others denounced the small town as narrow-minded and re¬
strictive. One heroine states directly, "I was glad to get away from
Mapleton, and I have never wanted to go back. I have found more of
the better part of human nature, more real kindness, more tolerance,
more friendship, and more love in the big cities of the world than I
have ever found in any small town."^° In another story, "Small Town
Morals," the heroine, a store clerk from a poor West Virginia family,
loses her "reputation" through no fault of her own. The town rejects
her, and she leaves for Akron, Ohio. When rumors of her past reach
Akron, she finds, "it wasn't as bad in the big city as it had been back
home. There everyone was against me. Here I had many friends left."^'
Urban opportunity and urban tolerance outweighed the dangers of the
metropoUs.

The young woman adrift as the modern New Woman provided
the popular culture industries with an especially choice symbol for
conveying urban energy and female sexuality. The romance novels of
late-nineteenth-century popular culture probably used the orphaned and
innocent woman adrift because, without family protection, she could
enter dangerous and suspenseful situations menacing to her virtue. In
contrast, the popular culture of the 1910s and 1920s probably used the
new woman adrift because, without family interference and at large in
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the city, she could explore urban nighdife freely and experience titillating
and romantic adventures.

The newer image of women adrift may well have changed some
women's self-perceptions. It probably helped timid women to see them¬
selves as individuals outside of family roles and to participate in urban
life with less fear. In fact, by the 1920s, increasing numbers of female
migrants stated that they came to the city not simply for work but also
for "new experiences" or "adventure."^ It may dso have encouraged
women to see themselves as bait for men, for in the newer image a
woman's success in life depended on her ability to attract men sexually.
In addition, like the romance novels, the stories may have created false
expectations of undying love and upward mobility.

Whatever their influence, the magazines and movies fit the needs
of their creators: they attracted readers and viewers. In 1924, five years
after first publication. True Story Magazine circulated to over 848,000
readers, and, five years later, the circulation surpassed two million.^'
The movies were more popular still. In the 1920s they attracted between
tw^enty and thirty million viewers weekly. By using wholesome women
as sexual objects, the directors and writers attracted both the kind of
male patrons who had long frequented bawdy theaters and the patrons
who preferred their sexual objects packaged in respectability. By creating
fantasies ofadventure, romance, and success, they attracted women and
men dissatisfied with home life or with low-paying, dead-end jobs. By
investigating shocking topics, such as premarital sex, they appealed to
women and men with prurient curiosity. And, by emphasizing the
chastity, or at least the redemption, of their heroines and the dangers
ofdissipation, they managed to appease the reformers who, in the early
years, balked at the sexual implications of the new entertainments.^'

As the new image of women adrift gained in popularity, it appeared
occasionally in literary works written for more elite audiences. For
example, in Anzia Yezierska's autobiographical novel Bread Given, life
apart from family offers freedom, upward mobility, and romance. The
heroine, Sara Smolinsky, runs away from the home of her immigrant
Jewish parents despite her father's patriarchal stranglehold on all of the
other women of the family. On her first day on her own, she bristles
with joy: "I felt I could turn the earth upside down with my littlest
finger. I wanted to dance, to fly in the air and kiss the sun and stars
with my singing heart." And when she goes to the door of the room
she will rent, it symbolizes her freedom. 'This door was life," writes
Yezierska, "It was air. The bottom starting-point of becoming a per¬
son."^" Unlike the movie heroines, Sara does not leap up the ladder to
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wealth through marriage. She works in a laundry, attends night school,
puts herself through college, teaches school, and then in the end marries
the man she loves.

From the turn of the centmy to 1925, when Yezierska published
Bread Givers, attitudes toward female sexuality had changed dramati¬
cally. Theodore Dreiser's An American Tragedy illustrates some of the
changes. The book won immediate and widespread acclaim, although
it had many of the features that had made Sister Carrie offensive in
1900. Hortense Briggs, the vain, heartless, and successful gold digger
in An American Tragedy, makes Carrie look virtuous. In contrast to
Carrie, Hortense aggressively exploits men; yet, she escapes without
punishment. By 1925, few readers expected a sexually active character
to pay for her "sins." The tragic central character of the novel, Clyde
Griffiths, however, succumbs to female sexuality and pays with his life
for his inability to resist the attractions of women and wealth. With
Roberta Alden, an innocent country woman who comes to the city for
work, Dreiser gives an unusual twist to the classic woman adrift. Rob¬
erta suffers not because poverty and predatory men push her inevitably
toward dishonor and, in her case, death, but because she insists upon
an old-fashioned morality. Roberta clings to Clyde while other female
characters assert their independence. She dies in the end because she
lets love and outdated morals guide her behavior.^

By the 1920s, few writers took the older image of the woman
adrift seriously. In Carl Van Vechten's Firecrackers: A Realistic Novel, for
example, a hard-boiled, cocaine-snorting, promiscuous actress named
Lottie becomes the voice of authority, while the green woman adrift
ftom Michigan, Wintergreen Waterbury, plays the part of a fool. In the
following conversation, Lottie suggests that Wintergreen blackmail her
married suitor:

"I mean you gotta get wise. This ain't a boilermaker. These Wall
Street johns can be trimmed."

"Why, what do you mean?" Wintergreen repeated.
"Make him say something or do something."
"I'm as pure as you are, Lottie Coulter! How dare you!"
"Snap it off kid, snap it off."

Lottie then explains her less-than-pure life-style, but Wintergreen
does not understand the slang. The conversation ends as Lottie ad¬
monishes Wintergreen, " 'Open your eyes, kid, open your eyes.' Win¬
tergreen obeyed her literally."^®
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Aside from a few exceptional literary examples, academic sociol¬
ogists rather than novelists spread the newer image ofwomen adrift to
elite audiences. Inaugurated in the 1890s, the academic discipline of
sociology thrived at the University of Chicago where faculty members
and students, mostly male, undertook intensive investigations of urban
life. At first, many of the sociologists, with backgrounds of religious
training, approached the city with an antiurban moralism reminiscent
of the Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations. By
the 1920s, however, the sociologists, influenced by German social the¬
orists, developed an outlook that differed from earlier reformers.^' They
began to stress the "objectivity" of their "scientific" observations. One
founding sociologist, Robert Park, "directly attacked the humanitarian
attitude" of some ofhis students.*" Others chose quietly to take a more
detached stance that approached cultural relativism. They stopped iden-
tifxing victims and vices, and turned instead to more rarefied theoretical
questions.

As part of their new outlook, the sociologists shared a vocabulary
of social change. Cities, they wrote, were composed of "natural areas"
which developed without human planning or intention. Some of these
areas or zones were distinctly urban, part of an inevitable evolution of
social "reorganization" as cities grew. In these zones, the traditional
family and village life of the small town disintegrated. This disintegra¬
tion led to a "disorganization" in the city characterized by "individua¬
tion" or "atomization" in which individuals stood alone without the
cohesive group life of the village community. Individuals in the city,
free from traditional "social control," now experimented with new ways
of fulfilling their desires. The "disorganization" in the city, a transitional
stage in an evolutionary process, gave way eventually to a new "social
organization."

The sociologists turned to the furnished room districts and their
residents as a vanguard of "individuation." Robert Park placed the
furnished room districts at the forefront of urban evolution: "Every¬
where the old order is passing, but the new has not arrived. . . . This
is particularly true of the so-called rooming-house area."*' And Harvey
Warren Zorbaugh found that individualism replaced conventional fam¬
ily in the furnished room districts. "Old standards disintegrate," he
wrote, "and life is reduced to a more nearly individual basis. ... It is
a world of atomized individuals, of spiritual nomads."*^ Other sociol¬
ogists found that the furnished room districts and other "disorganized"
areas, such as skid row, had high rates of divorce, prostitution, suicide,
and certain mental disorders.*'
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As the term "disorganization" suggests, some sociologists saw the
furnished room districts as an unfortunate feature of urban evolution.
Some of them equated individualism with loneliness. According to Ruth
Shonle Cavan, "In lodging-houses the people are detached, uncontrolled
by the opinions of their neighbors, and often very lonely."*^ Others
lamented the lack of tradition and restraints, disliked the pursuit of
cheap thrills, and feared the "hazards involved in promiscuous acquain¬
tanceships."*' These sociologists often found Ufe in the furnished room
districts soulless and hollow.

For the most part, however, the sociologists had a stronger faith
in progress. As the vanguard of urban evolution, the furnished room
districts were, in a sense, the most advanced development of city life.
With a marked ambivalence, these sociologists described the furnished
room districts as "emancipated" as frequendy as they called them "disor¬
ganized." In the furnished room districts, women and men escaped
social pressures to conform to community standards. Ernest Mowrer
found that wives and husbands who lived in the districts were "eman¬

cipated" from traditional family roles.*'' And E. Franklin Frazier, in his
book on black families in Chicago, saw the migration of blacks from
small towns and farms to "disorganized" furnished room districts as a
"second emancipation."*^ Of the founding generation of sociologists at
the University of Cfiicago, W. I. Thomas and Robert Park showed
special interest in the urban "freedom from the conventional social
control of the village."**

The woman adrift symbolized the emancipation and freedom of
urban life. Park and Zorbaugh agreed that women were the chief ad¬
venturers and experimenters of the furnished room districts.*' In the
small town, women usually adhered to conventional expectations of
domesticity and premarital chastity; in the furnished room districts,
however, they found opportunities for upward job mobility and for
open sexual expression. Frazier used a female example to explain the
opportunities open to blacks in Chicago. In the bright hght area of
Chicago's South Side, he wrote, "the mulatto girl from the South who,
ever since she heard that she was 'pretty enough to be an actress,' had
visions of the stage, realized her dream in one of the cheap theaters."'®
In a study of "business girls," Cavan stated, "leaving the restriction of
home and living in large cities are two of the simplest and most easily
attained ways of securing excitement, new experiences, wider con¬
tacts."" From this point of view, home life restrained women more than
it protected them. It contrasted with "the freer life which the great
cities offer them.'"^ Walter Reckless stated the case more bluntly; 'The
homeless woman of modern cities is the emancipated woman. She has
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broken away from her home community, frequently the small town.
And approximating the activities ofman, she ... is acquiring more self-
reliance and greater individuality.""

Popular culture may well have influenced the sociologists. After
all, the image ofwomen adrift presented by sociologists seems curiously
similar to the image appearing in movies and pulp magazines. Like the
movies and magazines, the sociologists found that the city released
women from the "monotony of settled family life" in the small town."^
From a barren and restricted life, the woman moved to "a section of
the old frontier transplanted to the heart of the modern city" where,
competent and self-seeking, she could pursue her individual desires and
ambitions."

In all of the areas where earlier reformers and investigators had
discovered exploitation ofunprotected women, sociologists now found
willing participation. Of dating for money, Frances Donovan wrote,
"She is not . . . exploited nor driven into it, but goes with her eyes
wide open."^ Walter Reckless attempted to prove diat "white slavery,"
the abduction of women to prostitution, had scarcely existed." And
W. I. Thomas stated that prostitutes were no longer exploited by pro¬
curers or pimps. They had "become Svise,' " he wrote, and were "going
more 'on their own,' " a change he attributed in part to the "general
individualization."'® In a 1929 book on saleswomen, Frances Donovan
summed up the new image: "The working girl no longer depends upon
heaven to protect her; she protects herself.""

The sociologists also mirrored the movies and magazines in their
focus on female sexuality. A key component of the "emancipation" they
described was greater freedom to engage in sexual activities outside of
marriage. Several sociologists discussed the sexual behavior of various
rvpes of women adrift, including taxi dancers, "unadjusted girls," and
bohemians. As in the movies, some of the sociologists depicted the
sexually "emancipated" woman as a threat to men. In the early writings
of the Chicago schœl, the stimulations of the city attracted residents
but injured them in the end. In a 1916 essay, for example, Ernest Groves
described the restlessness of rural youth and their attraction to the city.
He concluded pessimistically that "city dwellers," as they searched for
stimulation, would "face either the breakdown of physical vitality or
the blunting of their sensibilities.""*' By the 1920s, the woman adrift
personified these urban stimulations: she attracted men and threatened
them with dissipation and poverty. Thomas wrote that women use their
"charm" as a "lure" for "procuring entertainment, affection, and perhaps
gifts.""" Paul Cressey, in his study of taxi dancers, used the word "ex¬
ploitation" to describe the ways in which women made money from
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gullible men. "In the quest after the material equipment of life which
seems of such importance," he wrote, "the girl becomes not only an
individualist but also—frankly—an opportunistIn the earlier image
of the woman adrift, men exploited naive women; in the sociologists'
image ofthe "urban pioneer," women, like the gold diggers in the movies
and magazines, exploited naïve men.

No less than the earlier discourse on the innocent woman adrift,
the new discourse on the "urban pioneer" reduced wage-earning women
to stereotypes. It exaggerated certain features oflife adrift and neglected
others. Like the earlier discourse, the new discourse focused almost
wholly on young, white, native-born women adrift. The sociologists
used these self-supporting women as examples of uniquely urban per¬
sonalities, and, accordingly, they emphasized those aspects of women's
lives that supported their theories of urban evolution: individualism,
unconventional sexual behavior, transient personal relationships, and
freedom from social control. Their commitment to the idea of evolu¬

tionary progress encouraged them to accept these urban features as at
least somewhat positive and liberating. At the same time, they played
down the negative constraints of low wages, sexual harassment, and
economic dependence that many women adrift continued to face. They
also expressed an underlying fear ofuncontrolled female sexuality. With
the new stereotype, the sociologists undermined reform efforts and gave
intellectual legitimacy to the neglea of female poverty.

The earlier discourse on women adrift drew on a stereotype of
women as passive, passionless, and innocent, while the sociologists,
moviemakers, and pulp magazine writers tapped an older stereotype of
women as wild, sexual, and potentially dangerous. The changing dis¬
course highlights a larger change in the portrayal ofwomen in America,
from the Victorian angel to the sexy starlet. In the late nineteenth
century, women adrift epitomized the purity of women; in the early
twentieth century, the same women were among the first "respectable"
women broadcast as sexual objects.

For the fifty years between 1880 and 1930, the special position of living
apart from family attraaed public attention to the woman adrift. When
large numbers of women left their homes, Victorian Americans, es¬
pecially women reformers, prediaed the worst. As they would have it,
women depended on the protection of a harmonious home life, and
the home depended upon women's moral guardianship. In contrast,
the rapidly growing cities were cruel and ruthless, the domain of the
stronger and coarser male sex. Without female care the home might
collapse, and without the family's protection a woman at large in the
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city might fall prey to poverty and evil men. By the early twentieth
century, however, the city had its celebrants, the home its detractors.
Entrepreneurs profited when they promoted and sold the vitality of
urban life. City dwellers responded to the lure of the bright lights and
the appeal ofenergetic entertainment. In contrast to the vibrant city, the
p>eaceftil haven of the home appeared dull and restrictive. Moreover, the
worst predictions had not come true. From all observations, women
adrift, though poorly paid, lived ably, often cooperating with and de¬
pending on their peers. And as middle-class moral standards changed,
political conservatism increased, the average woman's wages rose, and
immigration ended, both the sexual vulnerability of women and the
problems of poverty claimed less notice. In this context, the woman
who left her home seemed much like Sister Carrie, an unbounded
individualist who might use her sexual appeal to increase her personal
wealth.



Conclusion

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, thousands of women
moved apart from family to support themselves in the city. Black and
white, native bom and immigrant, young and old, rural and urban,
these women often came from backgrounds of poverty and sometimes
from families disrupted by death, desertion, abuse, or conflict. They
came to the city in search of jobs, and some hoped also for adventure,
romance, or careers. In a sense, the city failed them. Despite their
expectations, many women encountered poverty, sexual exploitation,
loneliness, and stigma. In another sense, though, the city offered pos¬
sibilities. In new neighborhoods and at new jobs, women created social
networks that provided them with companionship and support. Here
they also found the opportunity for a limited measure of self-assertion.

What the "women adrift" asserted most adamantly was their desire
for independence from supervision. Gradually they rejected the sur¬
rogate families that cast them, regardless of age, in the role ofdaughter.
To the dismay of middle-class reformers, many wage-earning women
clearly preferred the company of their peers. Alert to a new market,
urban entrepreneurs responded readily. In the 1890s they invested in
restaurants, apartments, furnished rooming houses, and dance halls
where lodgers, male and female, could eat, sleep, and socialize without
the presence of parental authorities. By the 1910s, women adrift flocked
to and shaped these institutions, creating new peer-oriented subcultures.

Several historians ofAmerican wage-earning women have focused
recently on the challenges that women in trade unions and informal
work cultures posed at the turn of the century to the power of em¬
ployers." While women adrift participated in such efforts, as a group
they posed their greatest challenge to sexual conventions. Observers
recognized this early on. Late-nineteenth-century reformers feared that
women without kin to protect them would succumb to sexual temp¬
tation, and early-twentieth-century sociologists saw women without kin
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to restrain them as avid sexual experimenters. In fact, women adrift ran
the gamut from sexually inactive to sexually adventuresome. Those who
chose to defy the conventions of their parents and of the middle class
entered urban subcultures that sanctioned extramarital heterosexual and
sometimes homosexual activity. The relationships they formed often
combined sexual expression with economic strategy. Through dating,
pickups, gold digging, temporary alliances, and occasional prostitution,
they sometimes found excitement, companionship, and, not least, some
relief from poverty.

These women adrift were not "emancipated" women in the sense
that people often use the word today. The subcultures they formed
failed to remedy low wages, promoted female economic dependence,
and encouraged women to value themselves as sexual objects. Still, as
they knew, their challenge had genuine, though limited, meaning. They
defied the sexual double standard, explored sexual desire, and established
independence from supervision, at least in their leisure hours. In so
doing, they helped forge the modem sexual expression that replaced
Victorian reticence.

From the i88os to the 1920s, the woman adrift, and especially her sexual
behavior, captured public notice. With the onset of the Great Depres¬
sion, though, the public interest all but died. During the 1930s, the
poverty ofself-supporting women seemed little different from the more
widespread poverty ofwomen, men, and children who lived in families.
In fact, the situation of self-supporting women often seemed less dire
than that ofunemployed women and men who had dependent children.
Furthermore, by the end of the 1920s, many middle-class women had
adopted a more sexually expressive style; in this context, the sexual
behavior of women adrift no longer provoked alarm or even comment.
In addition, during the 1930s the number of women adrift declined
temporarily. Fewer migrants arrived in the city looking for work, and
many unemployed migrants returned to rural small-town homes where
food for subsistence might be grown more easily.^ When migration
increased again during and after World War II, few Americans noticed
the woman adrift. She had become an accepted figure in the urban
landscape.

"riie history ofwomen adrift is not an isolated episode in American
women's history. Other historians note that wage work promoted au¬
tonomous female migration to cities. They also describe sexual exper¬
imentation among the female migrants. From at least the 1830s to at
least the 1960s, women who left their families and came to the cities
for work sometimes explored the boundaries of sexual convention.'
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Sociologists and anthropologists today draw a similar picture of
change in some third world nations. In parts of Latin America, Asia,
and Africa, women leave their homes in increasing numbers for work
in the cities and in the export zones where multinational corporations
operate factories."^ The obvious and major differences of time and place,
economy and culture distinguish third world nations today from the
United States at the turn of the cenmry. In kinship configurations, filial
piety, marriage customs, occupational distribution, and employment
conditions, the women adrift of tum-of-the-century Chicago differ vasdy
from, say, the contemporary women migrants to the export zones of
Malaysia. Nevertheless, the similarities are in some ways striking.

In the broadest of outlines, the story of third world women mi¬
grants resembles the story of women adrift. As in the United States,
third world women today leave their homes for both economic and
non-economic reasons. Poverty pushes them from their homes, and
jobs lure them to the cities. At the same time, abusive patriarchal au¬
thority, stigmatized premarital pregnancies, oppressive arranged mar¬
riages, and other "female" motives impel autonomous migration.'
Working primarily in service and mamffacturing jobs, these women
find, as did women adrift, that employers often pay them the low wages
ofdependent daughters or wives." Further, in some cities, these migrants
also find themselves vulnerable to sexual exploitation and stigmatized
as sexually suspect because of their lone status.^ With little social, po¬
litical, or economic power, most autonomous women migrants today
face limited options in some ways similar to those faced by women
adrift in American cities earlier. They can work for low wages, or they
can accept higher-paying sexual service jobs.® They can maintain tra¬
dition, or they can assert their independence from the customs of their
parents.' They can lead isolated fives, or they can cooperate with and
depend on others. As in the United States, observers notice and often
lament changes in sexual mores, in some cases the "Westernization" of
fife-styles.'° Here too sexual expression is often tied to financial reward.
Temporary heterosexual alliances and CKcasional prostimtion offer poorly
paid women a means to supplement income."

To point to these similarities is not to suggest that the complex
and diverse experiences ofself-supporting women in various third world
nations today replicate the experiences of women adrift of tum-of-the-
century Chicago. Stated simply, they do not. The similarities are im¬
portant, though, for they place the women adrift in their broader his¬
torical context—the ongoing world history of industrial capitalism,
urban growth, and autonomous female migration.



Appendix
Women Adrift Samples

Much of the quantitative data in this book is derived from two samples
of'Svomen adrift" drawn from the federal manuscript censuses of Chi¬
cago of 1880 and 1910. The samples were drawn systematically from the
entire city ofChicago; they are equivalent to random samples. For 1880,
I selected all women adrift on every fourth page of the manuscript
census of Chicago. For 1910, when the city was much larger, I selected
all women adrift on every thirty-fifth page.* The 1880 sample had 957
women; the 1910 sample had 905.

I defined women adrift as gainfully employed women who did
not live with kin or with employers. To select these women, I used the
following census categories: surname, relationship to household head,
sex, and occupation. I selected gainfully employed women who had no
familial relationship to the household head, who were not employees
of the household head, and who had a different surname from all other
members of the household. Almost all of these women were listed
(under relationship to household head) as boarders, lodgers, roomers,
or tenants. I also selected gainfully employed women who lived alone,
and I included gainfully employed women household heads when all
other members of the household had different surnames from her and
no listed familial relationship to her. In the few multiperson households
without listed heads, I coded data on gainfully employed women who
had different surnames from all other members of the household. I
included women who Uved in hotels and organized boarding homes
but excluded women who lived in institutions such as prisons and
convents.

For each woman selected, I recorded all of the census information
available. I also coded data on the household head and the household
size and comp)osition. Much of this data appears in the tables and in

*Thanks to Jan Reiffof the Newberry Library for help in constructing these samples.
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the text. Finally, for households with more than one roomer, I recorded
how many of the fellow boarders and lodgers were bom in the same
state or foreign nation as the women adrift, how many of her fellow
female boarders and lodgers worked in the same occupation, and what
occupational categories they worked in. After analyzing this last-
mentioned data with the computer, I found virtually nothing of major
interest: in both 1880 and 1910, few women lived with other roomers
who worked in the same specific occupation, and, not surprisingly,
service and factory workers (often blacks and immigrants) did not usu¬
ally five with clericals, sales workers, or semiprofessionals (often native-
bom whites); native-bom women migrants (black or white) did not
cluster with other roomers from the same state ofbirth, but immigrants
(especially recent immigrants) tended to five with other roomers ftom
the same nation of birth. Because most women married and changed
their names after marriage and because many women were not fisted
in city directories, I did not attempt to trace individuals over time.

A traditional occupational classification (unskilled labor, semis¬
killed labor, skilled labor, low white collar, professional) did not capture
the female labor market; therefore, I used my own categories in this
study. These categories are service (day-working servant, waitress, dish¬
washer, etc.), needle trades (seamstress, dressmaker, etc.), other man¬
ufacturing (meat-packer, bookbinder, etc.), clerical (file clerk,
stenographer, etc.), sales (saleswoman, cashier, etc.), entrepreneurial/
managerial (store keeper, rooming house keeper, supervisor, etc.), sem¬
iprofessional (nurse, teacher, etc.), professional (doctor, lawyer, etc.),
and other (fortune-tellers, ragpickers, etc.).

The results of the quantitative study are only as accurate as the
raw data. In this respea, as social historians know, the manuscript census
falls short. Census data are notoriously rife with error. Among other
inaccuracies, census takers may well have undercounted the number of
women adrift. Heads of crowded homes, fearing the housing inspector,
may have failed to fist all of their lodgers. And women adrift themselves,
fearing stigmatization, may have claimed to five with family or kin.
While the census provides the best (and sometimes the only) available
source for quantitative assessment, the inadequacies of the data should
be kept in mind.
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